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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 What is the use of Factorization Algorithms? 
Suppose one is asked to solve the following equation 
ι
7
 - 12x(' - 3 0 r 5 + 1150I 4 - 7 4 4 9 J ! + 2199CL·2 - 30294л + 14796 = 0 (11) 
One way to start with this problem is to try to factor the polynomial r 7 — 1 2 J 6 -
30-c5 + I I S H C 4 - 7449т 3 + 21990r 2 - 30294x + 1479C m Q[T] This polynomial turns 
out to be reducible When given a factorization of this polynomial, the problem of 
solving the corresponding equation is reduced to small« problems, namclv to solve 
equations of a lower degree So the pioblem of solving this equation becomes easier 
when a factonzation is known It is particularly useful if the factonzation contains 
factors of degree 1, because these immediately give a solution \ o t e that it may not 
be so easy to compute1 a factorization by hand, it is more с ornement to use a computei 
for such problems 
What is observed here foi polynomial equations holds foi linear differential op­
erators as well, namely that corrrputmg a factorization of a diffcrentral operator is 
useful for the problem of soiling differential equations Factorization does not solve 
this problem in general, but reduces it to smaller problems Consrder for example the 
following differential operator 
ƒ = 2(15r4 -4x2 + 3 ) ( r 8 - 1 2 J 5 + 2a:4 -GL2 - 12z + 1)<9" + 
(480x u - 144x° - 3Ü6(lcs + 48(k7 + 1008z6 - 308/^ - 3 6 0 J , ' + 
144z3 + 48r 2 - 164a - 180)<9! + (198Ch1() - 736x8 - 5400г 7 + (1 2) 
1024/·6 + 2932rr> + 93r 4 - 2904x ! + 3 2 0 J 2 + 72r - 171)<32 + 
(1800/' - 960.17 - 1080:E C + 800/·1 + 900л 1 - 1992т2 + 
5 6 i + 180)ô - 18üjh - 3 3 2 J , 2 + 150r4 + 3 0 e Q{c)[d] 
where д stands for -^ This operator corresponds to the following differential equation 
ƒ(</)= 0 
3 
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\Y( can ti λ to search foi exact s\mbohc solutions of this equation Oi we can use 
numerical methods to find approximate solutions Both arc generally easiei for equa­
tions of smaller ordei So if one can reduce this equation to other equations of lower 
oidei then the problem of finding symbolic oi numerical solutions becomes саыеі 
To reduce the ordei of the differential equation ƒ((/) = 0, we trv to compute one 
or se\cral factorizations of the differential opeiator ƒ in the non commutative ring 
Q(r)[d] In 1894 Веке ga\G a method for factonzation in this ring Several people 
have given unproved variations on this method 
Fa( toii7ation by hand is not very pleasant for operators like (1 2) so we prefer to 
use a computer Howevei, even on a computer Beke's method (and the variations on 
it) will most likely not iesult in a factori7ation of (1 2) but only in an "out of memory' 
message To find a factor of (1 2) via Beke's method, one must first compute another 
operator q (the second exterior power) and then compute a first order right-hand 
factor of η Howevei, in this example g is about 15 times largei than ƒ (measured in 
the amount of papei it takes to print it) To find the first Older factors of g, Beke's 
algorithm will compute in the splitting held of the polynomial xs — 12a;5 + 2 J ' 1 — 
o í 2 — 12i + ] Afcording to the computer algebra system GAP this held has degree 
1132 cner Q Computations o\ei such complicated fields aie not feasible in practise 
To find a factorization a different approach is needed, which is not (like all pievious 
implementations) based on Beke's method Two of such appioaches aie g n e n in this 
thesis 
In chaptei 3 we will g n e a new factorization method that has scleral advantages 
oicr Веке s method One achantage is that it needs not work with splitting fields 
It will compute in a held extension of degree 8 instead of degiee 1152 in the exam­
ple (1 2), it needs to woik with onlv one root of xH — 12x J + 2x 4 - 6i2 - Ylx + 1 
instead of all roots Furtheimoie, ш most cases (including this example) it does not 
need to compute with exterior po:vers of ƒ, but only with ƒ itself \vhi<h is a much 
smallei cxpiessicm 
In [47] Singer shows how m a number of cases (the example (1 2) is one of these 
cases) fac tori7ation can be lcduced to sohing an equation that will be called the 
mixed equation In chaptei δ an efficient method is given to compute the solutions of 
this equation The algorithms m chapters 3 and 3 are implemented Both algoiithms 
arc efficient enough to produce a factonzation of (1 2), even on a relatively small 
computer 
Implementation of these methods costs a lot of time, often ел en more time than 
finding the method and wilting a paper on it However, to be sure that the method 
teallv works on large complicated examples one can not avoid implementing the 
algonthni on a computei So the implementation is an important pait of the work 
This thesis discusses the mathematical aspen ts of the methods To get an idea of 
ι he1 íest of the woik it is iecommended to down-load the most recent \ersion of the 
implementation from the following LRL's and to trv it on some examples 
h t t p //www-math s c i kun n l / m a t h / c o m p a l g / d i f f o p / 
οι 
h t t p / / d a i s y u w a t e r l o o ca/~mvanhoei 
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1.2 Outline of the thesis 
Chapter 2, 3 4 and o of this thesis cadi consist of one paper [2G 27, 28 29] These 
cliapteis are organized as follows The title of this thesis tefers to chapter 3 The 
topic of that chapter is of factorization of differential opciators vuth rational functions 
coefficients The1 approach is first to study differential operators locally, because then 
the problems tend to be mathematically easier (but at the same time more technical 
and harder to implement') and have already been solved in large part 
The purpose of chaptci 2 is to provide all ingredients that are needed in chapter 3 
It с ontams a pree ïse study of local differential operators Tins is done in a general way, 
the field of constants is not necessarily algcbrarcallv closed The concepts that arc 
introduced in chapter 2 are the following semr regular parts (sectron 2 6 1), exponen-
tial parts (section 2 6), their relation with the Newton polynomrals (sec tion 2 6), with 
fac tonzation (lemma 4 and Ö, theorem 1 and 2) and with formal solutions (theorem 3) 
These concepts form the basis of this thesis, all other chapters use this terminology 
The topics treated in chapter 2 are quite technical They arc easier to understand 
when one already knows what their purpose is and so it can be advisable first to 
lead parts of chapter 3 In paiticulai, reading chapter 2 may be easier after having 
read section 3 3, although the pioofs of the statements in section 3 3 are found in 
chapter 2 Furthermoic chaptei 2 becomes much easier if orre is already familiar with 
computing Puiseux expansions (cf [11, 18]), because the main ingredients for local 
factorization (the Newton polygon and Newton polvnonnal) are used for computing 
Puiseux expansions as well 
The topic of chaptei 4 is computing nnaiiants of differential opciators Chaptei 4 
is joint work with lacques-Aithur Weil Results in his thesis combined with the 
terminology introduced m chapter 2 and section 3 3 turn out to be veiy useful for 
computing invariants 
In chapter 5 the topic is to compute solutions of a certain differ entrai equation 
called the mixed equation This can be applred to factor drfferential operators in a 
number of cases А шее application of chaptei 5 for the factorization algorithm is 
found in lemma 24 Tins tells us that the method in chapter 3 is apphe able when-
e\er algebraic extensions are needed to factor the differential operator Hence we can 
apply the method in chaptci 3 with the extra assumption (which speeds up the com­
putation sigrrrficantly) that no algebraic extensions are needed, and afterwards applj 
the method in chaptci 5 to handle the remaining с ases Bj combining с hapter 3 and 
chapter 3 in this waj we obtain a more efficient factorization algorithm Another 
ad\antage of this combination is that the factorizations from chaptci δ often only use 
.ι minimal algebraic extension of the constants 
1.3 What is new? 
What is besides algorithmic lmpiovcments that make factorization of (1 2) possible, 
mathematical new m this thesis'1 A. notion like exponential parts is not new, see for 
example the normalized eigemalues m [52] Howevci what is new is that thev can be 
denned without using difteiential modules and the loidan Holder theorem, without 
using foimal solutions using onl\ a substitution map S, and the Newton poh normal 
\o This makes exponential paits easiei to compute and hence moie с ornement for 
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algorithmic purposes 
We use exponential paits to express various properties of local factorizations 
(lemma 4 and 5 theorem 1 and 2) For this purpose it is convenient that the mul-
tiplicity fie{f) of the exponential part e m ƒ is defined in terms of the tools Se and 
До of local factorization In section 2 8 these properties are related to properties of 
foimal solutions, in particular in theorem 3 This way we (an use local factorizations 
m the algorithms, but think of these in terms of formal solutions The former are 
moie convenient to compute with and the latter are easier to understand It makes 
the algorithm in chapter 3 much easier to explain The first two paragraphs of sec­
tion 3 5 would not be clear when written in the wav that the implementation works 
which is using local factorizations and no formal solutions Making the argument in 
these two paragiaphs cleai was the reason for introducing exponential parts the way 
it is donc in chapter 2 Even though chaptei 2 treats a topic that in itself is not new, 
the wav that this topic is treated is new and leads moie conveniently to new iesults, 
like chapters 3 4 and 5 
Another thing which is new m chapter 2 is the definition of the semt tegular parts 
of differential operators And the definition of the сорите index of factorizations in 
hlteied iings, and corresponding to that a geneiahzation of the Hensel lifting algo-
nthm 
In chapter 3 sections 3 5 and 3 G we give a new efficient factorization algonthm 
foi differential opeiators with iational fune tions coefficients Foi operators with many 
singularities and for operators with factois of order > 1 this algonthm is much more 
efficient than the previous algonthms that are based on Beke's algonthm Our algo­
rithm is not complete, however In section 3 7 we show how it can be completed to 
the с ase of factors of order 1 Using iesults fiom the hteiature the algonthm can then 
be completed for higher order factors as well The terminology of exponential parts, 
in the way it is treated in chapter 2, is needed to describe the algorithm 
Our approach of exponential paits has more applications as well, it is also used 
in chapter 4 and chaptei 5 In chapter 4 one of the problems that is treated is to 
determine bounds on the integer exponents of a ccitain operator M (a symmetric 
power of a given operator L) without actually computing M Good bounds have 
the following properties they can be computen! quicklv and are as shaip as possible 
There is not a suitable relation between the exponents of L and the exponents of M 
There is, howevei a relation between the1 solution spaces of L and M The îelation 
between the solutions and qeneiahzed exponents (which, like the exponential parts, 
are defined in terms of NQ and S, ) gives a good way to compute these bounds Fur-
theimoie this approach resine ts the number of monomials that need to be < onsidered 
m the algorithm in chapter 4 (see the lemma in section 4 4 1), which is beneficial foi 
the efficiency as л еіі 
Chapter 5 deals with the problem of computing the eigcnrmg of a differential 
opcratoi by solving the so-called mixed equation The elements of this eigennng 
aie differential operators with rational function coefficients The main mathematical 
difficulty for determining these iational fune tions m an efficient way is to find a bound 
on then \aluations at e\cn place on Pl One can quickh deme a bound expressed 
in teims of the Newton polynomial, foi the régulai smgulai case Howevei, we want 
to have a bound foi the geneial case A.s we lia\e seen in the pieuous chapters, the 
legular singular case can often be generalized bv using the tenninology of exponential 
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parts and generalized exponents. We want to do this in chaptei 5 as well. The key 
result that wc need in chapter 5 is equation (3.3) on page 48, which says that the sum 
of the multiplicities of the generalized exponents of ƒ equals order(/) 
In previous chapters one of the ideas was to telate the multiplicity (which was 
defined in terms of N{) and S,,) ('f exponential parts to a property of formal solutions; 
the mvlttphcity of mi exponential part is the dimension of the corresponding compo-
nent of the solution space. So in chapter 5 the idea is to do the same for generalized 
exponents, to relate their multiplicities (which aie easiest defined in terms of NQ and 
Se) to a property of formal solutions. For this purpose the property deql of a formal 
solution is introduced. Tins notion is used for the computation of the bound (the re-
sult of this computation is proposition 5). This bound is the mathematical ingredient 
that is needed to find an efficient algorithm. 
A few remarks on formal solutions and exponential paits. Traditionally, a basis 
of foinidl solutions is given where each element is represented in the following form 
ex]>{p)x\ where ь e k{(x))\j>,\,\og{j)}, Xçk, ρ <Ξ \J.i--L/"k[x-í/n]. 
η 
We piopose the following form instead 
Exp(r).s where s e k{(x))[e,ìoy,(x)], e e\Jk[x~l/'1]. (1.3) 
Here Exp(e) stands for exp(J -dx) In the expression Exp(c)s we call с the exponen­
tial part and s the semi-regular part. So (p, X) is grouped together in the exponential 
part p. Consequently, the distinction between ρ = 0 and ρ φ 0 (tegular singular and 
irregular singular) is no longer relevant, we only distinguish e £ Ж (= semi-iegular 
case = trivial exponential pait) and с $ Ж We piopose to drop the notion of regular 
singular as much as possible, and introduce the notion of semi-regular operators. The 
motivation is to generalize algorithms that are designed foi the ìegular singular case to 
the irregular singular case. Therefore, wc want to treat regular singular and irregular 
singular in exactly the same way Fot the foimal solutions that means tepiesenting 
them as in (1 3) The benefits of this approach are found in chapters 3, 4 and Ó. After 
having treated the necessary technicalities in chapter 2, the irregular singular case is 
no longer harder or easier than the régulai singulai case in chapters 3, 4 and 5. 
Chapter 1 
1.4 List of Notat ions 
Chapter 2: 
/ 
L 
R 
к 
k((x)) 
a 
s 
к{{х))Щ 
k((x))[6] 
D
n 
σ
α
(Ω 
*.,,»(ƒ) 
coprirne index 
5c 
ЛЧ7) 
legular 
ìegular singular 
ЩЛ 
τ 
ν 
V(f) 
oidei(J) 
Exp(e) 
K(f) 
YAf) 
A differential operator. 
A left-hand factor of ƒ. 
A light-hand factor of ƒ. 
The field of constants (not necessarily algebraically 
closed). 
The field of formal Laurent series with finite pole order. 
d_ 
άτ 
The differential operator .rd, cf. page 13. 
Ring of differential opcratois with power series 
coefficients. 
Same ring, hut the elements are denoted in terms of <5 
instead of д cf section 2.3.2. 
Л valuation on fc((:r))[<5] defined in section 2.2. 
For a fixed valuation v, D
n
 = {α\ν(α) > η}, cf. sec­
tion 2.2. 
ƒ up to accuracy a, which means ƒ modulo £>„+,(ƒ) 
<T„ (ƒ) where the underlying valuation is o
s 
For a factorization ƒ = LR in a filtered ring D this 
measures how "coprirne" L and R arc, cf. section 2.2. 
The set U, l 6N Ф
- , /
" ] С к((т)), cf. page 16. 
The ramification index, cf. page 15. 
f'i ci - f ) ε rZ. cf. page 27. i .u i i fe i ) 
Maps δ to δ + с, cf. page 16. 
Newton polygon, cf. section 2.3.3 and the references 
therein. 
ƒ is icgulai if f = a y for some a G k((r)) and monic 
я e НН)[д]. ' 
f is régulai singular if N(f) has onlv one slope equal 
toO. 
Newton polynomial for slope .s. cf. section 2.3.4. 
Variable used for expressing the Newton polynomial. 
Universal extension (as a ring) of fc((.r)), cf. page 16. 
In lemma 2.1.1 in [24] this is called R. 
V{f) С V is the solution space of ƒ. dim(V'(/)) = 
order(/) 
Degree of ƒ, as a non-commutative polynomial in д or 
Ò". 
Foi e e E defined as cxp(f yrf.r) G V', cf. section 2.3.2. 
Exp(e) · (k • fc((.r))[c>])[log(x·)'], cf. section 2 8 3. 
\'{f) Π V
e
. where ƒ G к{{т))Щ and e in E or in E/ ~. 
Ех
Р
(с)-Щ^)[\оф)}. 
У(ЛС\ е- where ƒ G A-((.r))[<5] and e in E or in E/Q. 
diin(Vi (ƒ)), cf. section 2.6 and theorem 3 on page 34. 
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μΛΙ) 
ΰα η 
exponents 
exponential part 
semi-regnlar 
semi-iegulai part 
pp(r) 
Rue riti solution 
LCLM 
•blog 
Chapter 3: 
k(,)[d] 
". (ƒ) 
generalized exponent 1 
/'.(ƒ) 
7 і ( Л 
s: 
V, 
adjoint 
tvpc(/) 
LCLM factorization 
completely reducible 
G C R D 
Chapter 4 : 
L 
С 
к 
£©>" 
Li©L2 
S"l{A) 
dim(V, (ƒ)) (f section 2 6 and theorem 3 
See page 16 
The loots of JV0(/) m ^ 
\ n element e of E/ ~ for which / і
е
( Л > 0 
ƒ is semi-regulai over к{(г))[с] if ƒ is régulai singular 
and the exponents aie elements of
 Г а і
д ( е 1 ^ 
The semi legulai pa i t R
r
 of ƒ for e € £ is the largest 
factoi of Se(f) л\Ьіг1і is semi-regular ovei /r((x))[p], cf 
set tion 2 6 1 
Foi r G k((r)) pp(r) is the с 6 E for which ι (e — r) > 0 
ι foi which д — r (or Л — r when using δ syntax) is a 
nght-hand factor, cf section 2 5 1 
Least Common Left Multiple cf page 16 
Maps log(c) to log(?) + 1, ci section 2 9 
Diffeiential opeiators with rational functions 
coefficients 
Multiplicity of the generalized exponent, defined as the 
multiplicity of the root 0 in No(S,,(f)) 
e e £ for ν, (ƒ) > О 
A. map that moves the point ρ to 0, с f section 3 3 4 
Collection of all μ( (lp{f)) data, с f section 3 3 4 
a ~* b if α — b = у'/y for some у € k(x), cf page 53 
The set of μ*{Β) for all fiist order right factors Л of ƒ 
Maps д to д + г, с f page 53 
A partially defined valuation from V to £ , с f sec 
tion 3 3 3 
The set of у € V for which the \aluatiorr v(y) £ £ is 
defined 
A-(j-)-anti-automorphism of k(r)[d] given by д ι-> —d 
Isomorphism class of V(f), cf section 3 3 5 
ƒ , , , / „ f o i which / = LCLM(A, ,ƒ„) 
ƒ allows an LCLM factorization with / i , , ƒ
n 
irreduc lblc 
Greatest Common Right Divisoi 
\ differential operator 
The field of constants (not nee essarilv algebraically 
closed) 
C(x) 
The m-th symmetric power of the operator L 
Symmetric product, с f page 76 
Symmetric powei of a matrix differential equation 
AY = \' 
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Symm(\Y 
Symm{U) 
min
r
(L) 
L O 
C h a p t e r 
RRcm 
£v(f,f) 
dc.g]{y) 
For a vector space IT" this is the m-th symmetric power 
of ΪΓ. 
For a matrix U this demotes a matrix of which the 
columns form a basis of Sym"'(W), where W is the 
vector space spanned by the columns of Í/. 
(•'L — f-2 £ - 2 a n d fji — e-2 < 0. 
< r -minimal generalized exponents of L. 
Monic operator for which дг( Щ) = T ' ( L ( , ) ) . 
Remainder after a right-hand division. 
{r G k(x)[d]\r(V(f)) С V(f), ordcr(r) < order(/)} , 
the eigenring of V(f). 
Degree, as a polynomial in log(.x'), of the part of y G V* 
with the lowest valuation. 
'In an older version of I his text, [27], this was called canonical exponential part (meaning: a 
canonical choice of a representative in /v for an exponential part in E/ ~) and the list of generalized 
exponents was called canonical lisi. 
Chapter 2 
Formal Solutions and 
Factorization of Differential 
Operators with Power Series 
Coefficients 
The topic of this chaptei is formal .solutions of linear differential equations with for 
mal power sei ics coefficients The method proposed for computing these solutions is 
based on factorization of differential operators The notion of exponential parts is 
mtioduced to give a description of factorization properties and to characterize the 
foimal solutions The algorithms will be described and their implementation is avail­
able 
2.1 Introduction 
Factorization of differential operators is a powerful < omputer algebra tool for handling 
ordinary linear differential equations It can be applied to compute foimal solutions 
and to study the structure of a differential equation A differential equation 
i / < " ) + a „ _ , t / , , - 1 » + +aiy' + a0y = l) 
corresponds to a differential operatoi 
f = dn + a„ i d ' - 1 + + a0d° 
acting on у Here the coefficients «, arc elements of the differential held k((x)) and д 
is the drfferentiatrorr d/dx The field к rs the held of constarrts It rs assumed to have 
characteristic 0 The differential operator ƒ is an element of the non-commutative 
ring k((x))[d) Tins is an example of an Ore ring [40] 
Sections 2 6 and 2 8 contain the mam results of this chapter These results are 
expressed using the notion of exponentral parts The» exponential parts will be studied 
11 
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m see tioii 2 6 from the \ к л point of factorization, and m section 2 8 fiom the л ïewpoint 
of formal solutions Thc\ forni the key mgiedient foi our factorization algorithm for 
k{i)[d] in (haptei 3 \not,hci application is found in section 2 9 Hen1 the question 
is when is a given \ector space a solution space of a certain diffeiential operator 
This question can easih be answeied using the duect sum splitting in section 2 8 
The algorithms in this chapter aie gnen m sections 2 4, 2 5 and 2 8 4 From an 
alftonthmH point of л lew the fac tonzation ш к((х))[д] is the cential problem because 
all other algorithms in this thesis îequrie this tool We will drscuss it in the rest of 
this section 
\ o t e that in general elements of k((i)) consist of mfiniteh mam terms Only a 
finite number of them can be computed This means that a factorization (an onlv 
be deteimincd up to some finite1 a(curat\ The notion of accuracy will be formalized 
later Increasing the accuracy of a factonzation will be called lifting a factorization 
Fiom [35] we know that an element of к{(т))[д] which has onlv 1 slope in the 
Newton polygon (cf section 2 3 3) and which has an irreducible Newton polynomial 
(cf section 2 3 4) is uicducible in k((j))[d] In [35] Malgrangc shows that in the 
following two cases a diffeiential operator ƒ £ к((т))[д] is reducible in this ling and 
how a fac ionization can be computed 
1 An operator with a broken Newton pohgon (ι e more than 1 slope) 
2 An operator with one slope > 0 where the Newton polynomial is reducible and 
not a power of an irreducible polynomial 
In our method these two cases of fac torrzation and the factorization of régulai singulai 
operatois aie called coprirne wider 1 factorizations Coprirne index 1 means that the 
fac torrzation can be lifted by the usual Hensel lifting (cf any book on computei 
algebra) pioceduie For a definition of the o oprime índc-x see section 2 2 
Example: 
The Newton polynomial is X"1 +Ti + 2 Г 2 + T+Ì This polynomial can be factored over 
Саь (Т- + 1 ) ( Г 2 + Т + 1) Beo ause T2 + l a i i d T 2 + T + l in Q[T] are coprirne (ι e the 
ged is 1) we can conclude from [35] that ƒ is ìeducible in ί,)((χ))[ο9] A factorization 
of ƒ = LR is obtained in two steps The fiist step is to compute the fac torrzation up 
to accuracy 1 (definitions follow later, this integer 1 is related to the coprirne index) 
This accuracy is obtained when we have the Newton polynomials T2 + l and T2 + T + \ 
of L and R (here T1 + 1 and Τ1 + Τ + 1 can be interchanged to obtain a different 
factorization) The next step is to lift the factonzation up to the desired accuracy 
Because T2 + 1 and Τ2 +T+ 1 aie coprirne this lifting can be done by the usual Hensel 
lifting procedure1 In each lift step the extended Euclidean algorithm is used Note 
that in this example the rcducibiliU of ƒ can be concluded from very few coefficients 
of ƒ in к the coefficients which determine the Newton polynomial are sufficient 
Now there remains one haid case1 of factorization in k((i))[d] Here ƒ has one 
slope ъ φ 0 and the Newton polynomial is of the form P'1 where Ρ is an irreducible 
polynomial o\er к and d is an integer > 1 In this case it is moie difficult to decide 
if ƒ is icducible or not A. factorization of ƒ will ha\c сорите index > 1 
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Example: 
x
l
 ji rH 
The Newton роімюішаі of ƒ is T 4 + 2T2 + 1 = (Τ 2 + 1)(T2 + 1) Because the 
two factors T2 4- 1 and T 2 + 1 are not (oprime we can not applv Hensel lifting to 
find a factorization o\ei Q((x))[d] Malgrangc pro\ides a fai tonzation method ш 
Q{(r))[d] foi this case We. want to find a factorization ш Q((j))[d] In this example 
ƒ is ieducible in Q((r))[d] How след ƒ + 1/т6 (replace the coefficient 20 by 21) is 
ureducible in Q{(i))[0] In the previous example adding l// 6 would have no influence 
on the rcduubihty of ƒ because the reduubihty (ould already be decided fiom the 
¡Slewton polynomial We see that this example is more complicated because more 
с oefhuents of f are relevant for deciding redunbihty We shall proceed аь follows 
• Compute a first order right-hand factor д — r of ƒ where 7 6 Ц(г)) We use a 
\anant on the method in [35] for tins 
• Compute an operator ƒ? E к((х))[д] of minimal order such that (9 — 7 is a 
right-hand fac tor of R 
• Perform a division to find a factorization ƒ = LR 
For some applu ations, like factoiization m A ( r)[d] wc need to compute the factors 
L and R up to a high accuracy The method sketched for computing L and R is not 
very suitable foi this because it is slow Wc will use this slow method to compute L 
and R up to a certain accuracy (up to the coprirne index) and then use a different 
method to lift the factoiization Coprirne index > 1 means that the usual Hensel 
lifting does not work because the Newton polynomials of L and R have gcd φ 1 Foi 
this case we give a \ariant on the Hensel lifting method m section 2 4 
The fac tonzation of a differential operator ƒ is done recursively If ƒ can be 
factored ƒ = LR then the factoiization algorithm is applied to the factors L and R 
(or only to R when we are only interested m right-hand factors) until ƒ is factored 
in irreducible factors This causes a difficulty, if a factorrzatron is required with a 
gnen accuracy it is not clear how accurate the intermediate factorizations should 
be To solve this problem we use lazy evaluation in oui implementation This is a 
computer algebra trick which makes exact computation in k((x)) possible It does 
not use tiuncations of some finite accuracy Instead, an expression a G λ((τ)) is 
denoted as the name and arguments of a procedure that computes coefficients of a 
These coefficients are automatically computed and stored when they are needed This 
method of computing in fr((.r)) is very efficrent because coefficients which aie not used 
will not be computed 
2.2 Valuations and the coprirne index 
\ discrete valuation on a ring D is a map ι D —» Zljfoo} such that for all a 
and b m D we have v(ab) = v(a) + v(b) v(a + b) > mrn(u(n), (,(0)) and v(a + b) = 
тт( (а),ъ(Ь)) if υ(α) φ v(b) ι (0) = oo \n example D is the1 field of p-adic 
numbers Q or D is a polynomial ring Qp[x] over the p-adic numbers Define the 
valuation v(a) of α (Ξ Qp[x] a.s the largest integer η such that a € рпЖр[х] Another 
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example s £ Ç and D = f>({i))[y] wheie к is a held Write s = ri/d where η and d 
aie îiitegeis gcd(i) d) = 1 and d > 0 Now the \aluation г ,(5Z, a, jx'y}) is defined 
as the minimum /c/ - jn for which at} φ 0 
Λ third example /с is a field, s £ <Q, s > 0 and D = k((x))[S] Here <5 is defined 
as τΟ £ к((х))[д] cf section 2 3 2 Write s = n/d where η and d are integers, 
gcd(Ti,fi) = 1 and d > 0 Now the \aluation v
s
('^2l a, Jxtñ3) is defined as the 
minimum id — jn for whuh a,} φ 0 
A filteied nng is a niig D with a chain of additne subgroups D £>-i D I O 3 
D\ such that 1 e Do, D = U„gZ ^ " a n c ^ D
n
D
m
 С ß „ + „ , for all integers η and 
7/i The rham (-Dn)„
e
2 1S called a filtration of Z? The associated graded nng grf? 
is defined as (a
n
D
n
/D
n+\ The symbol map σ £) -> gr£> is defined as σ(0) = 0, 
a(f) = ƒ + 0„+i if ƒ £ -Cn \ D
n+i For more information about nitrations see [10] 
\ \aluation t defines a filtration on a nng D as follows 
Dn = {fe D\v(f) > n) 
For positne integers α the set Do/D
a
 lias the structure of a ring 
For a nng D with a valuation ν we (an define a truncation σ
α
 with accuracy a for 
non-zero elements f oí D and positive integers a as follows 
o-cU) = ƒ + А(Я+« e Di(f)/DiU)+a 
The svmbol map is σι 
Suppose ƒ 6 D can be wntten as ƒ = LT? where L,R £ D For invertible elements 
и € D we have ƒ = Li? = (Lu)(u~lR) We will call the oidered pair L,R equivalent 
with the pair Lu,u~lR Let f be a positive integer Then the ordered pair L,R is 
called coprirne with index t if for all a > t the pair σ
α+\ (Ζ/),σα+1(Λ) is determined 
up to the abo\e equivalence by σ„(Ζ/), σ
α
{Β) and a
a+i(f) Assume t is minimal, then 
t is called the coprirne index of L, i? If L, R is not coprirne for any integer г then the 
с oprime index is oc 
For our examples Qp[x], k((x))[y] and k((x))[ô] the notion of equivalence for pairs 
L,R can be avoided by restricting oursehes to monic elements ƒ, L and R Then 
we can define the coprirne index of the facturation ƒ = LR as the smallest positive 
integer t for which the following holds For all integers α > t and monic elements L' 
and R' oiD, if 
a
n
(L')=a
a
(L) and a
a
(R') = a
a
{R) and a
a+l(L'R') = aa+t(f) 
then 
<r,1+1(L') = cr a + 1(L) and aa+1(R') = σ η + 1 ( η ) 
Example Suppose we want to factor ƒ = x2 + χ + 3 £ £> = (Q3[x] First we look 
at the truncation cs\(f) = χ2 + χ £ D0/Di which factors as x(x + 1) € DQ/DI 
Berause χ and χ + 1 have gcd 1 in D0/D\ ~ Fs[x] we can apply Hensel lifting to find 
a factonzation ƒ = LR in D To determine L and Л up to some accuracy a we only 
need to know ƒ up to accuracy a So the coprirne index is 1 in this example 
Example fx = 2A -x2-2 = LXR^ = {x2 + l)(x2 - 2 ) € Q3[i] and / 2 = x 4 - r i - 2 0 = 
¿2-^2 = (x2 + 4 ) (T 2 — j) 6 <ΰι[τ] Now /j and /2 are the same up to accuracy 2 (1 e 
modulo 32) but the fact01 izations L\ R\ and Li R> are different up to this accuracy 
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It follows that to determine the factorization oí Д up to some accuracy a it is not 
sufficient to know v
a
{fi) This means that the (oprime index of L 1 ; R¡ is > 1 We 
can not appi} ordinary Hcnsel lifting to find a factorization of ƒ] because a i ( L i ) and 
σι (i?i ) have gcd φ 1 
The name с о р и т е index is explained fiom the case k((x))[y] In this ring L, R 
have finite coprirne index if and only if L and Π are ( oprime in the usual sense (ι e 
gcd(L,7?) = 1) It follows from proposition 5 in chapter 5 that the (oprime index of 
a factorization ƒ = LB in fc((a))[<5] is alwavs finite The proof of this is postponed 
till after proposition 5 
2.3 Preliminaries 
This section summarizes the concepts and notations we will use m this chapter Def 
initions will be brief, references to more detailed descriptions are given 
2.3.1 The field к((т)) 
к is a held of characteristic 0, к is its algebraic closure k((c)) is the field of foi-
mal Laurent series in з with finite pole order and coefficients in к h ((τ)) is the 
algebraic closure of k((x)) It is ((f [11]) (ontained in the algebraically closed field 
[J
n
 ¡^ k((x1/71)), the field of Puiseux series with (ocfficients in к 
A ramification of the field к ((τ)) is a field extension k((jr)) С k((r)) where 7 is 
algebraic over k((x)) with minimum polynomial rn — ax for some non-zero a G к and 
positive integer η (с f [52]) If a = 1 this is called a pure ramification 
For τ e k((x)) (not necessarily with minimum polynomial r " — αχ) we call the 
smallest integer η for which r G k((xl^n)) the ramification index i a m ( r ) of r If L is 
a finite algebraic extension of k((x)) then the ramification index of L is the smallest 
η for which L С fc((x1/n)) 
k((x)) is a differential field with differentiation d/dx If k((x)) С L is an algebraic 
extension then d/dx can be extended in a unique way to L All finite algebraic 
extensions k((x)) С L aie of the following foim 
L = l({r)) 
where к С / is a finite extension and l((x)) С ' ((?)) 1 S a lannfication (c f [52] propo 
sition 3 15) 
2.3.2 The ring k((x))[S] 
Define Ò = xd E к((і))[д] We have δχ = за + χ m k((x))[ô] Since к((х))[д] = 
Ц ( Г ) Ж ] w < > г а п represent differential operators in the form ƒ = α
η
δ
η
 + + αοδ° 
This form has several advantages The multiplication formula 
(Yir<Pl(ô))(J2xJQJ(6)) = ^ x » Σ Ptiô + j)Qj(n) 
ι J η i+j — n 
and the definition of the Newton polygon (cf section 2 3 3) are easier for operators 
with this syntax The operators we consider are usually monic This means a„ = 1 
The order of a differential operator ƒ is the degree of ƒ as a polynomial in ó 
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ƒ is called the least common left multiple of a sequence of differential operators 
ƒ ι,..., f
r
 if all ƒ, are right factors of ƒ, the order of ƒ is minimal with this property, 
and ƒ is monic. Notation: ƒ = L C L M ( / i , . . . , ƒ,.) (cf. [47]). The solution space of ƒ 
is spanned by the solutions of /i ƒ,-. So \'{f) = Σ ^'(Λ) where V(f) stands for 
the solution space1 of ƒ. In order to speak about the solutions of differential operators 
a differential extension of k((x)) is required that contains a fundamental system of 
solutions of /i f
r
. For this we can use the; so-called universal extension tha t we 
will denote as Y. This Y is constructed as follows (this construction is obtained from 
[24], our Г is called lì. in lemma 2.1.1 in [24]). Define the set 
E = {J φ " 1 / " ] . 
First view Exp(e) and log(a-) as variables and define the free fc((x))-algebra W in 
these variables W = А-((:г))[{Ехр(е)|с. £ £}, log(x)] . Then define the derivatives 
Exp(e) ' = yExp(e) and define the derivative of log(x) as 1/x. This turns W into a 
differential ring. We can think of Exp(ri) as 
Exp(e) = exp( ƒ - ) 
because x-^ acts on Exp(r) as multiplication by е.. Now define Y as the quotient ring 
Y = W/I where the ideal I is generated by the following relations: 
Exp(oi + e-i) = Exp(ei)Exp(fi2) for c,\, e-i ζ E 
and 
Exp(<7) = χ" E k{{x)) for q G Q. 
Note t h a t this ideal is closed under differentiation. Hence V is a differential ring. It 
is proven in [24] that V is an integral domain and that к is the set of constants of 
V. We denote1 the set of solutions of ƒ in V as V(f). This is a fc-vector space. Since 
every ƒ G k((x))[S] has a fundamental system of solutions in V (cf. [24]) it follows 
that 
d i m ( V ( / ) ) = o r d e r ( / ) . 
The substitution map S
e
 : k((x))[S\ —> k((x))[6] is a fc((a:))-homomorphism defined 
by S
e
(<5) = δ + e. for с 6 k((x)). S
c
 is a ring automorphism. The following is a 
well-known relation between the solution spaces: 
V(f)=Exi>(e)-V(S,(f)). 
The algorithm "Riccati solution" in section 2.5.1 introduces algebraic extensions 
over k((x)). This requires computer code for algebraic extensions of the constants к С 
I. But we can avoid writing code for ramifications. Given a field extension k((x)) С 
k((r)) where rn = ax for some a & к we will use the following ring isomorphism 
„.п:Ц(г))[6]^к((х))Щ 
defined by θ
α n
(r) = χ and 0„,„(<5) = ^δ. This map enables us to reduce computations 
in Â;((r))[($] to computations in fc((z))[<5]. 
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2.3.3 The Newton polygon 
The Newton polygon of a monomial x' ijJ in the commutativo polynomial ring k((x))[y] 
is defined as the set {{j,b) G E~\i < b] The Newton polygon N(f) of a non-zero 
polynomial ƒ S k[(j))[y] is defined as the convex hull of the union of the Newton 
polygons of the monomials foi which f has a non-zeio (oeffioent (cf [11], ρ 36) The 
mam piopertv is N(f(j) = N(f) + N(g) foi ƒ and q ш k((x))[y] A rational number 
s is (ailed a slope of ƒ if s is the slope of one of the edges of the polygon N(f) If s 
is a slope of fq then s is a slope of ƒ oi s is a slope of g 
Foi the non-commutative case ƒ G /C((L))[<S] definitions of the Newton polygon aie 
given in [35], [54] and [52], ρ 48 N(jlö') is defined as {{a b) e R 2 | 0 < a < ι ι < b} 
and JV(/) IS again defined as the convex hull ol the union of the Newton polygons 
of the monomials that appear in ƒ This definition is slightly different from the 
commutative case A. s a consequence all slopes aie > 0 Tins is needed to onsuie 
N{fu) = N(f) + N(g) If ƒ has only one slope1 s = 0 then ƒ is called regular singular 
2.3.4 The Newton polynomial 
Let s > 0 be a rational number We ha\e denned a valuation ?
 s
 and a trunc at ion σ„ 
foi non-zeio elements of к{(х))Щ in section 2 2 σ
η
 depends on s and will from now 
on be denoted as a
n s 
If s > 0 then σι
 s(L)aí 4(i?) = σι „(Lß) = σ, s{R)aì S(L) for all L and i? in 
A-((i))[¿] И * = « t h e n σ
γ s
( L ) f f l t(7?) = σι s ( L ñ ) = 5 „ , ( L ) (a , s ( ñ ) ) SlAR)(a, S(L)) 
So σι g is commutative (ι e is the same foi LR and RL) if л > 0 If s = 0 then 
σι
 s
 is commutative up to substitutions 5
 lt(¡) and S,^H) which map о to π plus 
some integer 
To σι
 s
( / ) for ƒ e A.((/))[<$] coi responds a certain polynomial, the so-called Newton 
polynomial N,(f) (the definition is given aftei the example) of ƒ foi slope A The 
Newton polynomial is useful foi factonzation m fc((r))[¿] because if f = LR then 
σι
 s
{L)oi s{R) = o~i s(f) So a factorization of ƒ induces a factorization of the Newton 
polynomial 
E x a m p l e : Consider the following differential operator 
f = 7T~b+2x 6d + 2r 5d + 3r 5 á 2 - З т ^ 5 с 5 1 + 5 x - 4 f 5 ! + a- 'c5 5 
+ 2 J " 2 C 5 5 + 2л~Чй + 3r~1ô7 +2x M8 + δ° 
In figure 1 wc' have drawn eveiy monomial χιδ} which appeals m ƒ by placing the 
с oofficrent of this monomial on the point ( j . /) This gives a set of points (_/, г) Foi all 
points (),i) for which xlòJ has a non-/ero coefficient m ƒ we can draw the rectangle 
with veitices (0, ι), (j, t) (j, oo) and (0, oo) The Newton polygon is the convex hull of 
the union of all these rectangles It is the pai t of the plane- between the points (O.oo) 
(0 —6) (1 —G) ( 5 , - 4 ) , (9 0) and (9 oc) In the commutative case (ι с if we had 
written g instead of δ in ƒ) the definition of the Newton polygon is slightly different 
and the point (0 -C) would have1 been (0 —5) in this example But for к((х))Щ the 
Newton polygon is defined in such a way that thcie aie no negative slopes 
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Fig 1 
The slopes oí ƒ ate 0, 1/2 and 1 The Newton polynomials aie N0(f) = 2Γ 
Λi/2(/) = Τ1 - ЗГ + 2 and Л7, (ƒ) = Г 4 + 2Т3 + ЗГ 2 + IT + 1 Here Г is used as a 
vaiiablc N
s
(f) will be defined for all non-negati\e s e (У However, we will only use 
the Newton polynomial foi those values s which are a slope m the Newton polygon 
because ioi othei values the Newton polynomial is trivial (ι e degree 0) 
Write ь = n/d where η and d are integers, ged(n,d) = 1 and d > 0 The valuation 
υ„ gives a hltiation (£>,), ? e Ζ σι ¡¡(J) is an clement of D = [ J ¡ 6 2 А/Г>
г
+і 4 
multiplie ation is defined for elements of D A.n addition is only defined for a, b G D 
which aie с lenient of the same D¡/D ¡ + i 
D0 and /с[г"с5'^ ] are equal modulo Di Theie is а к lineai Injection 
N[ D,/Dt+t ->k[T] 
which is also a ling isomorphism if г = 0 If ι = 0 then N'
s
 is defined by V'(j.nó'') = Γ 
For e\er\ / € Ж theie is a unique pair of integers n^d, such that the map φ, 
Ai/Di -» DJDl+[ defined b\ <p(a) = r"'<Srf α is a bijection The integeis n, ci, can 
be deteimined fiom the conditions 0 < dt < d and vs(xn'6d') = ι Now N's(a) foi 
a 6 D,/D,+l can be defined as ι\^(</>~'(α)) Л^ is also defined for non-zero elements 
of ƒ e *.((»))[«)] as Л > , ,(ƒ)) In our example X¿(f) = 2Г, Λ'{/2(/) = Τ 2 - ЗГ + 2 
and Λί(/) = ГЧ + 2Γ 8 + ЗТ7 + 2Г6 + Г э 
Foi slope s = 0 we define the Newton polynomial \o(/) a s ^'o(f) Fiom the mul­
tiplication foi inula m section 2 3 2 the following propcm follows for L R Ç Κ((τ))[δ] 
V
n
{LP) = 5
І=Т+10ІН){\)Щ)ЫЯ) 
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Hcic ST
=
J +гі0(Д)(Л'о(Ь)) means A'o(L) with Τ leplaccd bv T+Vo(R) For our example 
ƒ we get N0(f / ) = 4 ( T - 6 ) T 
For slope s > 0 we have the following property foi L, R € k((x))[ò] 
N'S(LR) = Tp\"s(L)N's(R) 
Heie ρ is either 0 oi 1, depending on the slope s and the valuations v¡,(L) and vs(R) 
Let г = v
s
{L) and η = <>,(/?) Then 0,(1) 0,(1) = r" +,χ>δΛ +'>> mod D,+J + i This 
is cithei equal to 0, + J (l) oi x"<5''r/>,+J(l) mod Dl+J+l, depending on whetliei d, + d} 
is smallei than r/ or not In the first (ase ρ = 0, in the second case ρ = 1 Foi our 
example N[/2(f f) = Τ (N[/2(f)y and N[(f f) = (N[(f))2 Now dehne Λ\(/) as 
N'
s
(f) divided by Τ to the power the multiplicity of the factor Τ in N[(f) Then 
foi s > 0 and foi all L,R G fc((x))[c5] 
Note that oui definition does not correspond to the usual definition of the Newton 
polynomial It corresponds to the definition of the reduced (haractenstK pohnomial 
ш [3] The toots of NQ(f) ш к are called t lie expo nents of ƒ If ƒ € λ ((i))[<5] is îcgular 
singular (ι e ƒ has only one slope s = 0, oi equivalcnth degree{NQ{ƒ)) = oider(/)) 
and all exponents of ƒ arc integers then ƒ is (ailed serm-r<qulai 
Property: If ƒ = LR then the Newton polynomial oí the nght-hand fa(toi Λ,(/?) 
divides N
s
(f) However, foi a left-hand factor this need not hold But if s > 0 or if 
ι o(R) = 0 (foi example if 7? is régulai singular and monic) then A s ( / ) = i\\(L)I\^(R) 
so in such ta.scs Nb{L) divides Ars(/) 
2.4 The lift algorithm 
Suppose ƒ (Ξ k((x))[S} is momc and that ƒ = LR is a non-trivial factorization, wheie 
L and R arc moine elements of k({x))[S] Let s > 0 be a rational numbei Recall that 
theie is a valuation i\ on D = Α,((;))[ή], a filtiation (D
n s
) , 7? € Ζ and a tiuncation 
map σ„
 s
 depending on ь In this section we will assume that L and R have been 
(omputcd up to some accuracy a How to compute this σ„
 S(L) and ση s(/?) will be 
the topit of the sections 2 5 and 2 7 In this section we deal with the question how 
to compute <7„+i
 S(L) and an+t S(R) from σα S(L), (τ„ S(R) diid ƒ in an efficient wa> 
The goal is an algonthm with the following specification 
Lift Algorithm: 
Assumption ƒ = LR where ƒ, L, R aie monic elements of /r((i ))[ò] 
Input a > 1, s, σ
α S(L), σ„ S(R) and ƒ 
Output Eithei σ
η
+ι
 S(L) and σ,+ι s(i?) οι failed", where ' failed can only occur 
if ί > α where t is the coprirne index 
We use this algorithm to lift a fac touzation If the output is "failed then we will 
use the less efficient method in section 2 7 to lift the factorization Note that since 
α > 1 this can onlv happen if the сорите index is > 1 
Suppose / < η We will use liideterminates for those coefficients of σ
α+/ ¿(L) and 
σ
αλ
 t s{R) which aie not vet known Then the equation σ
α+ί s(Lñ) = σ„+) s(f) gives 
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a sot oi equations in these unknowns (moie details on how to find these equations are 
given below) t < a is needed to ensure that all these equations are linear Coprirne 
index t means that σ
α+ί b(L) and σα+\ S(R) (an be uniquely determined fiom these 
linear equations 
Except if the с о р и т е index is 1, our algorithm usually docs not know the coprirne 
index m concrete situations Then the lift algorithm will use a guess for the с о р и т е 
index If the lift algorithm is called for the first time, it takes г = 2 Otherwise 
it takes the guess foi / that was used in the previous lift step Then it will try, by 
solving linear equations, if there is a unique solution foi σ
η+ί ,(L) and σα+1 s(fì) fi om 
σ(ι S(I<), σ„ „(R) and ση+ι ,,(ƒ) If so, / icmams unchanged and the accuracy of the 
factorization increases the output of the lift algorithm is rr ( 1 +j S (L) and σα+\ H(R) If 
the solution foi σ
α+\ b{L) and σα + \ S{R) is not unique (theie is at least one solution 
bee ause of the assumption that the factorization ƒ = LR exists) the number f will be 
increased b\ 1 If f is still < a then we t a n use lecursion with oui increased guess f 
foi the ( о р и т е index Otheiw îse, if t > a, the output of the lift algorithm is "failed", 
and we will ha \e to use the less efficient method in section 2 7 to lift the factoruation 
Note that the efficiency of our lift algonthm depends on the coprirne index, if this 
numbei is \e r \ high then it may not piowde any speedup cner the method from 
section 2 7 
Λ t iuncat ion σ
α S(R) — R + D,^H) bn is stored as an element R' 6 k[r, 1 /χ, c5] with 
no terms in D, (ri)+a ^T ( J W write 
7
 = Σ
74τ'0" 
' j 
where the sum is taken ovei all i,j such that b
s
(R) + a < ι
 s (x 'ò J ) < v„(R) + a + t 
and / < o rde i (ñ ) Heie r4 aie lndetenmnates We set ιtJ = 0 for j = order(i?), 
/ φ 0, and set ι
 :J = 1 for j = ordei(/f), ι = 0 Similarly write L' and / Now we look 
for values foi the l4 and ?,_, such that R' -f-1 and L' + I approximate R and L up to 
ac curac y a + 1 If the copinne index is t, the1 accurac y is at least a + 1 if the following 
holds σ
α+ι , ( (L ' + l)(R' + r)) = aa+t , ( ƒ ) , or equivalentlv 
( ¿ ' + i P ' + r ) E / mod DlAf)+a+t 
( ¿ ' + l)(R' + T) = L'R' + IR' + L'r + h To deteimine IR' mod £>, , ( f ) + a + t it suffices 
to have R' up to accuracy f because us(l) + us(R') > vs(f) + a Similarly at S(L') 
suffices to compute L'i mod Dv¡^)+
α+ί us(lr) > us(f) + a + a > i>s(f) + a + t so Ir 
\anishos modulo D,^j^+n+l Hence 
/ Е Ь ' Л ' + Ц , ( Л ' ) + < 7 , , ( І > mod Д ,(/,+„+, 
By equating the coefficients of the left-hand side to the coefficients of the light-hand 
side (the coefficients of all monomials of \aluation < v
s
(f) + a + t) we find the lineai 
equations in l4 and ι ч To deteimine those equations we must multiph / b\ σ, s ( R 1 ) . 
(= (7( ,(/?) because R' equals R up to accurac\ a and t < n) which is the lowest 
block of R with slope s a n d width t m the Newton pohgon of R Sunilarh we must 
compute σ, ,(L')f 
I'suallv the most time consuming part is the multiplication L'R' modulo D, ^f¡+a+i 
One apptoach is the following Compute L'R' in к[т,1/х,6] and store the result to-
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gether with L' and R' In the next lift step a similai multiplication must be pei-
foimed, but then L' and R' aie slightly changed Suppose we must compute the1 
product (L' + Ci){R' + e_>) in the next lift step Heie L' and R' aie laige expressions 
and ci and e_> aie small Using the1 previous multiplication L'R' wc can speed up this 
multiplication bv writing (L' + r ^ (R' + t>) = L'R' + е ,Л' + L'e2 + Ρ\?Ι The lesult 
of this multiplication is again stoied foi use m the next lift step 
In this appioach L'R' has been с omputcd exacth This is not efficient sine e we onh 
need it up to accuiacv a + t ι e modulo D, ^ ) + a + / Computing modulo D, jj^+ll+l 
is not as convenient as computing modulo a powci of r when using the multiplication 
foimula in section 2 3 2 We compute L'R' modulo a suitable power of τ such that 
L'R' can still be deteimmed modulo D
x
 {¡)+a+i Unless the slope ь is zcio howevei, 
a few moie terms of the pioduct L'R' than needed have1 been computed then These 
terms arc stored to speed up the multiplication the next time that the lift algorithm 
is called 
2.5 Coprirne index 1 factorizations 
The- lifting process for copi une factorizations can be done b\ sohing lineai equations 
However, for copinne index 1 solving lineai equations can be avoided In this case 
we must solve a svstern (see section 2 4) of the form /σι
 s ( ñ ) + σ\
 s
{L)i = q where 
g is computed by multiplying the so far computed t iuncations (called L' and R' in 
section 2 4) of L and R and subtiactmg this product n o m ƒ 4s m section 2 3 4 this 
equation can be converted to an equation lR0+i L0 = q for certain /, /, L0, R0, g 6 λ [Τ] 
and l,i unknown Such an equation can be solved bv the Euclidean algorithm 
Consider the example ƒ in section 2 3 4 ƒ has slopes 0, 1/2 and 1 in this example 
In [35] a method is given to compute a ught-hand factoi f\ with onlv slope 0 and oidei 
1, a light factoi f2 with slope 1/2 and older 4 and a light factoi /4 with slope 1 and 
oider 4 The Newton polynomial of ƒ? is the same as the Newton polynomial Л'і/2(/) 
of ƒ for slope 1/2 It is 2 - ЗГ + T2 = (T - 1)(T - 2) Because gccl(T - 1, Τ - 2) = 1 
this /2 is again reducible in Q((x))[S], cf [35] It has a right factor η
λ
 of order 2 
and slope 1/2 with Newton polynomial Τ — 1 and a right factor q> with Newton 
polynomial Τ — 2 So to obtain g-\ two factoiization were needed In one application, 
our algorithm foi factoiization m Q(r)[d], we are mainly interested in one of the 
irreducible tight-hand factors of ƒ in Q((x))[ò] That is whv we want to be able to 
compute c/t dncctly without using an intermedíate factorization to compute ƒ> This 
is done by the following algorithm 
A l g o r i t h m Coprirne Index 1 Factorizat ions: 
Input ƒ G fc((x))[<5], ƒ monic 
O u t p u t 411 monic с о р и т е index 1 factoiizatioiis ƒ = LR 111 /г((л))[(5] such that R 
does not have a non ti m a l с о р и т е index 1 factoiization 
Note the definition of coprirne index depends on the valuation that is chosen on 
Ц ( г ) ) И Heie onlv the valuations L\ that arc defined in section 2 2 aie consideied 
for all slopes 0 of f do 
и = л , ( Л 
Compute a p n m c factoiization of q in к [T] g = ( <j[l g\ , 
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where g7 are the different monic irreducible factors and с e к 
if s = 0 t h e n 
M = {<7i, </, } 
N = M \ {<j\g{T) = h(T + г), h e M ? € N, ; > 0} 
else 
end if 
for h m ЛГ do 
Write h = Τ? + / ι , , - ι Γ ' ' - 1 + + /г0Т° 
W ü t e s = r//d with <i > 0 ajid gcd(n,i/) = 1 
Д ' = J' J ' i + / i / ; _ 1 T - " ( 5 ( ' ' - 1 ) d + / íp_ 2 ^- 2 n ¿ < p - 2 > ' ¿ + +hox~im6° 
Now Л ' has Newton polynomial h We want to lift R' to a right 
factor R such that Д ' is /? modulo £>, ^ j
 + 1 
L' = an operator sudi that σ\ „(f) = σ\
 s ( L ' ñ ' ) 
L' is uniquely determined by lequirmg that L' has no 
monomials of valuation > u,(L') 
ƒ, L', R' with the lift algorithm gnes a factonzation ƒ = Li? 
end do 
e n d do 
We need to piove the following 
1 L' and R' lift to a unique coprirne index 1 factorization ƒ = LR 
2 The right factors R do not allow a non-trivial coprirne index 1 factorization 
3 A.11 such с о р и т е index 1 fac tonzations ƒ = LR ( ƒ, L and R monic ) are obtained 
this wav 
Suppose σ
α S ( L ' R ' ) = ση s{f), meaning that the factonzation has been lifted up to 
ac( uracy a If no hit steps were done yet, then a = 1 Now we look foi / € Dx
 ч
( ;
 ) + α 
and r £ Dt , (rt ) + „ such that σ η + 1 4 ( ( L ' + l)(R' + r)) = ση+ι s{f) and order(r) < 
or der ( R') To prove statement 1 we have to show that /, r exist and that σ
α + \ S(L' +1) 
and σ
α+\ b(R' + r) aie umquclv determined This means that I mod DL^f¡+a+] ζ D 
((f section 2 3 4) and r mod £> l a (/j) + a + 1 e D aie umquclv determined Then L' and 
R' are replaced by L' + I and R' + r and the ассшас of the approximations L' and 
R' for L and R has mei eased by 1 I and ι must satisfy the following equation m D 
σι
 s
( L ) r + /a, , ( ñ ) = f - L'R' mod Д , ( л + ц + | 
By applying V' we obtain the following equation m /г[Т] it s = 0 
and 
Lan) + l0Ro - g οι Γ Ι 0 7 0 + 'o-Ro = Я 
if * > 0 Here L„ = N'S{L), R0 = \T[(R) l0 = N's(l mod D,AL)+n+l), i0 = 
\"
s
(i mod u , ( ( f i | + „ + 1 ) and g = A's{f - L'R' mod Д л л + 0 + 1 ) Note that и„(Я) 
is 0 if s = 0 T h e requirement ordet(r) < o ider(ñ) means degiec(r0) < degrce(Ä()) 
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To prove statement 1 we now have to show that /o,ro £ k[T] exist and arc uniquely 
determined Foi this it is sufficient to show that gcd(TL0,R0) = 1 if s > 0 and 
g,cd{ST-i +a{Lo) До) = 1 if A = 0 F u s t the case A > 0 ifo is the factor /ι of the 
Newton p o h normal in the algorithm L0Ro = N's(f) = Т г Л г 5 ( / ) for some integer 
1 The set N of factors h of N
s
(f) is (hosen in such a way in the algorithm that 
g(.d(h,N
s
(f)/h) = 1 Also gcd(/i,T) = 1 because NH(f) does not contain a factoi Τ 
by definition and /) is a factoi of N
s
(f) So gcd(TLo, До) = 1 Now the case s = 0 
We have LQRO = N
s
(f) because г\(Д) = 0 (sec the multiplication formula for N{) in 
section 2 3 4) До is the factor h of N
s
(f) in the algorithm We have to show that 
g(d(Sr=T+a(Lo) До) = 1 The set TV containing these factors It was chosen m such 
a wa\ that this holds for all a > 1 
To prove the second statement we distinguish 2 cases Suppose s = 0 Then 
the Newton p o h normal of Д is irreducible Hence Д must be irreducible because 
a factorization of Д gives a factorization of the Newton polynomial Now suppose 
s > 0 Then the Newton polynomial is of the form pl where ρ is цreducible and t is 
an integer II ι > 1 then it is not clear whether Д is leducible or not Suppose Д 
can be factored Д = R{R> Then the Newton polynomials of Ді and R¿ are both 
factois of p' So the gcd of these Newton polynomials is not equal to 1 Coprirne 
index 1 would mean that oa+¡ s(Ri) and σ
α+ί 8 (Дт) can be uniquch determined from 
π„ S(RÍ) (τ„
 S{R2) and σ„ + , s ( / ) To determine rx„ , 1 Д Д і ) and σίΙ + ι ,(ñ>) requires 
solving an equation IQNS(RI) +roiXb(R>) = g m k[T] Such an equation has a unique 
solution if and onlv if the gcd of the Newton polynomials Л.,(Ді) and Л'ДДг) is 1 So 
a possible factorization R = R\R2 can not be а с о р и т е index 1 factorization, which 
proves statement 2 
Suppose ƒ = LR is a inonic factorization satisfying statement 2 Now we need 
lo show that the algorithm finds this factorization Д can have onlv one slope s, 
otherwise it could be factored bv the given algoiithm (which contradicts the assump­
tion that statement 2 holds) First considei the case s = 0 Then NS(R) must be 
an irreducible polynomial, otherwise R can be factored b\ the- algoiithm So NS(R) 
must be an clement of the set M in the algoiithm It can not be an clement of 
{(j\q{T) = h(T + i).h e M,t e Ν, г > 0} because then g c d ( S T = / +n{L0), До) = 1 does 
not hold for all a > 1 which was shown to be a necessary and sufficient condition 
foi ha\ing coprirne index 1 if s = 0 So NS(R) G Л' This means that σι S(R) and 
hence also σ
Ί S(L) aie the same as σι ¡,{Ri) and σ\ . .(¿i) for a factorization Li,Ri of 
f given by the algoiithm Because the с о р и т е index is 1 this factorization L[, R\ is 
completely deteimined bv σι
 а
( Д і ) , σι . .(¿i) and ƒ Hence these two factorizations 
LiR\ and LR arc the same and so the t h u d statement holds In the same way the 
с ase s > 0 is proven 
D 
R e m a r k the gi\en method can also be applied for factorization in the ring L[S] 
whore L is a finite extension of A((r)), because 
• The method is not different for algebraic extensions of the constants к С / 
• Ramifications over 1{{ι )) can be handled using the шар θ
α
 „ in section 2 3 2 
• All finite field extensions of k((j)) are obtained as an algebiaic extension of the 
constants followed by a lainification, cf section 2 3 1 
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Consider again the example ƒ in section 2 3 4 and let к = Q The giycn algorithm 
produces a right hand factor i?i with slope 0 older 1 and "Newton pol>nomial T, a 
light factoi /?9 with slope 1/2, order 2 and polynomial Τ — 1, a right factor Д3 with 
slope 1/2, oidci 2 and polynomial Τ — 2 and a light factoi Д4 with slope 1, oidei 4 
and Newton poh normal (T2 + T+1)2 Now i? | , Л і and R3 ate 11 reducible 111 (1Д(т))[Л] 
because their Newton p o h normals aie irreducible But it is not >et clcai whether R4 
is irreducible or not The second example in section 2 1 remains unfactored as well 
Reducible opcratois f that 1 emani uníactoied by the gi\en fac tonzaticm algorithm 
aie of the following form ƒ h.is one slope s > 0 and Л \ ( / ) is a power > 1 of an 
irreducible p o h normal The g n c n algorithm will compute onlv a t m i a l facton/ation 
L = 1 R = ƒ for this с ,ise If such an ope ratoi is reducible then a fac fondation 
must ha\e coprirne index > 1 In section 2 G the notion of exponential parts will 
be introduced Lsing exponential pai ts a descnption of the irreducible elements of 
к((х)Щ will be g n c n 
If ƒ has one slope s > () s e 'Ν and the Newton polynomial is a powei of a 
polynomial of clegice 1 then compute S
 r
 (ƒ) where < is the loot of the Newton 
polynomial (see also case 4 of the algorithm in section 2 5 1) Then apph the factor­
ization a lgonthm to S
ct > (ƒ) and hud a factorization of ƒ bv applying S_, r - to the 
factois of 5
r i - » ( / ) Foi all other cases (1 e s 0 IN or degiee(7V s(/)) > 1) we apply the 
method 111 section 2 7 The factorization obtained that yyay lifts rather slowly, 1 e it 
costs much time to compute more teims The lifting will be1 speeded up using the lift 
method of section 2 4 \\henc\ei that is possible (when its output is not the message 
failed ) 
Λ differential operator can lia\e infinitely many different facton/ations For ex­
ample d1 which equals 1/r2 times <5J — S has ar + b as solutions, where a and b are 
constants Hence it has 0 - (a 1 + b)' /(их + b) = д — a/(ax + b) as right factors 
Note that algorithm coprirne index 1 factorizations produces only a finite number of 
diffeient factorizations In the semi regular case (cf section 2 3 4) rt computes only 
1 unique iactoiization, although like the example d1 shoyys other factorizations could 
exist as well 
2.5.1 Computing first order factors over A((¿)) 
Л.11 element ? of some differential extension of k((i)) is by definition a Iiiccah solution 
of ƒ € λ ( ( ' ) ) Η ii à — ι is a rrght factor of ƒ The reason this rs called Rrccatr 
solutron is thai thej. aie solutions of the so-called Rnuiti <<¡uatwn This rs a non 
lineai differentral equation The Rrccatr equatron of ƒ 6 Α((Χ))[<5] can be fourrd by 
computing a right d m s i o n of ƒ by δ — a, whe re и is an indeterminate The1 remaindei 
of this right dnis ion is the Riccati equation It is a polynomial 111 и and the d c r n a t n e s 
of и It yamshes precisely yyhen we substitute foi и an element г such that S — r is a 
rrght-hand factor of ƒ The R recati solutrorrs are of the forrrr xy' j' y where y rs a solutron 
of ƒ In the usual definition the Riccati solutions are the logarithmic dematrves y' / 4 
of solutions of ƒ The definition in this chapter drffers by a factor r bee ause yye 
yyork with à = JÚ instead of д In this chaptei only, Riccati solutions in A.((:r)) are 
considered In gcneial theie exist more Riccati solutions 111 larger differential fields 
Ί he implementation does not determine the Riccati equation Use If because this с an be 
a laige expression Inste,id \ye use factorrzation to find Riccati solutions Computing 
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first order right-hand factors of ƒ is the same as computing Rice at ι solutions 
The following algorithm is similar to the Rational Newton algorithm (( f [3]) w ln< h 
is a \eision of the Newton algorithm ((f [54, 19]) that computes formal solutions 
using a minimal algebraic extension of the constants held A- \ diffeience between 
the Rational Newton algorithm and the following algorithm Rucati solution is that 
we use fac formation of differential operatois So the order of the diffeiential opeiator 
decreases duimg the computation 
Algorithm Riccati solution: 
Input / e i ( ( r ) ) [ i ] 
Output a first order right-hand factor in fc((a;))[cJ] 
1 If ordei(/) = 1 then the pioblem is tnvial 
2 If one of the follow ing holds 
(a) ƒ is régulai singular and the N0(f) is reducible 
(b) The Newton polygon has moie than 1 slope4 
(c) ƒ has one slope s > 0 and N^(f) is not a power > 1 of an irreducible 
polynomial 
then compute a сорите index 1 factorization and apply recuision to the right-
hand factor 
3 If ƒ has one slope s and the Newton polynomial Ni(f) is of the form p' with ρ 
uieducible, e > 1 and ρ is of degiee d > 1 Then extend к by one loot г of ρ Now 
сompute a right factor of ordei order(ƒ)/d with {T — i)e as Newton polynomial 
using a coprirne index 1 fat tonzation as in the algorithm in section 2 5 This is 
a coprirne index 1 factorization because the gcd of (T — r)c and ρ' /{T — r)c (this 
is the Newton polynomial of the left hand factoi) is 1 Now apply recursion to 
the nght-hand factor 
4 If ƒ has one slope s > 0, ь € N and Ns(f) is a power of a polynomial of degree 
1, then compute S, ,--<(ƒ) wheie r is the root of Ns(f) Use recursion (this 
recursion is valid because the slopes of 5 r , -=(/) are smaller than the slope of 
ƒ) to find a first order factor of SCT--(f) Then applj S_cx-< 
5 If ƒ has one slope s > 0 s $ N and the Newton polynomial is a power of a 
polynomial of degiee 1, then write s = n/d with gcd(n,cZ) = 1, η > 0 Now 
we will apply a ramification of index d Instead of extending the field k((x)) 
we applv the isomorphism θ
η
 ,t k((r))[ó] —> k((x))[6] of sec tion 2 3 2 First we 
need to compute a suitable value a € к θ
η
 ¿(χ) = θ
η d(id/а) = χ'1/η Write the4 
Newton polynomial of ƒ as (T — с)е, where с e к and e (Ξ N Then the Newton 
polynomial of θ„ ¿(f) ecjuals a constant times (Td — ddcan)e Now choose a 
equal to cv, ρ £ Ж such that ddcan is a d th powei of an element Ь E к This 
is done bv choosing ρ such that pn + 1 is a multiple of d Then the Newton 
polynomial {Td-ddcanY equals {Td-bd)' and can be factored as (T-b)' qc with 
gcd((T - b)e qe) — 1 Now use a coprirne index 1 factorization as in section 2 3 
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with (Γ — b)c as Newton polynomial for the right-hand factor This provides a 
right factor R of oider с = order(f)/d Now use recursion on ft to find a first 
order factor and applj θ
α
 ¿ 
Note that there are two cases where a held extension of λ ((.ε)) is applied One 
case was an extension of к of degree d, and the other case was a ramification of index 
d Both these cases were extensions of k((j )) of degree ri In both cases the algorithm 
finds a right factor of order order(/)/ci over this algebraic extension In the three 
other cases field extensions were not needed We (an conclude 
L e m m a 1 Eveiy ƒ € k([x))[S] has a Biccati solution which is algebraic о ет k((x)) 
of degree < order(/) 
2.6 Exponential parts 
A commutative invariant is a map φ from k((x))[S] to some set such that 4>(fq) = 
4>{gf) for all ƒ,g € к({х))Щ An example is the newton pol>gon, ι e N(fg) = N(gf) 
for all non-zero ƒ and g However, there are more properties of differential operators 
that remain invariant under changing the order of multiplication We want a commu­
tative invariant which contains as much information as possible In [52] Sommelmg 
defines normalized eigenvalues and characteristic classes for matrix differential opera 
tors The topic of this section is the analogue of normalized eigenvalues for differential 
operators in fc((x))[<5] We will call these exponential parts The exponential parts 
are useful for several topics Thcv appear as an exponential integral in the formal 
solutions (this explains the name exponential part) They describe precisely the al 
gebraic extensions over k((x)) needed to find the formal solutions The exponential 
parts are also used in our method of factorization in the ring k(x)[d] in chapter 3 For 
factorization in fc((x))[J] the exponential parts will be used to describe the irreducible 
elements, (cf theorem 2) 
Differential operators (in this chapter that means elements of/C((T))[J] or fc((a;))[<5]) 
с an be viewed as a spec ìal case of matrix differential operators So our definition of 
exponential par ts could be \iewed as a special case of the definition of normalized 
eigenvalues in [52] A. reason foi giving a different definition is that the tools for 
computing with matrix differential operators are not the same as for differential op 
erators Important tools for matrix differential operators are the splitting lemma and 
the Moser algorithm The tools we use for differential operators are the substitu 
tion map and the Newton polynomial That is wh\ we want to have a definition of 
exponential parts expressed in these tools Because then the definition allows the 
computation of exponential parts using a \ a n a n t of the "algorithm Riccati solution", 
namely the "algorithm semi-regular parts" in section 2 8 4 \ second reason for oui 
approach is that it allows the definition of semi regular parts of differential operators 
Let L be a finite extension of k{(x)) Since L С k((rl/n)) for some integer η 
we can write every r e L as r = e + t with e E E and ί G ¿^"fcffx1/"]] Now e is 
с ailed the principal part pp(r) of г £ L Using the following lemma we can conclude 
e e k{{x))[r] С L 
L e m m a 2 Let η € Q and r £ k((x)) be equal to r n x " plus higher order terms Then 
( „ ƒ " is an element of the field k((x))[r] 
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Proof: Write г = r
n
x
n
 + r
m
x'
n
 plus higher order terms, where m G Q, m > τι We 
want to prove that there exists an s 6 fc((x))[r] of the form r
n
x
n
 plus terms higher 
than rm Then we can conclude r
n
x
u
 G k((x))[r] by repeating this argument and 
using the fact that the field k{{x))\r] is complete (cf [12] Chap I, §2, thm 2) We 
can find this s as a (Q-hncar combination of г and x^ 
a 
Definition 1 Let f E к((х)Щ, e G E andn = rarn(e) Let Ρ = N0(Se{f)), the New­
ton polynomial corresponding to slope 0 in the Newton polygon of S
c
{f) G к{(х[^п))[6] 
Now ße(f) is defined as the number of roots (counted with multiplicity) of Ρ in -Έ. 
and~fi
e
(f) is defined as the number of roots (counted with multiplicity) of Ρ in Q 
Recall that ram(e) denotes the ramification index of e Note that we have only 
defined the Newton polynomial for elements of fc((x))[<5], not for ramifications of 
k{(x))_ Define N0(f) for ƒ G fe((x1/n))[¿] as follows Write ƒ = Σ , * , / η / ι W l t h 
ƒ, G k[S] Then No(f) is (written as a polynomial in δ instead of T) defined as ƒ, 
wheie ι is minimal such that ƒ, φ 0 
We define an equivalence ~ on E as follows C\ ~ c2 if e\ — e2 G -¿Ж where η is 
the ramification index of e\ Note that the ramification indices of e\ and e2 are the 
same if et - e2 G Q If ej ~ e 2 then μ Ρ ι (/) = μ β 2 (/) for all ƒ 6 A*((x))[á] so we can 
define μ
ε
 for e € E/ ~ Similarly Jle{f) is defined for e G E/Q 
Definition 2 The exponential parts of an operator f G /c((i))[<5] are the elements 
e G EI ~ /or which ße{f) > 0 TTie number μ
ε
{}) is the multiplicity of e in f 
Lemma 3 Let ƒ = LR where f, L and R are elements of ^((a;1/"))^] Let N/ be 
the number of roots of Nc¡(f) in -Ж, counted with multiplicity Similarly define N¿ 
and NR Then Nf = NL + NR 
The proof of this lemma is not difficult, we will skip it Note that if η = 1 then 
Nf=to{f) 
Lemma 4 If ƒ = LR where f, L and R are elements of k((x))[6] and e m E or in 
E/~ thenße(f) =Me(L)+M e(fi) 
If f = LR where f, L and R are elements of k((x))[6] and e m E or in E/Q then 
jLe(f)=-ße{L)+~ße(n) 
Proof: If η is the ramification index of e, then ße{f) is the number of roots in -Έ. 
of N0(Se(f)) Now the first statement follows using the previous lemma and the fact 
that S
c
(f) = SC(L)S,,(R.) The proof for μ is similar 
D 
Theorem 1 Let ƒ be a non-zero element of k((x))[6], then the sum of the multiplic­
ities of all exponential parts is 
Σ μΛΩ =опіег(Я 
eSE/~ 
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Let f be a non-zero element of k((r))\8\ then 
Σ ДДЛ = order (ƒ) 
'ÇE/Q 
Proof: If oidei(Z') = 1 then both statements hold If ƒ is ïoduciblo then we can use 
induction and lemma 4 so then both statements hold In A,((j'))[(J] с\счу operatoi of 
order > 1 is reducible (see also the algorithm m section 2 5 1 which computes a first 
ordei right-hand factor in k((i))[d}) so the second statement holds 
To prove the first statement we need to show that the sum of the multiplicities is 
the samo for μ over all e € E/ ~ and μ over all e £ E/Q Suppose с is an element 
of E/Q The sum of //
e
( f) taken o\er all e £ E/ ~ such that Τ = e mod Q is equal 
to μ-if) because they are both equal to the number of rational roots of the same 
Newton polynomial So we can see that the sum of the multiplicities μ is the same 
as sum of the multiplicities μ by grouping together those exponential paits of ƒ that 
are congruent modulo Q 
D 
2.6.1 Semi-regular part 
An operator ƒ £ A((x))[Ä] is called semi-reejvlar over k((i)) if ƒ has only one cx-
ponentral pait which is equal to 0 £ E/ ~ A semi-regular operator is a régulai 
singular operator with only integer roots of the Newton polynomial. In other woids 
/·*(>(ƒ) = oïaei(f) An opeiatoi ƒ £ k((r))[S] = k((r))[d] is regular (or non-singular) 
if ƒ can be written as a product of an element of k((x)) and a rnomc element of 
/c[[r]][c5] A ìegular operator rs regular singular and the roots of the Newton polyno-
mial arc Ü, 1, . ordei(/) — 1 So a régulai operator is semi-regular We can generalizo 
the notion of semi-regular for algebrare extensions fc((r)) С L 
Definition 3 ƒ £ L[ó] is (ailed semi-iegular over L if it rs tegular singular and all 
roots of j\'o(f) are integers dividid by the ramification inde с of L 
For a ramification rn = ar air isomorphism 0„
 n
 k{(r))[S] —> Ц(т))[<5] was given in 
section 2 3 2 Now ƒ e k((r))[6] is serm-iegular over k({r)) if and only if θ
η
 „(ƒ) 6 
A((x))[c5] is semi-rogulai over k((r)) 
Definition 4 Let ƒ e fr((/))[c5] Then the semi-regular part R
e
 of f for e ζ E is the 
rnomc right-hand fa( tor in k({x))[e,6] of S
e
{f) of order д
с
(/) which is semi-regvlar 
over k((x))[e] 
Rr can be computed bv a coprirne index 1 factori7ation of S
r
(f) as in section 2 5 
using slope Ä = 0 The Newton poh normal (called h m the algorithm) is the largest 
factor of No(Se{f)) for which all roots are integers divided b\ the ramification index 
Since such coprirne index 1 factorizations for a given Newton polynomial are unique 
(see the comments after Algorithm Coprirne Index 1 Factorizations) it follows that 
П
е
 is uniquoh defined Note that if the ramification index η is > 1 then in fact 
our algorithm docs not compute with S, (ƒ) but with θ„ „(S, (ƒ)) for some constant 
a. cf the remark on page 23 Then we have to compute the highest order factor 
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of в a n(S
c
(f)) of which the roots of the Newton polynomial ate integers, instead of 
integers divided by η 
S-
e
(R
e
) is a right-hand factor of ƒ Note that if e\ ~ e2 then S e ,( i7 e i ) = 
S-,,2(Re2) Hence 5 f l ( ñ ( [ ) , ,S Cp(Rep) in the following lemma are up to a pei-
mutation uniquely determined by ƒ 
Lemma 5 Let ƒ fte an element of k{(x])[S\ Let t\, ,ep G E be a hst of represen-
tatives of all exponential parts in E/ ~ о ƒ ƒ Then 
f = LCLM(S.n(R<l), ,S-tp(Brp)) 
Remark A similar statement (expressed in the terminology of D-modules) is given 
m torollaiie 4 3 1 in [35] There is, however, a subtle but important difference namely 
that m our lemma the opeiators R, are semi-regular instead of legular singular To 
this difference coiresponds a different notion of exponential parts as well, in coiollaire 
4 3 1 in [35] a notion appears which, m oui terminology, can be viewed as elements of 
E/k instead of our E/ ~ One often distinguishes the two notions irregular singular 
and regular singulai In this thesis we piopose to drop the notion of regular singula! 
as much as possible and only to make a distinction between semi-regular and not 
semi-regular, and measure the "non-semi-regularity" using the exponential parts in 
EI ~ The motivation foi doing this is to generalize algorithms that work foi regular 
singulai operators to the niegular singular case We will see later (chapters 3, 4 and 
5) the benefits of this approach 
Proof: Let R = LCLM(,S_ei (fiPl), ,S-ep(Rep)) Conjugation over к({т)) only 
permutes 5_
e i (7?fl ), ,S-ep(RCp) Hence R is invariant under conjugation over 
k((x)) and so R 6 k((x))[S] S-r¡(Rei) is a right factor of R, so Re¡ is a light factoi 
of Sc (R) So N0{R,,) is a factor of N0(Se (ƒ?)), hence μ, (R) > degree(N0(Rc,)) = 
ßcXf) because all roots of Nc¡{Re¡) are integers divided by the ramification index 
Then by theorem 1 we can conclude order(i?) > ordei(/) R is a right hand factor of 
ƒ because the S-(¡(Re¡) are right factors of ƒ Hence ƒ = R 
D 
This piovides a method to compute a fundamental system of solutions of ƒ The 
solutions of ƒ = LCLM(S_Cl(./?n ), ,S-rp(RCp)) are spanned by the solutions of 
5_ P l (ñ e , ) , , S-,» (Rc ) The solutions of S-ei(Rei) are obtained by multiplying 
the solutions of R,, by Exp(ei) (recall that Exp(ei) = cxp(/ ^dx), cf section 2 3 2) 
Consequently, when all e, and R<, have been computed, then the problem of finding 
the solutions of ƒ is reduced to solving scmi-regulai differential operatois, which is a 
much easier problem (cf section 2 8 1) 
Define Rc for e € E and ƒ 6 fr((i))[J] as the largest regular singular factoi of 
Sc(f) f°r which all ioots of the Newton polynomial are rational numbeis Now we 
can show in the same way for ƒ ζ k((x))[S] that 
/ = LCLM(5_,1(ñ í l) ,S -e , (Ä,J ) (2 1) 
where fi, ,e(/ G £ is a list of representatives for all e (Ξ E/Q for which μ
ε
(/) > 0 
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2.6.2 Irreducible elements οι k((x))[ó] 
If r G к{(т)) is a Ricreati solution of ƒ G k((x))[ò] then the principal part e — 
pp(r) G k((x))[r] modulo ~ is an exponential pait of ƒ. Conversely, if ße{f) > 0 
then ƒ has Riccati solution rc G A:((.x))[c] of which the principal pait is e modulo 
~ Though theie mav be infinitely many such Riccati solutions, we can compute one 
such rr in a canonical way. The algorithm in section 2.5 pioyides (although infinitely 
many different factorizations could exist) only 1 unique factorization of semi-regular 
operators (namely the one that has copiime index 1). This way we can compute a 
unique light factor 6 - v, of S-e(Rc) by computing a first order factor of R? and 
applying 5_ e . If c\ ~ с2 then r r ] = r,2 So r, is defined for exponential parts 
r G Έ/ ~ of ƒ. 
Suppose Ci £ E is algebiaic oyer k((x)) of degree d and suppose /¿
г
,(/) > 0. 
Suppose ei,. . . ,c f / G k((x)) arc1 the conjugates of e\ oyer k((x)). If L is a Galois 
extension of k({x)) then conjugation over k((x)) is an automoiphism of L[S\. So 
firt{f) = / j f j ( ƒ ) foi all i. j . We can find unique right factors δ — re> G /г((.т))[е,,<5] С 
/r((x))[(5] oí ƒ as just, described. Then R = LCLM(¿> -re¡.. ,6 — rCj) is a right-hand 
factor of ƒ. Because conjugation is an automoiphism the re¡ are all conjugates of re¡ 
over k((x)) So the set {δ — rr¡,... ,δ — r,rf} is invariant undei conjugation which 
implies that R is invariant under conjugation ovei k((x)). Hence R G fc((x))[<5]. In 
general 
order(LCLM(h, · · , ƒ»)) < Σ o r d ( > r (¿ ) 
ι 
be( ause the order of an opeiator is equal to the dimension of the solution space, and 
the solution space of LCLM( f χ..... ƒ„) is spanned by the solutions of /i , ƒ„. So 
order(ñ) < d. Since /'e.(-R) = ß< Л^) > " f° r all ¡' = 1,.. , ri we can conclude by 
theorem 1 that order (ñ) > d if all c, leprcsent diffeient exponential parts. For this 
we must prove e, - Cj $. Q \í i φ j . Suppose c, — c3 G Q. We now have to piove 
that f, = Cj. The Galois group G of k((x))[ci,... , c-v] over k((x)) acts transitively 
on Ci,....c t/. Hence -;(<',) = t} foi some 7 G G If 7(f,) = e, + (e, - e,) where 
(fj - p j e ^ then 7# G '(e,) = r, + (#G)(e, - et) Here # G denotes the number of 
elements of G However, for any finite group G and element 7 G G the equation 
7 # i ; = 1 holds so 7 # c ' (c,) = β,. Hence (#G)(e_, - e,) = 0 and c, = *;_,. Now we can 
conclude ordor(i?) = à. We have paitly proven the following 
Theorem 2 ƒ G /с((т))[<5] has an exponential part e which is algebraic over k((x)) of 
degree d if and only if ƒ has an irreducible right-hand factor R G fc((.r))[<5] of order d. 
Note. In a different terminology (normalized eigem'alues, characteristic classes and 
D-modules) this result is found in [02] as well. 
Proof: Given an exponential part of degiee d over k((x)) we have already shown 
how to construct R as LCLM((5 — r ( 1 δ — rCtt) Now we must show that R is 
irreducible in /o((.r))[rt]. Suppose R has a non-trivial right-hand factor R\ of order 
d\ < d. By induction we can conclude that i?i has an exponential part e which is 
algebraic over k(( r)) of degree d-¡. Lemma 4 shows that e is an exponential part of R. 
Then e. ei e(¡ are d + 1 different exponential parts of R contradicting theorem 1. 
So R is irreducible. 
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Now suppose ƒ has an irreducible right fd( tor R of ordei d The exponential parts 
of R are exponential parts of ƒ b\ lemma 4 We will show that all exponential paits 
of R aie conjugated o\ei λ ((τ)) and algcbiaic of degree d over k((x)) Let C\ be an 
exponential part of R algebrau of degiee ρ over h((x)) So the conjugates ι°ι, e¡, 
aie exponential parts of R and bv our constitution we find an irreducible factor ƒ?] of 
7? of order ρ Since R is irreducible we have Ri = R and hence ρ = d Now e-\, e,¡ 
are d different exponential parts of R Because of theorem 1 there can not be more 
exponential parts, so all exponential parts of R are conjugated with π 
a 
2.7 Coprirne index > 1 factorization 
How can one compute an nrcducible factor of a polynomial ƒ 6 Q[y]f A method is to 
compute a ioot 7 and the minimum polynomial of τ This is not the usual factorization 
method for the ring Q[y] But loi the ring /г((т))[<5] this idea supplies a method foi 
the с ases we have not vet treated The iole of the root is pla\ed by a Riccati solution 
The analogue of the minimum polynomial foi a Riccati solution 7 is the least common 
left multiple of δ — r and its conjugates A minimum polynomial is the product of 
ij - 1 and its conjugates One1 does not need to compute the conjugates to determine 
this product The same holds for the least common left multiple To see this wnte 
the LCLM as an opcratoi R with undetermined coefficients R = α
Ί
,δ" + + o0ò° 
Now the statement that ò — 1 is a light factor of R tianslatcs into a linear equation m 
αο, , α
η
 This is an equation over /r((x))[r] We know that all conjugated equations 
(which we do not compute) hold as well Then this system of equations can be 
converted to a system over k((x)) We show how this can be done 111 a slightly more 
general situation Suppose a is algebiaic of degree d over a held К and we ha\e an 
equation 60a° + /v_icv
rf
~' = 0 (in oui application К = fc((?)), ο = ι and the b, 
aie A((i))-linedr expressions m a,) The system formed by this lineai equation and 
all its conjugates is equivalent with feo = '-Ί = = ';rf-i = 0 The reason is that 
the transition matux (which is a Vandermonde matrix) between these two systems of 
linear equations is uivertible 
This method foi computing R is not \ery efficient foi two reasons The light hand 
factor R is computed by solving linear equations over k((i)) which is ι at hor com­
plicated The computation of these linear equations involves an algcbiaic extension 
over k((i)) So we prefer to lift R with the algorithm in section 2 4 whenever possible 
Example: 
ƒ
 = д
л + 2δ3 - - δ2 + A + Λ e к((х))Щ 
χ 4.1 χ 
The exponential parts are ρ
λ
 = Λ= + ^y-i m E/ ~ and the conjugates e2 Рз,с4 of Cj 
over Q((x)) If ν/—Î £ к then Οι is algebraic of degree 4 ovei к((г)) and then ƒ is 
ìricducible in fc((:r))[<5] Now assume that v/^T e к Then e is algebraic of degree 2 
ovei k((x)) and hence ƒ has an irreducible right-hand factor R e fr((x))[<5] of 01 der 2 
To ei conesponds the following right hand factor in k((x)) 
r
 = ¿-,-^-^° + (-^-^)^ + ( i ^ H 1 4 i y = V + 2 v 80 40 ; v12800 12800 ; 
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Write Π = δ2 + α,ιδ + (io wheie οο,αι € k((x)) are to be determined. Dividing R by г 
iesults in a remainder of the form а0Ь()0 + a\b0 t + 6n,¿ + 2"'^
2(яо6і,о + a,\b\ \ + 6j 2) 
foi some btJ € k((x)). Bv equating this to zero, the following lineai equations are 
obtained: αοί>,,ο + «ι^,ι + '^ ,2 = 0, ¿ = 1, 2. Solving these equations over k((x)) gives 
f Λ 1 Γ Τ , Ο , 5 7 3 3661 v ^ î N , \ c l 
V 5 40 ; ν 64000 64000; У 
Tt is not efficient to compute many coefficients of а
п
,аі in this way. It suffices to 
deteimine Π in this way up to accuracy 2 (i e. to determine the coefficient of x° in 
«i and the coefficient of τ - 1 in a0). Then the higher terms can be computed more 
efficiently by the lift algorithm in section 2 4. 
2.8 Formal solutions of differential equations 
2.8.1 Solutions of semi-regular equations 
Let ƒ £ Α·((χ))[(5] be a semi-regular operator of order η > 1. Then we can apply 
section 2.5 to factor ƒ = L(6 - r) where r is an element of Ж + χ • k[[x]]. S
r
(f) = 
S, (L)S We can recursively compute a fundamental system of solutions a¡,... , a,¡_i € 
Jfc((z))[]oft(r)] of S,(L). Define ,s, = ƒ ^-dx for i = 1 , . . . ,n - 1 and s„ = 1. Then 
л·],.. ., ,s„ is a fundamental system of solutions of S
r
(f). These .s, aie elements of 
k((x))[log(x)} because a,/x € k((x))[\og(x)} and every element of fc((x))[log(x)] has 
an anti-derivntivc in this ring. By iequiring that the coefficients oí Tnlog(i)0 in 
•Si,. ., sn_i are 0 tlie s, are uniquely defined. To obtain the solutions of ƒ we multiply 
the solutions of Sr{f) by t = Exp(r) = exp(J' ^dx). This t e к ((χ)) can bc computed 
efficiently as follows. If r is written a s m ί Ζ plus an element of χ • k[[x}} then t can 
be written as x1" + t„l+ix
m+:
 + t
m+1x
m+2
 + · · ·. The the fact that / is a solution of 
δ — r gives a linear equation for r
m + 1, after solving it we find an equation for t„l+2, 
etcetera. 
The same method can also be used for an element ƒ of L[<5] which is semi-iegular 
over L, where L is an algebraic extension of k((x)), for the same reason as in the 
remark on page 23. This way a uniquely defined basis of solutions s\,...,s
n
 € 
L[log(a;)] can be computed. By theorem 3 on pago 34 (first apply the theorem to 
k((x))\ô], then generalize using the remark on page 23) it follows that ƒ is semi-
legular over L if and onlv if ƒ has a fundamental system of solutions in L[log(x)]. 
2.8.2 The canonical basis of solutions 
Let e i . . . . , e r £ E be representatives for the exponential parts of ƒ. Computing 
e, and the corresponding semi-regular parts RCt can be done by the algorithm in 
section 2.8.4. Note that the algorithm only computes the et up to conjugation over 
k((x)). This means that the formal solutions will also be computed up to conjugation 
over k((x)), i.e. if a number of solutions are conjugated then only one of them will be 
computed. 
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The semi régulai Re¡ G А:((і))[е
п
й] has a basis of solutions s, _, e /c((x))[e,,log(.r)] 
So according to section 2 6 1 we get a basis of solutions of the form 
у — Exp(e,)s, j where t , G E and s t 7 G fc((a;))[p¡,log(r)] (2 2) 
(recall that Exp(e,) G V stands for exp( ƒ ^ ) ) In the LCLM fa( tonzation in lemma 5 
the SLe, (/?,.,) aie uniquely determined Furthermore a unique basis of solutions foi 
semi tegular operators was defined in the previous section \ s a (onscquence, the 
basis of solutions obtained m this way is uniquely defined We will (all tins basis the 
canonical basis of solutions 
Γοι a solution in the fonn (2 2) btJ is called the semi legular part of (2 2) and r, 
is с ailed the exponential pait of (2 2) The exponential part oí (2 2) is an exponential 
paî t of the operatoi as well The semi regular pai t s, _, is a solution of the scmi-regulai 
part Re¡ Note that fiom a given y in the form (2 2), r, can be deteimined modulo 
~ (without further restrictions on s¡ _, one can not determine1 c, G E hom y be< ause 
when replacing for example с
г
 by e, — 1 and ¿
г
 _, by χ s,
 ; in y we obtain an equivalent 
expression) 
A few introductory comments on the next section Everv ƒ G A.((Í))[<5] IS an cle-
ment of some L[S] wheie L is a finite extension of k{{i)) By a suitable tiansformation 
θ
α
 ,ι ris in the remark on page 23 the problem of finding solutions of ƒ can be leduced 
to finding solutions of an operatoi O
a
,i(f) G /((.r))[<5] The solutions of ƒ can be 
obtained from the solutions of θ
α
 ¿(f) But the elements of the basis of solutions that 
we find for ƒ are not necessarily in the form (2 2) (in other words aie not necessanly 
an element of some Ve) but are element of somt1 Ve, definitions follow in the next 
section 
Example c5 — \/x/{2 + 2y/x) Apply θ
λ
 ¿ to obtain \δ — 7:1/(1 + J) A basis foi 
the1 solutions is 1 + χ This is of the form (2 2) with e = 0 Now applv an inveì se 
transformation to find the solution 1 + y/r of ƒ This is not of the foim (2 2) but it 
is a sum of two terms of the form (2 2), one with e = 0 and one with с = 1/2 This 
example shows that the direct sum decomposition V(f) = 0 !',-(ƒ) m theorem 3 ш 
the next section which holds foi ƒ G /т((з))[с5] need not hold for ƒ G λ,((τ))[ή] For 
f G /r((r))[(5] a less precise statement is given in theorem 3, conespondmg to the1 less 
pieci se version μ of exponential parts 
2.8.3 The solution space and exponential parts 
Def in i t ion 5 Define for t £ f i the set 
V, = E x p ( e ) к((х))[\оф)]с 
and 
V, = E x p ( e ) ( ( * 1 ( ( г ) ) [ с ] ) р о
В
( і ) ] ) с Г
е 
If c\ ~ e2 then Vtl = V,2 so Vc ÍS also defined for e G E/ ~ Similarly \ c is defined 
for с G E IQ Define 
Ve(f) = VtÇ]V(f) and V,(f) = Vef]\(f) 
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Note that к Ц(х))[с] = к k((xl/n)) where η = iain(c) The leason for writing 
к k{(jl/n)) instead oik((x]/n)) is that ingenerai (namely if А· φ к) the held k((xl/n)) 
is not a subheld of A ((c)) 
Theorem 3 For non-zero ƒ € A.((x))[<5] 
П Я = 0 Ы Я and dim(V,(/)) = / i
e
( / ) 
inhere the s?im ÍS fafcen »i;er я// f e £7/ ~ i w 7ion zero ƒ 6 λ,((τ))[<$] 
1'(/) = ® V ( ( / ) and dim(F e( ƒ)) = ДДЯ 
inhere the svm is taken oner all r g £/<$ 
This theoiem enables us to gi\e an alteinatne dehnition of exponential paits and 
then multiplicities μ
€
 (ƒ) in tei ins of the solution space of ƒ 
Proof: Let ƒ E Ц(х))\6] Each clement of the basis ot solutions in the previous 
se(tion is an clement of some \
e
 wheie e is an exponential part of ƒ So the sum of 
the l-v Π I (ƒ) contains «ι complete basis of solutions of ƒ In this basis of solutions, 
//, (ƒ) elements aie in the foim (2 2) ι с /;,.(ƒ) elements are in Ve(f) Hence 
I (ƒ) = £ U f l and dim(le(/)) >/'«(ƒ) 
с 
where the sum is taken o\ei all exponential parts of ƒ It follows from the following 
lemma 6 that this is a direct sum Then ordei(/) = dim(V (ƒ)) = I ^ dun(Vi (ƒ)) > 
5Z
e
 l·1* (ƒ) = oider(/) hence the > must be an equality The second statement follows 
in the same wav 
D 
Lemma 6 
l ' = 0 V, arid \ = 0 V, 
Proof: Let η € ÍN Then k((x)) = 0(/Exp(</) (к кЦх1/"))) wheie the sum is taken 
ovei all q ζ Q with 0 < q < 1/n So for с e E/Q 
r^ = 0r f 
where the sum is taken o\er all e G E/ ~ such that Г = с mod Q This ieduces the first 
direct sum to the second one Because of the relations Exp(ei)E\p(e>) = Exp(pj Ч-е?) 
e\er\ element of \ can be written as a polynomial m the Exp(c) of degiee 1 So 
1 = Σ- i F ^ e ttl1' 'ibow that this is a direct sum which finishes the pioof of this 
lc mma 
Let Pi с ι & E be different modulo Q Let s, e Ä((7))[log(t)] and ь = 
53 E\p(c,)s, — 0 To pro\c that the sum is dnect wc need to show that all s, 
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aie 70ΓΟ \ьышіе that not all s, = 0 and that d > 1 is minimal with this propci t j 
Then all Sj φ 0 Now X J J = 5Z( E\p(e,)(t-¡s, + r s ' ) Suppose the \er tors ( s b , srf) 
and (ri Si + xs\, er;s(/ + xb'd) are hnearlv independent over fe((j))(log(x)) Then 
we can find a linear combination in which at least one (but not all) of the compo-
nents vanishes This contradicts the fact that d is minimal (multipl> with a suitable 
element of A.((X))[1OR(X)] to eliminate log(j) trom the denominator) So these two 
\eetois must be lineai 1> dependent over /r((x))(log(r)) It follows that 
CiSi + rs\ e>s> + / s'2 
S l 
Ek((,))(\og(z)) 
с2 - e\ = TA',/SI - Ίs'2/s2 = rb'/b 
where b = s\ /¿o G k({x))(\og{x)) But C2 — ?\ G E and c> - ei & Q which contradicts 
lemma 7 
D 
L e m m a 7 Let b G k((x]/n))(lag(t)) Suppobt tiiat the logarithmu dei ι native < = 
ib'/b гъ an element of k({r)) Then < e ¿ Ζ + τ 1 / " *[[j-1 / n]] 
Proof: Write b = p/q with p,q G k{{Tl/'l))[\og(r)] Write ρ - p, log(j) ' + and 
q = q
rn
\og(x)m + where pi,q
m
 G кЦг1/'1)) The dots stands foi an clement of 
k((i , / , n ))[ log(r)] of lower degiee as a polynomial in log(j) 
( = rb' _ ip' jq' _ xp;iog(r) ' + xq'Jog(x)"l_+ 
b ρ q pAog(i)1 + q
m
\og(i)™ + 
_ Г{Р',<Ы - < ? » l o g ( 3 . ) ' + " ' + 
Piq
m
\og(xy+m + €k((x)) 
Ί hen / {p',q
m
 - <l'
m
Pi)/(pi<lui) must be the same element с of k(( л)) Write ; = ]>i/qln € 
Ц(,^»)) Then r=1(p'lqm-q'mPl)/(plqm) = ir'/l £ ^ + 1 ' / " Ц[хі/п}} 
a 
2.8.4 Coprirne index 1 LCLM factorization 
L e m m a 8 Let f
x
, ,fd G к({т)Щ, t G E/ ~ сшс/ ƒ = Ь С Ь М ( / : , f d ) Then 
max, μ
ε
(Λ) < Ме(Я < ^ / (/,) 
77¿ partícula! eve? у e ι pone riti al part e of f is an exponential part of at least one of tht 
f. 
Proof: These inequalities follow from the dimensions of ! , ( ƒ ) and ! , ( ƒ , ) in the 
following equation V,(f) = \, Π ( Σ , ' (/«)) = Σι^ΛΙι) The second equality holds 
because the \r{ft) are direct sums of \ (/,)Π^<? taken o\ei all a G E/ ~ 
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L e m m a 9 Let ƒ G /r((x))[<5] be monic and let ƒ ι, , f¿ G k((x))[ö] be riqht hand 
factors of f Suppose that J2¡ o r ( l e l ( / i ) = order( / ) and that the fz have no exponential 
parts m common Then 
. / = L C L M ( / b ,ƒ,,) 
• If e G E J ~ and ßc(f) > 0 i/tp/i /¿err· ¿A precisely one ft such that Vv(/) С V(ft) 
• For this e and ƒ, ¿ftp semi-regular part Re of f ?s f/ie scmi-reqular part of ft as 
well 
Proof: Using the previous lemma, the fact that the ft have no exponential part in 
( ommon and theorem 1 we can conclude that orde i (LCLM(/ i , , fd)) = X^order( / t ) , 
and this equals o ider ( / ) by the assumption in this lemma Since all ft, and hence this 
LCLM, aie right-hand factors of ƒ the first statement follows If e is an exponential 
part of f then foi precisely one ι we ha\e / Í P ( / ¿ ) > 0 Then ßc(fi) = He(f) because 
oJ the ріе юиь lemma and because the μ
ί
 of the othei ƒ, are zero For the second 
statement note (hat Vl{fl) С Ve(f), because ƒ, is a right-hand factor of ƒ Since 
μ (.(/1) = //(·(ƒ) the dimensions aie the1 same Hence Vt(f) = Vc(ft) С V(/,) The 
t h u d statement follows because \'(S-
e
(R
r
)) = V
e
(f) С V(ft), hence S-e[Re) is a 
light-hand factoi of ƒ, and so R,. is a light hand factoi of S^(fi) 
a 
L e m m a 10 Let f,q 6 fc((a;))[(5] and suppose gcd(Ns(f),Ns(g)) = 1 holds for all 
s G Q, s > 0 Sappose gcd(Ns(f), Sг~т+п(^Ля))) = 1 holds for A = 0 and all 
ri G Ζ Then ƒ and η have no exponential parts in common 
Proof: For cvei) exponential part e of ƒ there exists a Riccati solution ι
e
 of ƒ such 
that e is the piincipal paît of τγ modulo ~, cf section 2 6 2 Now the proof follows 
fiom the next lemma 
D 
L e m m a 11 Let г G k((i)) be a Riccati solution of f G к((х))Щ Suppose r, viewed 
as an element of{J
n
k((xi/11)), can be written as r
s
r
s
 plus higher order terms, where 
ь G Q, ь < 0 and r
 s
 φ 0 if s < 0 Write ь — n/d with n,d € Ж, gid(ri,d) = 1 and 
<7 > 0 Then —А г* a slope of f and r'' is a root of the Newton polynomial 7V_S(/) 
Proof: δ — τ is a right-hand factor of ƒ If the ramification index of r is 1 the lemma 
с an easily be proved using the fac t that the slopes of factors of ƒ are slopes of ƒ and 
the Newton polynomials of right factors of ƒ aie factors of the Newton polynomials 
of / , с f section 2 3 4 Ilowevei, we have not defined the Newton polygon and Newton 
polynomial over lannhtat ions of k((x)) Choose d' € N such that θχ
 d (δ — r) G 
Ц(г))[с5] Then d must divide d' Now θγ ,
ν
(δ -ι) is a right-hand factor of \ a (ƒ) 
The slope of θ
λ tl>(6 - ι ) is —sci' so θχ d'{f) has this slope аь well Hence ƒ has a 
slope - s The Newton polynomial of <9, ,,-(ò - r) is ±T - r , If N „(f) = c{T" + 
u / ,_ 17 , ' '~ l + +anT{)) where < is a constant then N-¡¡#(01 ,/<(ƒ)) is a constant times 
Т ^ + сГ 'пр^Т* ' ' I ) , 7 + +г/""*а 0 Т
0
 So jrT-r
s
 is afactoi of this Newton polynomial 
hence ; 'i is a ι oot of T' ' + o p _ , Г ' ' "
J
 + + я 0 Т ° 
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Now we ( an write algorithm LCLM factorization as follows Tdkc algorithm Co-
prime Index 1 Factonzations in section 2 5 Replace the lines 
if s = 0 then 
M = {g
u
 ,g,} 
N = M\{g\(j{T) = h{T + i),h£ Μ , ι ί Ν , ο 0} 
else 
by the lines 
if A = 0 then 
M = {q
u
 ,(},} 
M' =M\ {g\g(T) = h(T + ή, h e Μ, ι e Ν, ι > 0} 
Μ" ={{η\3
 zqn(T + i)=h}\heM'} 
Ν ={n,6,.sFl'i€M"} 
else 
The resulting algorithm piodutcs a number of factorizations The sum of the 
ordcis of the light factors is equal to the order of ƒ The different light factois 
/ι ι , fd have no exponential parts in common bei ause of lemma 10 Hence ƒ = 
LCLM(/|, , ƒ,() This variant on the algorithm in section 2 5 produces an LCLM 
fadorization, i e it pioduccs a number ot nght-hand factors / b , f¿ such that 
ƒ = LCLM(/i, , fa) The orders of the ft need not be minimal because we only 
apply the "easy" (ι e сорите index 1) factorization method 
Algorithm semi-regular parts: 
Input fek((x))[S] 
Output representatives e\, , Crf G E for all exponential parts up to conjugation 
over k((x)) and the сorresponding scmr-regular parts J?
e
, G A.((r))[t,,<5] 
1 Same as case 1 in \lgonthm Riccati solution This is also a special case of case 
6 below after a suitable substitution map S
e 
2 li algorithm LCLM factorization produces a non-trivial (ι e d > 1) LCLM 
factorization ƒ = LCLM(/j, ,/<¿) then appl> lecursion to the right factors 
ƒ ι, , ƒd 
3 If the condition of case 3 in Algonthm Riccati solution holds, and furthermore 
the slope of ƒ is non-zero, then proceed as in case 3 in Algorithm Rice ati solution, 
apply ictuision to the right-hand factor 
4 Same as case 4 in Algorithm Riccati solution, apply recursion to 5,
 r
 (ƒ) 
5 Same1 as case 5 in Algoiithm Rucati solution applv recursion on Π 
6 If ƒ has one slope s = 0 and the Newton polynomial has the following form 
Л,(Л = <7 ST-T+I {y) ST=7+i„{y) where π > 0 and ?_, are integers and 
g is an irreducible polynomial Let r G A, be a root of g Extend the field 
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к with г (note that g can ha\c degree 1 in which case r G к) Define h = 
Τ (Τ + ii) (Τ + t
n
) This is the latgest factor οί Λ 0(5Γ(/)) which has only 
integer roots Now use а сорите index 1 fa<tonzation (cf Algorithm Coprirne 
Index 1 Factorizations in section 2 5) to compute a right íactoi R of Sr[f) that 
has \cwton polynomial Л 
The right hand factors R th.it this algorithm produces in ca.se 6 aie the semi-
regular parts of ƒ (actually such R is an image of a semi regular pait under certain 
maps θ
α
 4 that were used in с ase 3) The corresponding exponential parts aie obtained 
b\ keeping track of the substitution maps S
e
 and ramification maps θ„ ¿ that were 
performed The iecursion in case 2 of the algorithm is \alid because of lemma 0 
In the с ases 3 and 5 of the algorithm a held extension o\er k((r)) is applied (also m 
с ase G if degree(<7) > 1 but the1 argument is almost the same for this с a.se) Suppose the 
dcgiee of the of this field extension is d Then the algoiithm computes a right factoi 
f\ of ƒ and uses retuision on this right factor Let ƒ1 ƒ,/ G L[ò] be the1 conjugates 
or / i o\ei k((i)) where L is some finite extension of к((т)) Lemma 10 and lemma 9 
wete formulated foi A,((/))[ò] instead ol L[5], but they are still applicable when using 
the less pi ease notion of exponential parts Ji We must replace the condition "for all 
τι G Ж" by "lor all η € Q" in lemma 10 in ordci for this lemma to hold foi the case 
of /I instead of μ So oui algorithm would pioduce all exponential parts and semi 
regular parts if we would use recursion on not only _/Ί but also on ƒ>, , f,¡ Howe\er, 
this could introduce veiy large algebraic field extensions (worst с ase d factorial) which 
с ould make the algoiithm too slow to be useful If we would use iecursion on /2, , f,i 
we will only find conjugates ot the exponential parts and semi îegular parts that aie 
obtained from /ι So theie is no need to do the iecursion on fi, , ƒ<< because the1 
íesult of that computation can also be obtained as the conjugates (which aie not 
computed, howc\ei) of the output of the recursion on /i 
Algorithm formal solutions: 
Input / e i ( ( i ) ) [ i ] 
Output a basis of solutions, up to conjugation o\er к({т)) 
Step 1: this is the mam step appbv algorithm semi-rcgulai parts 
Step 2: compute the solutions s, _, of Rf as 111 section 2 8 1 
Step 3: Return the set of Exp(e,)s, } 
Our method for computing foimal solutions can not a\oid the use of held exten­
sions o\er k((x)) because these held extensions appear in the output It does, however, 
delav the use of algebraic extensions as long as possible The use of algorithm LCLM 
lactonzation icduces the problem of finding solutions to subproblems for operators 
of smallei order This л\а the ordei of the operator is as small as possible at the 
moment that an algebraic extension is introduced and so the amount of computation 
in algebraic extensions is minimized La7\ e\aluation is used to minimize the number 
of operations 111 the constants field 
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2.9 A characterization of the solution spaces 
The symbol log(x) is viewed as an element of' a differential extension of λ·((χ)) which 
satisfies the equation y' = l/x. The corresponding linear differential equation is 
y" + -y' = 0. We do not view log(x) as a function on an open subset of the complex 
plane, but as a formal expression which is defined by the property that the derivative 
is l/x. From this viewpoint it is clear that, the fc((x))-homomorphism 
S l o g : Щ У [ 1 о ё ( . т ) ] -> Щ ) [ 1 о ё ( х ) ] 
defined by 5i
o g ( log(x)) = log(.x) + l is a differential automorphism, because the deriva­
tive of log(x) + 1 is also l/x, and hence all differential properties of log(x) + 1 and 
log(x) arc the same. This automorphism can be extended to the ring V by defining 
Si, ) g(Exp(r)) = Exp(c). If ƒ G V[<5] and у G V is a solution of ƒ then S\ns(y) is a 
solution of 5 | 0 ( ζ ( / ) . Note that the differential Galois group G of the. Picard-Vessiot 
extension k((x)) С fc((x))(log(x)) contains more elements than just £Ί 0 Ε · However, 
we will see that it is sufficient to consider only S]1 ) S. This is explained from the fact 
that G is equal to the Zariski closure of the group generated by Si
o g . 
Let ƒ G /c((x))[¿]. The questions of this section are: what are the possible right-
hand factors of' ƒ in k((x))[S], or in k((x))[6], what are the semi-regular and regular 
right factors. Every right factor R corresponds to a subspace of solutions V(R) С 
V'(/). But not every linear subspace W С V{.f) corresponds to a right factor of ƒ 
because1 we do not look for right factors in V[<5] but only in smaller rings like fc((.x))[<5]. 
So the question now is the following. Given a finite dimensional к vector space W С V, 
when is W the solution space of either 
1. a semi-regular operator in fc((x))[<$] 
2. a regular operator in k((x))[S] 
3. any operator in /,;((x))[<5] 
4. any operator in A;((x))[<5]. 
Example : Let log(x) be a basis of И'. Now there can not be any ƒ G fc((x))[<5] such 
that W = V(f). Because then 5 |
o g (log(x)) would be a solution of S\os(f) = ƒ. So ƒ 
has log(x) and 5i
o g ( log(x)) — log(x) = 1 as solutions. Hence; the dimension of' V(f) 
is at least 2. 
L e m m a 12 Let W he a η dimensional к subspace of V. Then W = V(f) for some 
semi-reqular ƒ G k((x))[6] if and only W has a basis by,.. . ,b„ G k((x))[\og(x)] and 
5„ )g(17) = W. 
Proof: Let ƒ G fc((x))[<5] be semi-regular. Then it follows from section 2.8.1 that V(f) 
has a basis of solutions in fc((x))[log(x)]. Furthermore S\og(V(f)) = V(S\og(f)) = 
v{f). 
Now suppose 5 i o g ( l i ' ) = W and suppose by,....hn G k((x))[\og(x)] is a basis of' 
И-' as а к vector space. We want to construct a semi-regular operator ƒ such tha t 
!''(ƒ) = W• Le1" b be an element of W of minimal degree rfasa polynomial in log(x). 
Suppose d > 0. Then S\OR(b)—b G l i ' has degree d—\ which contradicts the minimality 
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of d Hence d = 0, so /) is an element of к k((x)) Then b G / k((x)) where / is 
some finite extension of к After multiplication by a ( onstant we may assume that 
one of the coefficients of b is 1 Then, by taking the trace over the field extension 
к С I, we may assume b G k((x)) and b G W (use here that W has a basis of elements 
ш k((x))[\og(x)}, hence the trace over к of an element b G W is an element of W) 
Now b φ 0 because the trace oí the coefficient 1 is not Ü Because b G V (ƒ) foi the 
opeiator ƒ that we want to construct it follows that R — 6 — cb'/b must be a light 
factor of ƒ This opeiator R is а к linear map from V to V The kernel is the solution 
space of R It has dimension 1 Because the kernel is a subspace of W it follows 
that a\m{R{W)) = /ι - 1 It is easy to check that R(W) satisfies the conditions 
of this lemma, hence1 by induction there is a semi regular opeiator L G k((x))[S] 
such that V{L) = R(W) Now define ƒ = LR This is a semi-regular operator in 
k((j))[ò] because L,R G k{(r))[S] aie semi-regulai f{W) = L(R(W)) = {0} and 
dim(W) = order(/) so V(f) = W 
D 
Fiom the iemark on page 23 it follows that the lemma is also valid when k{(x)) is 
leplaced by a hnite extension L of k((x)) 
Lemma 13 L· f W be a ν dimensional к subspace of V Then W = V(f) for some 
regular ƒ G k((x))[S] if and only W has a basis bi, , b
n
 G k[[x]] and all non-zero 
elements of W have valuation < η 
Proof: If ƒ G fc((/))[d] is iegulai it is known by the Cauchy theorem that there 
exists a basis ^ , ,b
n
 £ k[[x]] of solutions such that Ь
г
 is xl~] modulo i " It is easy 
to compute these Ь
г
 as follows The equation /(ò t) = 0 (wilting ƒ as an element of 
/r[[j,]][9] is more convenient for this) gives a linear equation in the coefficient of a;" in 
bt, a linear equation for the coefficient of xn+l, etcetera From these equations the 
coefficients of b, can be computed 
To prove1 the ìeversc statement let b\, , bn G k\[j]] be a basis of W and suppose 
that all non zero elements of W have valuation (ι e the smallest exponent of χ which 
has a non-zero coeffic lent) smaller than ν Then, after a basis transformation, we may 
assume that bt is x
l
~' modulo j " Now dehne Ri G &[[x]][9] as Яі = d-b\/b1 Dehne1 
for 1 < d < ν the operator Rd+\ € k[[x]][d] as follows define ¡jd+i = Rd(bd+i) Note 
that u(i?,(£></+i )) = d - ι for 1 < ι < d So u{yd+\) = 0 and hence д - y'd+]/¡Jd+i £ 
λ[[χ]][(9] Now define Rd+\ = (0 - y'd+l/yd+i)Rd Now ƒ = Rn is a monic element of 
A-[[j]][d], hence regular, with V(f) = W 
D 
Fiom the lemma we see that right factors of regular opeiators need not be regular 
Suppose for example that Ι,χ,τ2 is a basis of solutions of ƒ Then the right-hand 
factoi given by the basis of solutions l ,ar is not iegular But the right factoi with 
the basis l, i +x¿ is tegular ^n LCLM of regular operators is not necessarily iegulai 
с lthei For certain purposes (not for all) semi-regular is a more convenient notion than 
iegular because factois, pioducts, LCLM's and symmetric pioducts of semi iegular 
operators aie semi-regular 
If W С V is a solution space of a differential operatoi ƒ G Α:((ι))[ό] then W = 
ф_(14 fi Ve) because of theorem 3 Furthermore 5iüs(U ) must equal \\ because ƒ 
is invariant undci Si0(. This pi oves one part of the following lemma 
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Lemma 14 Let W be a finite dimensional к subspare, of V Then W = V{f) for 
ноте ƒ G fc((j))[(5] if and only W = ($7(W f]V^) = S\og(W) where the sum is taken 
over all e G E/Q. 
Proof: Assume W φ {0} is finite_dimensional and W = ®
r
(W f)V7)_= Slog(W) 
Let e e E such that W
e
 = W f| V
e
 φ {0}. Note that 5i
o g(V c) = Vc hence We 
is invariant under 5i0g- W, has a basis of the form Exp(p) s,, ι = 1,. ,t where 
s, G k((x))[\og(x)} so s, G L[log(x)] for some finite extension L of k((x)). Using 
lemma 12 it follows that there exists an operator B,. G L[S] which has s,. ι = 1, . . , г 
as a basis of solutions. So S-e(fí,,) has Exp(e)i,, ? — 1, , t as a basis of solutions and 
so S~e(Re) must be a right-hand factor of the operatoi ƒ that we want to construct 
Choose a representative с G E for eveiy с G E/Q foi winch W f] Vj φ {0} Construct 
the corresponding S-
e
(Rt) and define ƒ as the LCLM of these S-e(R, ) Then V(/) = 
W 
a 
Lemma 15 Let W be a finite dimensional к subspace ofV Then W = V(f) for some 
f G /r((a;))[(5] if and only the conditions of the previous lemma hold, and furthermore 
W is invariant under the action of the Galois group of the algebraic extension k((x)) С 
W7ÏÏ-
Proof: if τ is a k((x)) automoiphism of k((x)) then τ can be extended to V by 
setting r(log(j·)) = log(.r) and т(Ехр(е)) = Ехр(т(е)). Now for any ƒ G fc((r))[c5] 
we have V(r(/)) = r(V(f)) because conjugation commutes with differentiation. So 
if ƒ G Α·((χ·))[(5] then V(f) = r(V{f)) which proves one part of the lemma. Now 
suppose W = V(f) for some monic ƒ G /r((x))[<5] and suppose that W = T(W) 
Now ordcr(/ - r(/)) < order(/) and W С V{f - r(/)) so dim{V{f - r(f))) > 
oider(/ — T ( / ) ) and hence ƒ — r(f) must be 0 So if W is invariant undei the Galois 
group of the algebraic extension k((x)) С k((x)) then ƒ is invariant as well, hence 
ƒ G Η(χ))[δ] 
a 
Every y G V is a finite sum y = J2
e
 °
e W l t n
 ^
 e
 ^ D c n n e W7 a s the closure under 
Galois actions and undei 5Ί0 6 of the set £ ] f к • be Now W satisfies the conditions oí 
the previous lemma, hence for every ι/ G V there is a g G fc((:r))[<5] \ {0} such that 
y G V(g). From this it follows that for any non-zero ƒ G fc((x))[<5] the map ƒ : V —» V 
is surjective This is seen as follows. If the kernel of g is not contained in the image 
of ƒ then the dimension of the kernel of gf would be smaller than the sum of the 
dimensions of the kernels of g and ƒ. In other words, order(gf) < order(.g) +order(/) 
which is a ( ontradiction. Hence V(g) С f(V) for every g and so ƒ is surjective, 
f(V) = V 
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Chapter 3 
Factorization of Differential 
Operators with Rational 
Functions Coefficients 
In this chapter we will give a new efficient method for factorizing diffeienfiai opeiatois 
with rational functions coefficients Tins method solves the main problem in Beke's 
factorization method, which is the use of splitting fields and/or Gröbiier basis. 
3.1 Introduction 
A differential equation 
i/n) + α 1 ι _ ι ! /
(
" -
1 )
 + ·-- + α,7/ +aoy = 0 
coi responds to a diffei enfiai operator 
ƒ = a , , + a n _ i ö n - 1 + - + а0д° 
acting on у. In this chapter the coefficients a, are elements of the differential field k(.r) 
and 0 is the diffei ent iation d/dx The field к is the field of constants. It is assumed 
to have characteristic 0. к is the algebraic closuie of k. The diffeiential operator ƒ is 
an element of the non-commutative ring fc(.r)[d]. This is an example of an Ore ring 
[40] A factorization ƒ = LR where L,B € k(x)[d] is useful for computing solutions 
of ƒ because solutions of the right-hand factor Я aie solutions of ƒ as well. 
The topic in this chapter is factorization in the ring k(x)[d] Multiplication in 
k(x)[d] is not commutative. Howevei. some propeities of aie independent of the 
order of the multiplication, foi example the Newton polygons of }<j and g f at a point 
ρ aie the same The non-commutativity is one of the reasons that factorization in 
k(x)[d] is difficult. To handle this difficulty we will extract the commutative part μ, (ƒ) 
of an operator ƒ. We will fiist try to find properties of differential operai ors which do 
not depend on the ordei of multiplication and then we will define the commutative 
part of ƒ as the collection of these properties that we found For this purpose we will 
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first define exponential parts and their multiplicities for local differential operators in 
section 3 3 Then μ»(/) will be denned as the4 collection of all exponential parts and 
their multiplicities at all singularities of ƒ 
Let ƒ = LR where ƒ 6 k(r)[d] is given and where L R S fr(r)[9] is a factorisation 
that wc want to compute The commutative part μ» has the following property 
μ.(Ι) = li.(L) + (ЦЩ 
This equation leaves only a finite number of possibilities for μ» (Λ) Beke's method 
(cf [6] and also section 3 4} for computing hist order right-hand factors R of ƒ can 
be explained in terms of μ, as follows Ti> all possible μ.(.β) and for each ß,{R) 
(he problem of finding R is reduced to computing the rational solutions of a certain 
differential operator Computing rational solutions of a differential operator can be 
done quicklj (cf [1]) but the number of possible μ,(R) one needs to check depends 
exponentially (worst case) on the number of singularities So Beke's method performs 
well on examples with few singularities, but for operators with many singularities 
"try all possibilities" is not a good answer to the question which μ.(7?) need to be 
considered Furthermore this method involves computing in algebraic extensions ovei 
к which can be of exponentially large degree Most previous factorization algorithms 
(except [47]) are based on Beke's algorithm foi computing first ordei factors, and use 
the exterior power method for computing highei order factors 
This с hapter is organized as follows 
• Sections 3 5 and 3 6 contain the main result of this chapter An algorithm, that 
does not use computations with exponentially large algebraic extensions noi 
Grobnor bases, for factorizing differential operatois This algorithm can produce 
(first oidcr or higher older) factors, oi irreducibility pioofs, for a certain class 
(specified in section 3 5) of differential operators However, not every operator 
is m this class, so not every operator can be handled It even need not compute 
all first order factors 
• Section 3 7 A supplemental algorithm, that makes oui algorithm complete for 
first order right-hand factors 
• Section 3 8 The exterior power method This is another supplemental algo­
rithm, obtained fiom the hteratuie, to make the algorithm complete for highei 
order factors The exterior power method is not efficient, only small operators 
(low order and small coefficients) can be handled this way So we want to avoid 
it whenever possible 
• Section 3 4 Beke's algorithm for computing factors of order 1, reformulated in 
our terminology 
In section 3 7 we use the algorithm of sections 3 5 and 3 6 to compute a set S 
with at most oidcr(/) elements such that μ,(R) e S for all first order nght-hand 
factors R When such an S is computed, the problem of computing all first order 
right-hand factors is practically solved because the number of possibilities that need 
to be checked is now linear instead of exponential like in Веке s algorithm, and the 
algebiaic extensions that л е need to work with are of much lower degiee than in 
Beke's algonthm As aheadv mentioned Beke's algorithm section 3 4 sometimes 
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performs well but it can also be extremely slow if there are mam singularities Foi 
SIK h cases the algorithm obtained b\ combining sections 3 5 3 6 and 3 7 is an good 
alternative 
Computing left-hand factors and computing right hand factors are equivalent 
pioblems They can be reduced to each other bv applying the adjoint The ad-
]oint is a fc(r)-anti-automorphism of k(x)[d] given bv ö и - 3 It interchanges the 
iole of left and light Using the ad]omt and the algorithm in sections 3 5 3 6 and 3 7 
we can compute all first Older left and nght hand factois so evei> operatoi of ordei 
< 3 can eithci be factored oi pio\en to be irreducible The method given sections 3 5 
and 3 6 can also compute Inghci oider factors (or to pioduce irreduc lbihtv proofs) 
foi many (sec section 3 5 tor a more precise dcscuption) operatois of orrlci > 3 
Tests show that this method can handle large examples, operators in Q(x)[d] of older 
> 10 with > 10 singularities are often still feasible if the bound that is computed in 
section 3 9 1 is not too high This would be impossible with previous factorization 
algorithms that use the exterior power method foi computing higher Older factors 
computing extenoi powers of such large operatois will cause the computer to run out 
of memory Note that in a lew cases, namely the operators which do not belong in 
the class specified in section 3 5, we have to use the exterior power method as well, 
in which case factorizing operators of ordei 10 is impossible as well 
If the bound in section 3 9 1 is ver> high then even small operatois are hard 
to factor We can not hope to solve this problem, foi example the factorization of 
d2 — -d + - with η = IO10 is not feasible no mattei which method we use because 
the result will not ht in any existing computei 
3.2 Preliminaries 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with sections 3, 6 and 8 (except for the al­
gorithm) of chapter 2 From section 3 the preliminaries (note that these arc found 
elsewhere as well, references are given m chapter 2) Newton polygon/polynomial, 
differential held Ore ring, the ring A((x))[c5] where S = j<9, LCLM (Least Common 
Left Multiple), algebraic extensions of k((i)) and the universal extension From sec­
tion 6 exponential parts and fiom section 8 the relation between exponential parts 
and foimal solutions In the next section we will give a different introduction to 
exponential paits which is hopefully easier to understand than section 6 in chapter 2 
We assume that the chai actei ist ie of the constants field к is 0 If ƒ € A*(x)[c9] 
then ƒ has finiteh many coefficients in k(x) and each of these coefficients has finitely 
many coefficients in к So without loss of generalit> we can iestrict ourselves to a 
coefficients field к and a differential opeiator ƒ e fc(j;)[c}] where к is finitely generated 
over Q 
3.3 Exponential parts of local differential operators 
This section gives a shoit introduction of exponential parts For pioofs of the state­
ments in this section see chapter 2 The notations are the same as in chaptei 2 
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3.3.1 A description in terms of the solution space 
Let \ be the uimeisal extension (called В in lemma 2 1 1 ш [24]) of k((x)) This is 
a differential ring extension of k((i)) consisting of all solutions of all ƒ 6 λ((τ))[<5] 
Let ƒ € к ((J ))[Л] \ {0} be a differential operator The action of ƒ defines a fc-linear 
surjective (cf page 41) map 
ƒ 1 -+V 
The kernel of this map denoted as V(f) is the solution space of ƒ V contains all 
solutions of ƒ Hence the dimension of the kernel of ƒ on V is maximal 
ordcr(/) = dim(V (ƒ)) 
This numbei dun(V(f)) is useful for factorization because it is independent of th( 
older of the multiplication ie Aun(\'(fg)) = dim(V(gf)) To obtain more of such 
useful numbers we will split V (ƒ) in a direct sum and look at the dimensions of the 
components (\rt E and ~ aie defined in chapter 2, and are described below as well) 
i'= θ ь 
< e F / ~ 
The \( aie /r-\ector spaces and also /г((г))[й] modules So f(Vc) С V'c foi all ƒ € 
k((r))[ò] \ {()} Then f(Vt) = Vf because ƒ is surjective on V The kernel of ƒ on V( 
is denoted by I ,.(ƒ) = V(f) f]\
 c Denote 
,*„(ƒ)= dim(V((/)) 
This is consistent with the définition of /it(f) in chapter 2 because of thcoiem 3 on 
page 34 These ßt are useful for factorization because the> aie independent of the 
orde ι of the multiplication, j с if ƒ, η g A,((r))[c5] \ {0} then 
μΛΰί) = tie i/o) = Ме(Л + ße(a) 
This equation is lemma 4 in chapter 2 It also follows from the fac t that the dimension 
of the kernel of the composition of two surjective lineai maps equals the sum of the 
dimensions of the kernels 
Recall the following definitions from chapter 2 These definitions were done in 
such a wa\ that the subspaces Ve of 1 are as small as possible (more precisely Ve is 
an indecomposable4 h A,((í))[n]-modulc) because then the integers ße(f) give as much 
as possible information about ƒ Denote the set 
£ = υ φ - ι Α Ί 
n 
and the map 
Exp E ->· V 
as Exp(e) = vxp(f ^ch) To define Exp(f) without ambiguity one can use the con­
d u c t i o n of the uniUTsal extension (bncfh described in section 2 3 2, the pioof of this 
construction is found m [24]) Then Exp(f! + e2) = Exp(ci)Exp(e.)) ">o Exp behaves 
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liko an exponential function. For rational numbers q we have Exp(r/) = x4 e к((χ)) 
Denote (see also page 33) 
Vt = Exp(c) (k-k((T))[e])[iog(x)}cY. 
Note that к • к((т))[е] = к k((r1/")) where τι is the lamification index of e. Dehne ~ 
on E as follows. ci ~ c> if and only if c\ —Co is an integei divided bv the ramification 
index of c i . V, ! = К . if and only if e\ ~ e-> .so К is defined foi с G E/ ~ . Hence 
fJr(f) is destined for e € £ / ~ as well. 
v(f)= 0 г
е
(Л 
An element e e E/ ~ is called an exponential part of ƒ if //<·(ƒ) > 0. The number 
μ
ι
 (ƒ) = dim(V P (/)) is called the multiplicity of с in ƒ The sum of the1 multiplicities 
of all exponential parts of ƒ ('quais the order of ƒ. 
3.3.2 Exponential parts and semi-regular parts 
We now give the definition of fi
c
(f) as it appears in chapter 2. Let ρ e k((.r)). Then 
the substitution map 
S
c
 : Щ [ і ] -» kWÏÏ[S\ 
is the fc((r))-automorphism given bv 
Se(S) = 6 + c 
The following gives the relation between the solution spaces 
Exp(e)-V(Se(f)) = V(f). 
Let ƒ G /T((J))[Í5] \ {()} and e e E. Let r/ be the ramification index of c. Let 
Ρ = N0(Se(f)) be the Newton polynomial conesponding to slope 0 in the Newton 
polvgon of S
e
(f) G к((х}^п))[6]. Now /i
r
(/) is defined as the numbei of roots (counted 
with multiplicity) of P i n ^ Z . I f
e i ~ e 2 then μβι (ƒ) = μβ2(/) foi all ƒ 6 fc((a;))[á]\{0} 
hence /¿
е
(/) is defined for с e E/ ~ a.s well. 
Let L be a finite algebraic extension of k((x)) and let ƒ e L[<5] Then ƒ is called 
òemi-rcqvlur over L if ƒ has a fundamental system of solutions in L[log(j-)]· According 
to chapter 2 this is equivalent with the following two conditions 
• ƒ is regular singular 
• The roots of the Newton polynomial Na(f) are integers divided bv the ramifi-
cation index of L over k((x)). 
Note that the definition of semi-regular depends on the field L. For ƒ e /c((x))[(5] 
we have μο(/) = oider(/) if and only if all solutions of ƒ are elements of V0 = 
к k((x))[\og(x)] if and only if ƒ is semi-iegulai over k((x)). A regular operator is 
semi-regular as well. 
Semi-regular operators aie '"easv" differential operators. It is easy to compute the 
formal solutions (cf. chapter 2) for such operators. One of the benefits of exponential 
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parts and semi regular pai ts is that we < an use them to split up a difficult differential 
opeiatoi ƒ as an LCLM of easier parts Alore precisely an operatoi ƒ can be 
written as an LCLM of operatois which are of the form 5_P(/?C) for some e G E and 
semi-regular R, G Â,((/))[e δ] 
Let ( G E, f G L((L))[S] and ße{f) > 0 Then the semi regular part П
е
 of ƒ foi 
e G E is defined m chapter 2 as the highest ordei rnonic right hand factor of Se(f) in 
A (( / )) [r, (5] which is semi régulai ovei /c((r))[e] The order of Re is ße{f) 5 - e ( Ä f ) is 
a light hand factor of ƒ If ƒ is monic and e\, ρ,/ ξ £ is Α hst of representatives 
of all exponential parts of f then (cf section 2 6 1) 
/ = L C L M ( 5
 tl(nei), ,S , „ № J ) (31) 
This LCLM factonzation of ƒ corresponds to the direct sum splitting (cf sec-
tions 2 8 2 and 2 8 3) 
V(f) = Vn(f)($ 0VC1(/) (32) 
The solution space of S
 e (/?,, ) is Vfi(f) 
3.3.3 Generalized exponents 
In some applications (sec tion 3 9 1 chapter 4 and chapter 5) the use of the equivalent e 
~ erases useful information about the differential operator We would like to make a 
canonical choice of lepresentatnes in E for the exponential pai ts (\vhich are m E/ ~ ) , 
and call these the generalized exponents1 
In chapter 2 we first defined exponential parts using the map Sc and the Newton 
polynomial No (because such a definition is convenient for computing the exponential 
parts) and afterwards related the exponential parts to the formal solutions (because 
that makes exponential parts easiei to understand) We will do the same for the 
generalized exponents, first define them using No and Se, and then relate them to the 
formal solutions by introducing the notion of the valuation of a formal solution 
Def in i t ion 6 Let с G E and f G fc((a))[á] \ {0} Define the number ν,(f) as the 
m /duplicity of the root 0 in Vn(S, (ƒ)) 
e € E is tailed a generalized exponent of f if vt(f) > 0 Tlic number v,(f) is 
called the multiplicity of this generalized exponent 
For a given c. G E/Q the sum of vc (ƒ) taken over all e G E for which ë is t mod Q 
equals ~ß¥{f) Hence b\ theorem 1 on page 27 it follows that 
Σ !/„(ƒ) = order(/) (3 3) 
Def in i t ion 7 Let ƒ £ Α.((τ))[<5] be of ordei η The hst r i , ,e
n
 G E is called a list 
of generalized exponents of ƒ if for all t G E the number of e, whi(h equal e is v
c
(f) 
LIii tin earlier \crsion ol this text a gmerahzed exponent was called canonical exponential part 
(meaning a canonical choice of a representative ш С for an exponential part in F/ ~) and the list 
ol geneiah/ed exponents was (ailed canonical Ііъі 
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Two lists of generalized exponents aie equivalent if they are a permutation of each 
other Up to this equivalence a list of generalized exponents is uniqueh defined for 
every ƒ G k((x))[S] If ƒ is regular singular then the list of generalized exponents is 
the list of loots of the Newton polynomial ΛΌ( ƒ) of ƒ 
L e m m a 16 If с G E, f Ç A((r))[<5] and ει, ,e„ € Ε is the list of generalized 
Liponcnts of f then ( \ — t ,c„ - ( is tiie list of qentrahzed eiponents of S
e
(f) 
Proof: This follows from the fa<t that S
e
 _
e
( 5 , (ƒ)) = 5
r
, ( / ) 
α 
L e m m a 17 If R ÍS a right hand factor of f then the list of qentiahzed eipontnts of 
R 14 a sublist of the list of qcntralizcd eiponcnts of f In othei words v,{R) < vc(f) 
for all e G E 
Proof: If R is a right-hand factoi of ƒ then SC(R) is a tight hand factoi of Se(f) So 
the Newton polynomial No(Se(R)) is a factoi of Nc¡(Se(f)), cf section 2 3 4 
D 
The lemma docs not hold for left hand factors of ƒ Take for example f = δ (ò - 3 / r 5) 
The hst of generalized exponents is 5,3/'x5 and the list of generalized exponents of δ 
is 0 
L e m m a 18 If fi, , fd € /r((a;))[<5] have no generalized eiponcnts in common then 
the hot of qemiahzcd tjponcnts of f = LCLM(/ i , , /¿) is the concatenation of the 
lists of qenerahzed eiponents of the ƒ, 
Proof: Denote I as the list of generalized exponents of ƒ and m as the concatenation 
of the lists of genciahzed exponents of the ƒ, The lists of genet alized exponents of 
the ƒ, aie subhsts of/ and since thej have no elements m common it follows that m is 
a subhst of / The number of elements of m is the sum of the oiders of the f, Hence 
this numbei is > o id<r( / ) , and this equals the1 number of elements of/ Hence / is 7» 
(up to a permutation) 
D 
Note that if the ƒ, do have geneiahzed exponents in common then not even getier 
alized exponent of ƒ needs to be a generalized exponent of one of the ƒ, Take foi 
example / i such χ is a basis of V(f\) and take f> such that з + τ 1 0 is a basis of 
f (/2) Then the lists of generalized exponents of f\ and f¿ are both 1, but the list 
of generalized exponents of LCLM(/ i , f2) is 1,10 
Considet the set 
T0 = k№)[iog(j,)] 
(f pagi1 34 in chapter 2 We can dehne a -valuation 
ν f o — ^ L H 0 0 ) 
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whcie L ( 0 ) = OC and ι (r?) with α Φ 0 is the smallest exponent of χ in a with a no iwcro 
(oeffitient So χ - 1 ' " ' « G Щх1 /"]\[\og{s)] foi some η and v(u) is maximal with this 
piopert\ 
1 , С І is defined as E\p(e) \ o cf chapter 2 Define the set 
v. = ((J r . )\{ ° ) 
e 
where the union is taken over all e E E Motu e that V* is closed under multiplication 
We can extend the valuation υ to V» 
г 1» —• E 
as follows let y G \ „ Thon y = Lxp(c)r foi some e € E (which is determined modulo 
Q bv y) and ι G V о Now define ti(?y) = Ρ + u(r) This ь(у) does not depend on the 
choice of e and ? Foi all e 6 -Б we have u(Exp(r)) = e If u((/i) and v(y¿) are both 
define d (ι с y¡ y> G \ ») then ι (уіУ>) = г Ο/ι ) + ι (//2) 
T h e o r e m 4 Lef ƒ € Α·((α))[(5] oc an oprratoi of order m There exists a basi·, 
'/1 '/m € V» ofV(f) such that 0(1/1), , υ(ι/,„) ÍS f/tc list of generalized exponents 
of f Couverstly foi any solution y of f in \ , the valuation n(u) is a qeneiahzed 
(xponent 
Proof: Wo will hist pro\e the theorem for opcratois ƒ G k((rl/71))[ñ] which are 
semi régulai ove ι к ( ( τ 1 / " ) ) Note that v(f —dx) = w(a¿) (take the coefficient of the 
tei in x ( l log(r)° in the mtogial equal to ()) from this it follows by induction that the 
algonthm 111 sc etion 2 8 1 produces a basis oí solutions foi whic h the valuations are the 
loots of the New ton pohnoimal (and hence these valuations form the list of geneiahzed 
exponents) Now suppose y G к ((r 1 /"))[log(x)] is a solution oí this semi-iegular ƒ 
Fac tor ƒ (ci section 2 δ and 2 8 1) as ƒ = L (o-q+a) where q G ¿ Ζ , α € r I / n ¡-[[χ1/"]] 
and L G /с((χ1/"))[($] is semi-regular li v(y) = q then и (y) is a geneialized exponent 
of S — q + a and hence of ƒ as well If v(y) φ q then write y = £ ]
г
 <Ί j £ ! l o g ( x ) ' Here 
the sum is taken over t G \TL and j G N Take j maximal such that c, ^ j φ 0 Then 
the coefficient of j ' ( ! / , log(x) J m (c5 — q + o)(y) = / ¿ / - eyi/ + oy is c, („)
 ;(u(?/) — q) φ 0 
So i ((ò — q + η)((/)) < v(y) Furthermoie all terms 111 xy' — qy + ay have valuation 
> u{y) hence υ((ο — q + «)(v)) = viv) ^ O T (^ ~~ " + a)(tf) l s а solution of the senu-
ic>gular opeiatoi L and hence by induction v(y) is a root of the Newton polynomial 
of L Because ƒ is íegular singular the Newton polynomial of L is a factor of the 
Newton pol\normal oí ƒ and hence v(¿/) is a ioot of the Newton polynomial oí ƒ So 
the theorem holds for am scmi-rcgulai ƒ G A,((J l/"))[ó] 
To prcne the theorem for any ƒ G A.((;))[ò] write ƒ as 
/ = LCLM(5_ ( 1 (7? t l ) , ,S-e¡(Rt¡)) (3 4) 
as in section 2 G 1 Г01 a definition of U
e
 foi e ζ E and ƒ G λ,((/))[ή] see section 2 6 1 
It follows fiom the definition that the ordei of B
c
 is /!,·(ƒ) The solutions of S-
r
(R( ) 
aie in \ ,(ƒ)> c r section 2 8 2 The dimension oí the solution space of S-e(fì,) is 
o ide i (ñ , ) = / / , (ƒ) which equals the dimension of 1
 e(f) h\ theorem 3 on page 34 
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Hence V(S r ( # c ) ) = 1 < (ƒ) лп(1 equation (3 4) (oiiesponds to the following d u e t t 
sum 
і'(Я = Ь , ( Я 0 0r t ,(/) 
Theoiern 4 holds for the R
e
 because these arc semi-regular over k((rl/n)) for some 
η So \\c hd\e a basis of solutions (computed bv the method of section 2 8 1) y, , 
j = 1, 7I
e
 (ƒ) of Я
с
 such that the \aluations of this basis foirn the list, of gen-
eiahzed (exponents oí Rr So Exp(r,)(/, j , / = 1, /7f (ƒ) is a basis of solutions of 
S-e (Re,) ' m ( l <u coi ding to leiiniid IG the valuations of these Exp(c,)(/, , foim the 
list of generalized exponents of S-r [Re,) Then fiom equation (3 4) it follows that 
Exp(e,)y, j , j = 1, Jle (ƒ), f = 1, (] is a basis of solutions of ƒ and accoiding 
to lemma 18 the valuations of tins basis is the list of gcneiali7ed exponents 
Го piove the second statement take у G 1 (ƒ) with y G 1» Then y is a i io iweio 
dement of \
 t(f) for some с 6 E So ?/ is a solution of 5_
Р
(І?, ), and lu nee Exp(-e)// 
is a solution of /?
e
 Theorem 4 is true for R
e
 because it is semi-regulai over А,((г'/'г)) 
for some η So w(Exp(—c)y) = o(y) — e is a generalized exponent of R,, Then bv 
lemma IG it follows that u(y) is a generalized exponent of S _ , ( ñ t ) and hence1 by 
h mma 17 v(y) is a gcneiahzed exponent of ƒ 
D 
The following lemma gives a lelation between factorizations in A ((i ))[<)] and gen-
ei ali7cd exponents 
L e m m a 19 Let г
и
 , u 6 /f((r)) and ƒ = δ'1 + « „ . j n " - 1 + + а
п
д° G k[{c))[ò] 
sudi that ƒ = (<5 — Г|) (ή — ?
η
) Define ιι'(ι) G i,) /OÍ r G fc((x)) «5 ¿/¿f minimum 
of 0 anc/ y(/ ) Let 
', = ΡΡ(Γ,) - X/''(7< - ' ; ) 
j > ' 
Tlu ne], , t
n
 )s f/гг /zsf of qcneiabzcd exponents of f Furtheimore 
P P K - I ) = - £ ) ( / . + ^ у ' ^ ' - e j ) ) ( J 5 ) 
Recall that for r G k((x)) the риткграі part pp(r) G £ is defined m sec tion 2 6 by the 
condition that υ (ι — ρρ(^)) > 0 
Proof: Let ι>ο(<ι) for non-zero a G fc((x))[<5] be the smallest exponent of г in a 
with a non-zero coefficient in k[S], and υο(0) = oo which generalizes the definition 
of t;0 m section 2 2 Then vo is a valuation on A((x))[<5] and v'(i) = υη(δ -ι) foi 
r G k((x)) Now the following relation foi the Newton polynomials holds foi all 
non-7eio L,R G k((c))[â] 
N0(LR) = N0(SlB{R)(L)) Л'0(і?) 
which is a generalaat ion of the formula in section 2 3 4 to k((x))[ò] Let L = Ò — Ì [ 
and i? = (6 — 1>) (ή - /„) so ƒ — L/Î B> induction we know that c_>, , t„ 
is the list of gcneiahzed exponents of R I h e list of geneiahzed exponents of ƒ is 
the list of generalized exponents of R plus one more element To show that this 
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element is c¡ vie must show that the multiplicity of the root 0 in the polynomial 
^o(Se¡(f)) equals the multiplieîty of the root 0 in NQ(SLI(R)) plus one, in other 
words N0(Se, (f))/N()(SCi (fí)) = Τ (here Τ is the variable used to denote the Newton 
polynomial, as in chaptei 2) S
ri(f) = Se¡(L) SCl(R) and w()(Sei(i?)) = Vo(Set(S — 
r>))+ +v0(S(1(6 - r,,)) = vQ(S - r2 + e , ) + + υ0(δ - r„ + e{) = υ0(δ - r 2 + 
' ι ) + +ν0(δ-ιη + 7]) = pp(?i) - e i Henee 
NI[SCÍR)) = ^ о ( 5 ' о ( "- t * » ^ ™ = Wo(SI>p(ri)(L)) = Τ 
Equation (3 5) follows from the fact that r¡ + + rn = — a7,_j (note that '{т1 — г]) = 
»'(<-,-ч)) 
D 
S u m m a r y : The geneiahzed exponents aie the valuations of the solutions (of those 
solutions for which the \aluation is elefined, ι e whieh are- ш V,) The exponential 
parts arc the geneiahzcd exponents modulo the eejuivalcnce ~ Generah/ed exponents 
oí light hand factors of f (hut not of left hand facteirs) are generalized exponents ejf 
f as well Foi exponential paits we have this property fe)r all fae tors 
3.3.4 Localization and exponential par ts 
Fe>r a pennt ρ б Ρ 1 (/r) = fc|J{oo} we1 e an de'fine а к automoiphism lp k(j) —> k(r) 
as follows If ρ = oo then /,,(x) is elehne'd as l / ¿ and if/; € к then lp(i) = χ + ρ We1 
e an extend /;) te) a ring automoiphism of к(т)[д] b\ dehmng lp(d) = д if ρ is finite 
(ι e ρ (Ξ к) and l¡,{0) = —i2dúp is infinity Foi a differential operates ƒ G к(с)[д] 
we call /;,(ƒ) the localization e)f ƒ at the point j = ρ The eiperator l,,(f) is viewc4d as 
an e'lement of k((j))[S] instead e)f k(x)[d] 
Definition 8 Let e e E/ ~, ƒ E A(J.)[Ö] «riti ρ <Ε Ρ1 (к) Definí 
ßt pU) = μΛΙ
Ρ
{Ϊ)) 
Now с ÍS railed an exponential part of ƒ at the point ρ if μ, ,Д ƒ) > 0 The number 
lLL p(f) IS called the multiplicity of e in ƒ at the point ρ 
Up is a se'im-re'gulai point of ƒ then ƒ has onlv a tmial (ι e /ею meidulo ~) expo­
nential part at ρ 
The following notation μ,{f) € N( ' ~ ' x ' ' lormahzes all exponential paits and 
their multiplieltics at all pennts in Р1(к) 
//,(ƒ) {E/~)xPl(k)^t! 
which maps (e p) to μ,. ,,{f) Foi ƒ, <j e к(х)[д] we have 
μΛΪ9) = μΛίΐί) = /'.(ƒ) + μ.(9) 
\ icm.irk on the implementation Loe ahzing .1 iational function at the point r = 0 
is a mathcmaticalh tiivial operation because k(x) С k((r)) On a computei this is 
not a tmial opeiation it is a eomcrsion of data tvpes Computations with infinite* 
powci seiie's aie done b\ lazy eualvation 
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3.3.5 The type of an operator 
In this section wo will examine the lelation between μ« and the so-called type of a 
differential operatoi. 
Definition 9 Let ƒ, g G к(г)[д]. Now f and η are said to be of the чате type if there 
exist T-1,7-7 G к(х)[д] such that 
'•і(1/(Л) = (.7) «и"* r2(V(g)) = V(f) 
This notion is called Art-beqiiffin [39]. Four different characteiizations of this notion 
arc given in [47], corollary 2.6. Veiifying if ƒ and g arc of the same type can be done 
by computing the set £p{g,f) (cf. chapter 5 and [47]) and checking if it contains 
an 7'i for which r± : V(f) —> V(g) is bijoctive. If such r\ exists then an opeiator 
r> G к(х)[д] with r>(V(g)) = V(f) exists as well (foi properties like these and fot a 
quick introduction to this topic see also [56]). r> can be found bv solving the equation 
'2'Ί + If — 1 via the extended Euclidean algorithm (cf. [40]) This equation has a 
solution r2,/ € /T(.E)[(9] because r¡ is injective on V(f) and hence GCRD(/,?i) = 1 
(GCRD stands foi greatest common light divisor). 
Define the following equivalence ~» on fc(.r) 
r, ~ , r , < = > Э
у
€
І ( г ) r, -r2=y'/y 
Define for r € k(x) the /c(.r)-automorphism 
S; к(х)[д]^Цх)[д] 
b) S*(d) = д + r. Note that this is not the same (0 instead of 0) as the previously 
defined S
r
 Foi f,g e к{х)[д) if //„(ƒ) = μ,{g) then /І»(5,*(/)) = μ,{S*{y)). Similarly 
if type(/) = typc(s) then type(Sr(/)) = type(S
r
*(fl)) 
Lemma 20 Lei a,b € k(x). Then μ*(<9) = μ»(θ — <ι) if and only if д — и has a 
non-zero solution g m k(j). Furthermore μ„(£) — a) = μ» (д — b) if and only if a ~* /). 
Note that μ,{ΰ) = μ«(<9 - a) means д — a is semi-regular at all points ρ € Ρλ (к). 
Proof: If д — a has a lational solution у then l,,(d - a) has a solution lp(y) € V0. 
Hence μ0(1ρ(0 - a)) > 0 foi all p. Since the order is 1 theie are no other exponential 
parts hence lp(d — a) is semi-regular. Conversely if д — a is semi-regular at all points 
ρ then one tan vcnfy that 
у = 1[(х-р)а'£Нт) 
is ,i non-zero lational solution of 0 — a, where a,, G Ж is the exponent of д — a at 
ρ Hence the first statement follows The second statement is reduced to the fust 
statement bv applying S* 
D 
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L e m m a 21 Let ƒ = <9" + α ,
ι
_ 1 ^ " - ' + +а0д" and q = д" +Ьп-1д
п
~
1+ +b0d
n 
b( гп к(т)[0] Let aip,b, ,, G к ((χ)) foi ι = Ο, /ι — 1 and ρ G Ρ1 (к) such that 
IpU) = à"1 + «я ι, à'1 1 + + «о p i " аші / p ( 5 ) = <5" + ò„_i pò"" 1 + + ò0 „á" 
T/iсн α
η
_ ι ~» ft
u
_i г/ a«d on/j/ ¿/ ρρ(α„_ι ,, - bn--¡ ,,) is an integer for all ρ G Ρ1 {к) 
Note Foi convenience of notation lp(f) G А((х))[й] has been multiplied on the left by 
fin element of к{(т)) so that it can b( lepiesented as a moine element of &((л.))[<5] 
P r o o f Denote /i = ö + «,,_i and t/i = 0 + b,,-i One can \enfy (for a similai, 
but more detailed computation see also lemma 25 in section 3 9 1) that lp(f¡) = 
à + (in ι μ + m ρ foi some m,, G 2 Now α„_ι
 ρ
 - b
n
 \ ¡, G Ж + χ k[[x]] if and only if 
δ + α „ _ ι ρ and d + b
n
 \ ,, in /((J,))[C$] ha\e the same exponential part с G E/ ~ So 
«ii-i Ρ - ^ГІ-І Ρ € 2 + j Ι[[ί J] for all ρ G P[{k) if and only if //»(ƒ]) = /¿*(<7ι) Now 
the lemma follows from the pievious lemma 
D 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1 Let ƒ = ¿J" + n „ _ i d " 1 + +a0d" and q = ¿1"+ / ; „ - ι ο " _ 1 4- +1щд" 
b( ui k(x)\d\ Then 
type(f) = typo(g) => >Uf) = Mff) (3 6) 
¿ν r thermal с 
μ. ( Я = μ-(ίί) = > «/,-i ~ . bn ι (3 7) 
If η = 1 Men f//f íti/o implication ariows <an b< levcrsed 
For π > 1 these anows с an not be re\ersed Take for example d1 + д 5 and d1 + x0 + r 
These two opeiators have the same μ» but not the same type1 The second ar 
row can not be leversed eithei if η > 1, as almost any landom example will show 
p»(d2) φ μ,(α2 — ι), the exponential parts are different at χ = oo 
Proof: Suppose t \ p e ( / ) = t\pe(</) By definition r(\ (ƒ)) = V(q) foi some operatoi 
/ We need to show that μ
ί p(f) = μ,, p(q) foi all f and ρ We ma\ assume (after 
having, applied the map /,,) th.it ρ = 0 Recall from section 3 3 that r(V
e
) = V
e
, 
K(f) = lef]\ (f) and p
e
(f) = ( 1 ш і 0 , ( Я ) R o m ι (V, (ƒ)) = r(Kf)V(f)) С 
* 0 ( Я ) Г И К ) = \ (g)C\V
r
 = \
r
{g) it follows that ,if{f) < μ£ (</) In the same 
way one shows that p
e
{f) > μ, (g) and so (3 6) is pioven 
If r? = 1 then (3 7) lollows from lemma 20 The fact that a„_j ~» bn_-¡ implies 
l vpc ( / ) = tvpe(f/) if η = 1 follows dire< tly h o m the définitions What remains to be 
shown is (3 7) for the (ase ?) > 1 
Consider two lists p( e„ and t\ c'n of elements of k[x~[/r] С E, such that 
r, ~ c[ foi all Í Denote d= {?i + + c„) - (e\ + + t'„) Then d G ± 2 but not 
necessarily d E Ж Howe\ei, if both lists are invariant (up to permutations) undei 
the Galois action of the held extension k(r) С Ц / 1 / , Г ) then one can conclude ci G 2 
Let ρ G Р1{к) Let a,
 p,b,,, be elements of k((j)) such that l,,{f) = 6n + 
"r, Ì ,1àn~ì + + «o ( J¿" and l„(q) = Λ" + b,,-i „ J " " 1 + + b0 ρδ" (note here 
1p{f) and lp{q) ha\e been multi¡)hed on the left In an element of к((т)) to make them 
moine) Let cj , r„ íesp e',, , t', be the lists of geneiahzed exponents of lp(f) 
rind lp{q) Assume that / i*(/) = μ,{g) Then aftc>i a permutation, we have e, ~ e' 
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Ιοί г = 1 η Then c'(t, - <,) = r ' ( e ' — <^) whore </ is deñned in lemma 19 
Because the lists ol geneiahzcd exponents aie i m a n a n t undei the Galois action of 
k{x) С k{jxl') it follows that ^2,(e, — i°') is an integer Then bv equation (3 5) it 
follows that ρρ(α„_ι ,, — Ιι,,-χ ,,) is an integer This holds foi all ρ £ Pl{h) hence (3 7) 
follows n o m lemma 21 
D 
Def in i t ion 10 Let f G к(х)[д] then ~)\(f) іь the set of all μ,{Ιί) foi all first orda 
riqht-hand factors Л 6 к(т)[д] of f 
Because of lemma 20 the set 'yi ( ƒ ) (an he identified with a subset of k(i)[0}/ ~» We 
can also view it as the set of Upes of all first ordci light-hand factois In the next 
section we will see that once 71 (ƒ) is known, then computing all hist older right-hand 
factors is not difficult anymore This is in fact more gcncial Given an opeidtoi ƒ 
and an irreducible operatoi ƒ?, one can compute all light-hand factors of ƒ that are 
of the same t>pe as 7? b> sohing a mixed equation This follows fiom woik of Loewj 
and Oic, see [5G] foi an intioduchon to this topic Sohing the mixed equation is the 
Іорк of chaptci 5 So one can find all n i e d u a b l e right hand factors of ƒ if one can 
find the set of types (this set is finite) of all irreducible right-hand factois of ƒ 
The· fact that foi order ?? = 1 the t j p e of an operatoi conesponds to μ» (which is 
a collec tion of local data, 1 e data that we can ( ompute) is the reason that с omputing 
factois of oidei 1 is theoreticdlh casiei than computing highei order factois For 
highei order factors Л the t>pe is not determined bj l',(R) which makes the situation 
more complicated However, the coefficient a„ 1 of Л = д" + а„-\дп~у 4- + α0<9° 
is deteiinined modulo ~ , b\ μ,[Л) in other words t \ p e ( ö + о,
г
_]) is determined b\ 
μ »{Л) Hence it is not surprising that in Bel«1 s method foi higher ordei factois of 
ƒ one fust computes a diffeiential equation Л" ƒ such that for am light-hand factoi 
Л = д" + o,,_ 1 c9" _ 1 + + UQO" of ƒ the opeiator <9 + a,j_j is as a nght-hand fac toi 
of Л" f (see also section 3 8 on this) 
3.4 Beke's method for finding first order factors 
In this section we will describe Beke's factorization method in [6] His method is a 
good illustration how to use exponential parts Previous implementations foi fac tor-
n a t i o n 111 A;(J)[C9] are based on his method Foi example, the1 factoiizer in the Kovacic 
algorithm (cf Section 3 1 in [30]) is based on Beke s method Note that Beke onlj 
uses this method for regular singulai operators, foi the more general case he uses 
polynomial equations However, equipped with the teiminology of chapter 2, the ieg-
ulai singular case is not harder nor easier than the gencial case We onl> need to 
replace the word exponent in Beke's text by exponential part Though the method m 
this sec tion is not piec isel\ the same as in [6] the difference is small enough to с all it 
Beke's method 
Let ƒ e Α·(τ)[3] Assume ƒ has a hist order right-hand factor factor à — r where 
/ G k(i) and we want to compute such a factoi This is done in 2 steps 
1 Determine μ,{0 — r) 1 e determine the exponential part of д — Ί at all singu­
larities 
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2 Compute r 
When μ,(θ — r) is known then r is determined up to the equivalente ~ . So we can 
take a representative ro £ k(i) such that ro ~» ι, in othei words / — 7о = у'/у for 
some y G /c(j) Now г is easily found as follows у is a rational solution of S'0(d — r) 
and hence a lational solution of 5* (ƒ) Any lational solution of 5* (ƒ) gives a right 
factor д - r = д - ι о - у' ¡у of ƒ 
Beke's method does not give a real answer to how to do the first step, except 
b\ trjing all possibilities Suppose ordcr(/) = Лг and ƒ has M singularities In 
every singularity there are at most N different exponential parts so the number of 
possibilities to check is < NM another reason that checking all possibilities is 
veiy costly is because it can introduce large algebiau extensions Localizing at all 
singularities costs at most an algebraic extension of degree ЛЛ over к Computing an 
exponential part ш one singularity costs at most an extension of degree N so Beke's 
method uses an algebraic extension of degree < АЛ /Vм If the set 7i(/) were known 
then the algebraic extensions one needs to compute with would be much smallei 
Computing all first orde? right-hand farton of f and computing 7i(/) arc equivalent 
pi oblems 
Note that Веке s method implies a method fot computing the iadical solutions 
(ι e solutions y foi which y" € k(x) Ιοί some integer n) For this we need to adapt 
the algcmthm such that it onl> tries exponential parts in Q modulo Ж instead of all 
exponential paits 
3.5 The main idea of the algorithm 
Let ƒ e к(х)[д] and suppose1 a non-tn\ial factori7ation ƒ = LR exists with L, E £ 
к{і)[д] We want to determine a light hand factor of ƒ Tins could be done if we 
knew a non-7eio subspace И С \ {B), cf section 3 0 Howe\ci, a priori we οη1\ know 
that V(Ii) С V(f) but this does not give am non-zero clement of V(F) 
For any exponential part e of ƒ at a point p e P ' (k) wc ha\e (after ieplacing ƒ, L, Η 
ì-n Ip(f) 'p(£) lp{R) we may assume that ρ = 0) VC(R) С \ e(f) and ße{L) +//е(Я) = 
μ, (ƒ) Suppose that we are in a situation where /i
r
(L) = 0 Then the dimensions of 
V
r
(R) and V
c
(f) aie the same and hence we ha\c found a subspace l
e
{f) = K-(-R) of 
λ (R) Then we can factor ƒ (ci section 3 6) Note that we> do not necessarily find 
the factorization LR, it is possible that instead of R a right hand factor of R is iound 
So now we seaich foi situations wheie wc may assume n
r
{L) = 0 Theie aie 
several instances of this 
1 Suppose that or dei (L) = 1 and that ƒ has more than 1 exponential part at the 
point ρ Let с ι Φ с > be two ehffeient exponential paits of ƒ Then /it.l (L) — 0 oi 
μ,¿{L) = 0 bee ause the sum of the multiplicities μ, (L) for all exponential parts 
с (Ξ E/ ~ is the Older of L which is 1 So we rreed to distinguish two separate 
cases and in <it least one of these eases we will find a non t n u a l factorization of 
ƒ 
2 More gcneralh suppose order(L) — d and that at a point ρ the operator ƒ has 
at least t/ + 1 diffeient exponential parts PI с/ц Then for at least one of 
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these с, we ha\c μ( (L) = 0 Hence b^ distinguishing d + 1 cases / = 1 d + l 
we will hud a non-trmal factorization of ƒ 
So we can factoi am reducible opeiator which has 
1 \ hist order left hand factor and a singularity with more than 1 exponential 
part 
2 Oi шоіе generally an opeiatoi with a left-hand factor of order d and a singu­
larity at which there- are more than d different exponential parts 
3 By using the adjoint we can also factoi operators which have a right-hand factor 
of oidcr (I and a point ρ with more than d different exponential parts 
4 \n operator which has a singularity with an exponential part с of multiplicity 
1 Then we can distinguish two cases fi
e
{L) = 0 or /xc(ñ) = 0 The lattei case 
is reduced to the former case using the adjoint We call the minimum of the 
multiplicities taken over all exponential j>aits of all singularities the minimum 
inulhphcity B> checking both cases ß?{L) = 0 or fir{B) = 0 an\ operator ƒ 
with minimum multiplicity 1 is either irreducible or it is factored by our method 
Note on comput ing first order factors If a first ordci left or right hand factor 
exists then our approach can compute a fac tonzation whenever there is a singularity 
with at least two diffeient exponential paits This reduces the pioblem of finding all 
first ordei factois, cf section 3 7 The only < ase that íemains is when each singularity 
has only 1 exponential part Howevci this special case is a tnvial case for Beke's 
method because4 we need to check only one possibility in Beke's method We can 
proceed as follows Compute an г G k(x) such that 0 — r has the same exponential 
part as ƒ at all singularities Then S*(f) is semi iegulai at all singulanties For 
computing the first older right-hand factois of such an operatoi the only thing one 
needs to do in Beke's method is to compute the rational solutions 
Note on computing higher order factors An opeiatoi with minimum inultiphc-
it\ 1 is either nieducible or factored b> oui algoiithm If the minimum multiplicity is 
> 1 we can often still factoi ƒ by constructing îrieducible local factors foi the different 
exponential paits and trying to construct nght-hand factors E Ç к(і)[д] from these 
local factors in the same way as in section 3 6 However, in this case our algorithm 
is a incomplete because we can not guarantee nreducibiht> if no factorization is ob­
tained Currently oui implementation will punt a warning message in such cases To 
make the algoiithm с omplete for these cases we will have to use the rather inefficient 
cxtenor power method, cf section 3 8 
Note that it is possible that a factor of a minimum multiplicity 1 operatoi has 
minimum multiplicity > 1 
3.6 Computing a right-hand factor R 
\fter ha\mg apj)hed the map lp of section 3 3 4 (and a field extension of к if ρ £ k\k) 
we may assume that the singularity ρ in the previous section is the point ρ = 0 
The assumption from section 3 5 was that an e ζ E is known for which μ
Ρ
(/) > 
0 and ßr(L) = 0 Fiom this we concluded that \re{f) С V(R) In other words 
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S-c(R<) £ k((.r))[c.ó] is a right-hand factor of R. where Rr is the semi-regulai part 
of ƒ . cf section 2.6 1 Rc and hence S-e(Rr) can be computed by local factorization 
(( f section 2.8 4) We want to have a local right-hand factoi г ot R Theie aie several 
strategies: We can take r = S-
e
(R
e
). or we can take a first order right-hand factor in 
к([т))[е, δ] of S-t {R, ) Another strategy, to speed up the algorithm, is first to trv to 
factor ƒ in k(i)[d] instead of k(x)[d]. If no factoiization in k(x)[d] is obtained, then 
we can redo the computation afterwards to search a factoiization m к(х)[д]. If we 
want to factor ƒ in A;(:r)[c9] then we can take r G Α·((χ))[<5] of minimal order such that 
S-, (R, ) is a right-hand factor of r. So. depending on whether we want to factor ƒ in 
k(r)[d] or in k(r)[d]. we have a light-hand fd(toi 7· G fr((r))[i5] or 1 G k((r))[c,ñ] of 
R Note that to find r we do not need to compute formal solutions, we only need the 
factoiization algorithm in chapter 2. From now on we will assume that 7 G k((x))[S], 
the1 other case woiks piecisclv the same (just ieplace Ä· by A:). 
Let τι = ordcr(/) . The goal is to compute an operator R = aad'1 + + cioc9" G 
k\.r, д] that has τ as a light-hand factor. Here d should be minimal. Because г divides 
both ƒ and R on the right it also divides G C R D ( / , ñ ) . Then GCRD(/ ,7?) = R 
because d is minimal. Wc conclude that Л is a right-hand factor of ƒ If d < η a 
non-trivial factoiization is obtained this way 
There are two ways of choosing the number d. The first is to try all values 
d = 1, 2 , . . ,7i — l . Suppose that foi a certain d we find an R that has г as a right-
hand factor and foi numbers smaller than d such R could not be found. Then d 
is minimal and hence R is a tight-hand factor of ƒ. The second appioach to take 
d = 77 — 1. If we find R — a,¡dd + + а^д0 that has r as a light-hand factoi we can 
compute GCRD(i?, ƒ ) . This way we also find a ught-hand factor of ƒ. Sometimes it 
is possible to conclude a priori that theie is no right-hand factor of order /t — 1 If 
foi instance all irreducible local factors have 01 dei > 3 then the ordei of a right-hand 
factor is < η — 3 and so we can take d = a — 3 instead of d = η — 1 
We can compute a bound N (cf. section 3.9) for the degrees of the a. So the 
pioblem now is 
• Aie there polynomials at G k[j] of degree < N, not all equal to 0, such that r 
is a right-hand factor of R = a,¡dd + + «oô°? 
Let 77) be the 01 dei of r Write D = k((x))\d]. The D module1 D/Dr is a А;((.т))- ес toi 
space of dimension m with a basis c9°, d1,.. .<9,7,~' Wiite <9°,3'.. , 0 ' ' o n this basis 
as vectors /;
n
,. ., υ(ι in k((x))m Now multiply vo,. ., Ud with a suitable powei of χ 
such that the v, become elements of /г[[з-]]"1 r is a right factor of R if and only if 
aovo + Va,iVd = 0 
m fc[[j]]m. This is a system of linear equations with coefficients in k[[x]] which should 
bo solved ovei k[x] One way of solving this is to convert it to a system of lineai 
equations over к using the bound TV A much faster way is the Beckermann-Labahn 
algorithm which was found first by Labahn and Beckermann, and later independently 
bv Derksen [17, 5]. Their method is as follows 
Sketch of the Beckermann-Labahn a lgor i thm 
• Let Mt С A-[r]'/+1 be the ¿[rj-module of all sequences (α ( ) ,αι , .. ,ο<<) for which 
?'(αοί'(ΐ+ ·+ο,ιν,ι) > ι. The "valuation" г of a vector is defined as the minimum 
of the valuations of its entnes. The valuation of 0 is infinity 
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• Choose a basis (as A-[.r]-module) of Мц. 
• For i = 1 ,2 .3 . . . . compute a basis foi AI, using the basis for Λ/,_ι· 
This sketch looks easy and the algorithm is short (Derksen's implementation is only 
a few kilobytes) but it is absolutely non-trivial. The difficult part is how to construct 
a basis for M, from a basis for М,-\ in an efficient way. Labahn, Beckermann and 
Deiksen give an elegant solution for this problem by computing a basis with a certain 
extra property. Given a basis for M,_i with this property they are able to compute a 
basis for AI, in a very efficient way. Again this basis has this special property which 
allows the computation of Ml+\ so one can continue this way. 
Define the degree of a vectoi of polynomials as the maximum of the degrees of 
these polynomials. From the basis for M, we can find a non-zero A, e M, with mini­
mal degiee. Suppose theie exists a non-zero R = add'1 + • • • + aod° 6 λ·[.τ,3] having 
r as a right-hand factor. Then there exists such Π with all deg(a 7) < N where TV is 
a bound we can compute, cf section 3.9. So then there is a non-zero («о,. . . , α^) of 
degree < N which is an element of every M,. Because of the minimality of deg(Al) it 
follows that then deg(.4,) < N for all ι. So whenever deg(,4,) > N for any ? we know 
that there is no R € к(х)[д] of οι der d which has r as a right-hand factor. 
A l g o r i t h m C o n s t r u c t R 
For i = 0,1,2,. . do 
• Compute М
г
 and A, 6 M, of minimal degree. 
• If dog{A,) > N then RETURN "R does not exist". 
• If deg(.4 i) = deg (¿ ,_ 3 ) then 
Comment: the degiee did not increase 3 steps in a row so it is likely that a 
right-hand factor is found. 
If A, = (<io, . . . , α,ι) then write R = u,idd + • • • + a0d°. Divide by ad to make R 
monic. Test if R and ƒ have a non-trivial right-hand factor in common. If so, 
return this right-hand factor, otherwise continue with the next i. 
Suppose the algorithm does not terminate. Then deg(Aj) = Βχ for all i > B2 for 
some integers Β ι and B¿- Define D, С M, as the /r-vcctoi space generated by At 
with j > i. These D, arc finite dimensional λ-vectoi spaces and Dl+i С DL for 
each Ί. Then there must be an integer i such that D, is the intersection of all Dj. 
Let ( d o , . . . , α,ι) = A, This А
г
 is an element of every D¡ С M3 so the valuation of 
«•of<j + • · • + a,iVd is > j foi any j . Then UQVO + • • • + a^Vd = 0 so r is a right-hand 
factor of ar¡dd + • • • + а0д°. Then we have a contradiction because this means that 
the algorithm will find a right-hand factor in step /. So the algorithm terminates. 
In our implementation we use modular arithmetic to replace the computations in 
Q by computations modulo some prime power pn. This works foi sufficiently large. 
p. If it appears during the computation that ρ is not high enough the computation 
will be re-done with a larger prime number. Rational numbers can be reconstructed 
from their modular images if we have taken sufficiently many and sufficiently large 
prime powers (the algorithm is called iratrecon in Maple, unfortunately no reference 
is given in the help page). If к is an algebraic extension of Q then elements of к are 
represented as polynomials over Q in one or more variables with a bounded degree. 
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Then this modular arithmetic a\oicls the so-called ' intermediate expiession swell" If 
the transcendence degree of к over Q is more than 0 then modular arithmetic does 
not алoid intermediate expression эл еіі If \ле then still ллапі to алоіа expression sллell 
we would need to substitute л'а1иеч in Q foi transcendental elements of к to reduce 
tlie transcendence degree Foi factors of ordei > 1 it is not clear if this will woik, foi 
the case1 of order 1 factois sec the comments at the end of the next section 
3.7 Computing all first order right-hand factors 
Oui algorithm in sections 3 5 and 3 6 can find a non-trmal facturation for апл 
operator л іпсіі has a first order right-hand factoi Нол елгеі, it may not compute all 
hist oicler right-hand factors In this section we show how to combine Веке s method 
with our factomation method With this combination we can 
1 Like Веке s algoiithm compute all first ordei right-hand factors R 
2 < лоіс1 checking an exponential number of different μ,{R) In fact we will need 
to check at most order(/) different μ»(η) 
Lemma 22 If f,L,R£ k{x)[0] and f = LR then
 7 ] (ƒ) С 7 i (L) | j 7 i (ñ ) 
Proof Let д - r be a right fa< tor of ƒ and let у φ 0 be a solution of 0 - r Then у is 
a solution of ƒ We must рюле that μ,(0 -ι) is m 71 (L) or 71 (i?) If y is a solution 
of 77 then 0 — ι is a factor of R so //»(3 - r) e 71 (ƒ?) If y is not a solution of R then 
R{y) is a non zero solution of L Using the fact y' = / <y we can write denvatn'es of 
y as multiples oí y and hence R(y) = ty for some t £ k(x) ΝΟΛΥ ty is a solution of 
L so д - (ty)'/(ty) = 0 - t'/t - v'/v = д - t'/t - г is a right-hand factor of L So 
μ , ( д - t'/t -r) e o,(L) and μ.{3 - t'/1 - r) = μ.(δ - r) (c f section 3 3 5) 
D 
Lemma 23 If ƒ = LCLM(/,, f,¡) with ƒ,ƒ,, ƒ,, e І(х)[д] and oidei(/) = 
E,oider(/,) i ^ r i 7 i ( / ) = U , 7 i ( A ) 
Without the condition oider(/) — ^jOrder(/,) the lemma need not hold For exam 
pie ƒ, = д (д-х) and ƒ.> = (9 - 1/(т - 1)) (д - χ) 
Proof U,7i(/() С 7i(/) because елегу right-hand factor ot ел'егу ƒ, is a right-hand 
factor of ƒ So we onh need to show that 7] (ƒ) С (Jt 7i (f>) 
Fust suppose d = 2 Suppose 0 — ι is a right-hand factor of ƒ Wc must S1K№ 
that μ„(<9 - r) is 111 71 (/i) or in 71 (ƒ2) Fiom the condition order(LCLM(/i,/2)) = 
order(/i) + order(/2) it folknvs that /i and /2 1іалге no common right-hand factor 
Then we can ллггіе 1 = c/i/i + 72/2 for some q\ g¿ (Ξ fc(x)[9] using the extended 
Euclidean algorithm The solution space of ƒ is a direct sum V(ƒ) = V(f] ) 0 V(f2) 
'hfi + 92/2 is the identit} and g2f2 acts like the /ero map on V{f2) hence g\f\ acts 
like the projection map of V(f) to V{}2) Similarly, \îу e V{f) then c/2f2(y) € V(/i) 
is the projection of у on the component \ (f\ ) Let y G \ (ƒ) be a non-zero solution 
of the nght-hand factor d- r of ƒ (91/1 + 92/2)^) = !/so i/i/i(v) Φ 0 or g>/2(v) Ф^ 
Vssume <j\f\{y) φ 0, in the othei case the pioof л огкв in the same way Like in the 
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proof of the previous lemma we can write gifi(y) — ty for some rational function t. 
Then ty is a solution oí ¡> and so 0 - r - t'/t is a right-hand faetoi of f2. μ,{0 — r) = 
/ * . ( S - V - f ' / ' ) e 71 (/2). 
If d > 2 write ƒ = L C L M ( / i , L C L M ( / 2 , -,ƒ</)) and apply induction. 
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A l g o r i t h m c o m p u t e t h e poss ib le fi*(R) 
Input: An opciatoi ƒ £ k(.r)[d] 
O u t p u t : A set S with at most order(/) elements such that 7 і ( Я С S 
1. If order(/) = 1 then the problem is trivial 
2. If order(/) > 1 then apply the factorization algorithm of .section li 5. 
(a) If no non-trivial factonzation is found then ƒ has no first oidei right factors 
so return the empty set. 
(b) If a factorization ƒ = LR is found then apply recursion on L and R and 
use lemma 22. 
(c) If a factorization of the form ƒ = L - L C L M ( ñ i , . . , R,i) is found then apply 
recursion on L and apply step 2d on LCLM(/?i. . ,R,¡) 
(d) If an LCLM factorization ƒ = L C L M ( ñ , , . . . , Rd) is found then 
i. If orcler(/) = J2, "rdei(Τ?,) then applv lemma 23. Note that if the 
Rl G к(т)[д] are conjugated over к then it suffices to apply recursion 
on only R] because 71 of the other factors R?,..., R,¡ can be obtained 
from 7i( /? i) by conjugation. 
ii. If order( / ) < ^ J o r d e r ( ñ J ) then compute the greatest common right 
divisor Gi of Ri and LCLM(ñ2 , . · . , Rd)- If G ι is a non-trivial faetoi 
of Ri then let G\,..., G„ be the conjugates of Gi over k. Then ƒ = 
L • L C L M ( G i , . . . ,G„) for some L and so we can proceed as in саье 
2c This recursion terminates because order(Gi ) < o r d e i ( ñ 1 ) . I fGi is 
not a non-trivial factor then compute operators i?,, ? = 2 d such 
that Y{Rt) = Ri(V(R,)). Then ƒ = LCLM(/?2 . ..ƒ?,,) Ri and we 
can apply recursion. 
A l g o r i t h m first order factors 
Input: An operator ƒ e к(т)[д]. 
O u t p u t : All first order right-hand factors R G к(х)[д] of ƒ. 
1 Compute the set S from '"algorithm compute the possible μ„(/?)" 
2. For each element of ,s G 5 do 
(a) Construct an r £ k(x) such that μ,(0 — r) = t, Note that this requires 
no computation because a factor 0 — r with μ,(Θ — r) = .s has aheady 
been computed in a factorization that was done in "algorithm compute 
the1 possible μ*^)" 
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(b) Compute a basis yt i/^  of rational solutions of S*{f) and write the 
general rational solution as <-1 Vi + + CdV<i where the c, ate undetermined 
constants 
(() If rf ^ 0 then 3 - r - ( C J V I + + c<iU<i)'/(<" іУі + + CdVd) <iie right-hand 
factois of ƒ parametrized by ( o r,¿) € Pcl~l(k) 
It follows that the set of r (Ξ к(х) foi whuh 0 - г is a right-hand factor of ƒ is a 
disjoint union of at most ordcr(ƒ) projective spaces 
The algorithm in sections 3 5, 3 6 onlv avoids intermediate expression swell if 
I С (J If the tiansccndence degree of к is > 0 then the algonthm still works, 
but then it is much less efficient We will explain below that finding first oider 
factois of opeiatois in к(х)[д] can be ieduced to finding first order factors of operatois 
m Q(x)[d] This is important for the efficiency because in this way intermediate 
expression swell can be avoided 
Suppose /r is a held, hniteh generated ovei Q, of transcendence degree d > 0 We 
will briefly describe in the lest of this section how computing all first order right-hand 
factors over к can be reduced to the same problem over a held of tiansc endene e degree 
d— 1 We will only give the idea and skip the details Suppose к is an algebraic fune tion 
field к = l(i,t), vvheie / is of tianscendence degree1 d — 1, s is transcendental over / 
and t is algebraic over /(•>) Then there exists a regular point (s,<) = (ясь^о) £ ( ')2 
on the corresponding curve such that the coefficients oí ƒ are in the local ring at this 
point A regular point corresponds to a valuation ν on к For elements с (Ξ к we 
have v(c) > 0 if and onlv if r is m the local ring at this point Such elements can 
be1 e\aluated at the point (s 0 fn) Denote this evaluation map by τ If с £ к with 
<;(c) > 0 then т{с) & І(ъ0 ( 0 ) C Í 
This valuation ν can be extended to a (non discrete) valuation on к It can be 
iurthei extended to a valuation on k[r] by defining the valuation of an element of k[c] 
as the minimum of the valuations ot its coefficients in к Then υ can be extended to 
k(r) because this is the held of fractions of k[x] Now υ can be extended to k(x)[d] 
by defining the valuation of an operator in к(т)[д] as the minimum of the valuations 
of its coefficients in k(x) One can verify that this is indeed a valuation, ι e that foi 
operators ƒ, q G k(x)[0] we have v(f q) = u(f ) + v(q) The evaluation map τ can be 
extended АЬ well, if q € к(з)[д] and u(q) > 0 then r{g) € /(-r)[c5] can be defined (first 
extend τ to k[x], then to k(x) and then to k(r)[d]) 
Without loss of generality we may assume that ƒ is monic (ι с the coefficient of 
the highest powei of 0 in ƒ is 1) and we only consider monic factors of ƒ We can 
choose the point ( s 0 , ίο) l n ">uch a way that the valuation of ƒ is 0 A monic operator 
lias valuation < 0 because the valuation of the leading coefficient is v(l) = 0 If 
ƒ = LR with L, fì € A.(a:)[c9] and L, fì are monic then v(f) = v(L) + v(R) and since 
the valuations of L and Π are < 0 we have v(R) = 0 So any monic right-hand factor 
R of ƒ can be1 evaluated at the point (s, f) = (s
n
, /()) In other words if ƒ = LR with 
L R monic then this factorization can be evaluated at the point (so,/o) which gives 
the factorization r(f) = T ( L ) T ( R ) NOW we can reduce the problem of computing all 
first order right factors of ƒ as follows compute the right factors of τ ( / ) , this gives 
~,i(r(/)) (cf section 3 3 3 for a definition) Now for anv first oidei right-hand factor 
Л of ƒ we have a light hand factoi T(R) of r(f) so r ( 7 i ( / ) ) С 7 ι ( τ ( / ) ) Choose 
the point (s
n
 ¿o) m such a wav, that for anj two diffeient exponential parts of ƒ the 
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images under τ do not coincide Then we can reconstruct 7i(/) from r(7i(/)) We 
do not know r(7i(/)) however But we know that т(у{(/)) is a subset of " * Ί ( Τ ( / ) ) 
so we can check cacli element of 7ι(τ(/)) to see if it welds a tactor of ƒ This wa\ we 
find all fust order right factors of ƒ 
3.8 Several strategies for completing the algorithm 
Suppose f e A,(r)[d] and oui factorization algonthm in sections 3 5, 3 6 and 3 7 
pioduces no non tin ìal fattoi i/at ion Can we them stop the computation and cone hide 
that ƒ is irreducible ; If oider(/) < 4 or if there exist e,p such that //f p ( / ) = 1 (the 
algorithm computes all μ,
 p(f) so it knows when this case occurs) then the answer is 
yes In the iemainmg cases we can apply the following approach that we will call the 
exterior power method It is obtained nom [6] combined with significant improvements 
(namely steps 3 and 4) given in [55, 14] 
1 Compute an operator Λ''/ (Ξ к(х)[д] with the pioperty that if x/[, ,y,i G V(f) 
then the Wronskian of ij\, , y¿ is in V (Arfƒ ) We will call Ad ƒ the ei-th cxtenoi 
power of ƒ (called Differentialresolvente m [6] These equations are often also 
called associated equations) The important propeity is that if 
ad + a l /_1a
d
-
1+ +a{)d° 
is a right-hand factor of ƒ then д + α,ι~\ is a right-hand factor of Adf 
2 Compute all first older right-hand factors in k{x)[d] of Adƒ 
3 In [55] a method (based on Pluckcr relations) is given for deciding which ordci 
1 factois of A'1 f coirespond to ordei d right-hand factors of ƒ 
4 Use these first order factors to compute the factors of ƒ of ordei d \n efficient 
wav to do this step is given in [14] 
Foi opeiatois of oider 4 this approach works quite well, for Older 5 it is airead} quite 
costly and foi highei oider it is usually mfcasible unless the coefficients aie very small 
Step 2 can be done by section 3 7, or by Beke's method (cf section 3 4 and [6], see 
[13, 23, 42] for variations on Beke's method) We will give a number of strategies to 
speed up step 2 
Fust we apply the factorization method from chaptei 5 on ƒ If this produces a 
non-trivial factorization then we have gained something, we can apply recuision on 
the factors But if no factori7ation is found we gam something as well, because then 
we can с onclude by lemma 24 below that if ƒ is reducible in A,(a;)[¿}] then it is reducible 
in к(т)[д] as well Hence we only need to compute first order factois of Ad in k(x)[d] 
instead of k(j)[d] This information removes the main bottleneck (which is splitting 
held computations) of Beke's method foi computing factors of ordei 1 But we can 
gain even moie as follows We first try our algonthm in section 3 6 on all singularities 
ρ and all exponential parts e Note that such computations are usuallv cheaper than 
computations with Λ''/ because Adf is a much larger expression than ƒ If we are 
lucky and find a factorization, then we can apply lecursion But if no factorization 
was found, then we gain something as well, namely then we know that for all e,p if 
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μ, ,,{f) > 0 then ßc P{L) > O (otherwise a factoiization would ha\e been found) and 
in the same wav μ, ,,(R) > 0 (b\ applying the adjoint) Hence for e\cn ( ,p we ha\e 
/if p[L) > 0 if and onb if μ, I:{R) > 0 The numbci of possible //» in section 3 4 
that need to be consideied in Beke's algorithm (an be ven large However with our 
information on the exponential parts of L and R we ( an skip a lot of different μ. The 
best ( ase is if ordei (ƒ) = 4 In this case L and R must be и reducible and ha\c order 
2 and fuithcrmoie /i»(L) = fi*(R) (otherwise ƒ would airead) have been factoied) 
Then μ,(Π) is known, and hence bv proposition 1 the type of д + a^ ι is known (we 
liad R = dd + ал \dd~l + + aod{] and d = 2) We want to find д + η^-ι as a 
nght-hand factor of Adf and sine e we know the only possible value of μ» (9 + fl,/_i ) 
we can find d + a(¡ ι b\ checking only 1 possibilitv. in Beke's algorithm So computing 
<9 + (i,i-i bas been reduced to finding rational solutions If order(/) > 4 then we can 
still significanti) reduce the number of cases m Beke's algorithm in this waj, but we 
can not reduce this number to 1 anymore 
Lemma 24 If f G k(j)[d] ?s incdvcible in k(j)[d] then it ?s completely redv< ible in 
і(,)[д] 
\n operator is called completely reducible if it is an LCLM of irreducible (in k(r)[0}) 
operators So am irreducible (in k(c)[d]) operator is completely reducible as well 
Proof: Let f¡ be an irreducible right factor of ƒ in fe(i)[<9] Let Д, f
r
 be the 
conjugates (слег the field extension к С к) of /ι Because1 conjugation commutes with 
differentiation we see that f\ , ƒ, aie irreducible light factors of ƒ The Galois 
group of the extension к С к permutes the ƒ, hence LCLM(/j, , / r ) is invariant 
nuclei this group Then this LCLM is a factor of ƒ in A.(ar)[c9] and hence equal to f 
because ƒ is irreducible in this ring 
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3.9 A bound for the degrees 
Let ƒ € к(і)[д] be given Let R = dn + « „ - i o " " 1 + + а0д° G k(x)[0] be a right-
hand factoi of ƒ The topic of this section is to compute bounds for the degrees of 
the numerators and denominatois of the a. These bounds are known when 
• For e\eiy a, and for everv singulantv ρ of ƒ and the point ρ = oc we have a 
lower bound foi the valuation of Ι,,(α,) G к ((χ)) 
• We have an upper bound for the number of extra singularities A point ρ € к is 
called an extra singularity of the factorization ƒ = LR if ƒ is regular at ρ and 
ƒ? is singular at ρ 
The1 bounds in the first item are obtained from the4 relation Λ'(/) = Λ(Ζ,) + N(R) 
(et section 2 3 3) The valuation of the a, at the extra singularities is also bounded 
bv this relation So all that is still needed is an upper bound for the number of extra 
singularities 
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3.9.1 The number of extra singularities 
It is known that the number of extra singularities can be bounded using Fuchs' rela-
tion This relation sa \s that the sum oí the residues is /ero (rf lemma 26) In this 
section we will relate these residues to the list of generalized exponents The list of 
genciah/ed exponents of a light-hand fattoi Π of ƒ is a subhst of the list of generalized 
exponents of ƒ This gives us a method to bound the4 residues of ƒ? in the singular 
points of ƒ T h e residues at the extra singularities aie negative integers H e m e , 
sun e the sum oí the lesidues is 7eio, the numbei of ext ia smgulanties is bounded b\ 
the sum ot the iesiducs of ƒ? at the singularities of ƒ Vote that the íesult in this 
section is similai to [7] ^ difieience is that we lune a piecisc equation instead of a 
bound for h e s ( / ) in lemma 27, lesulting in a shaipei bound for the numbei of e \ t i a 
smgulanties 
Defini t ion 11 Let ƒ = an0" + α „ _ ι < 9 " - 1 + + rj0d° € Α (τ )[c?] with an ^ 0 Ltt 
ρ g к Then ihe residue ies,,(/) of f at the point ρ is defined as the residue ο / α „ _ ι / α
π 
at the point ρ Tht fendue i e s . ^ / ) of f at oo is defined as the residue of —x-'«„_i/u„ 
at the point oo 
Let f = α,,δ'1 + α „ _ ι ( 5 " - 1 + 4- a06° e Ц{і))[6] with η„ φ 0 Define the local 
residue lres(/) as the constant coefficient of α
η
_ ι / α „ € k({x)) 
L e m m a 25 Let ƒ S к(с)[д] Let η bc the order of f If ρ e к, then rcsp(f) = 
lrrs(Z,,(/)) + 1 + 2 + + {n - 1) and if ρ = oo then ies,,(/) = hes(/,,( ƒ)) - ( 1 + 2 + 
+ (»- !)) 
P r o o f Without loss of generality wc ma> assume that ƒ is т о п и Wiite ƒ = 
0" + un^d" l + + «oo0 Suppose рек Then /,,(ƒ) = d" + ¿„(a,,-, )e9'1-' + 
+ lp(a0)d° = (}d)" + 1
р
(а
п
-і){\д)п-1 + + lp{a0) The (coefficient oiòn in this 
ex[)rcssion is 1 /J ," and the (oefhcient of òn l is lp(an-i)/rn l - (1 + 2 4- + (n — 
1 ) ) / J " So lres(/,,(/)) is the lesidue at j = 0 of /
ρ
( α „ _ ι ) (which is the same as the 
ìesidue at / = ρ of α„_ι ) minus 1 + 2 + + (n - 1) and hene с the lemma holds foi 
ρ G к 
Now suppose ρ = со lp(f) — ( χδ)η + lp(an-ì )(-χδ)"~] + The coefficient 
of an in this expression is {-i)n and the coefficient of δη l is ( — τ ) " - ι /
ρ
( α „ _ ι ) + 
( — / ) " ( 1 + 2 + + (n - 1)) So the local residue is - 1 times the coefficient of г l m 
lp(a„--[) G k((i)) (this coefficient equals the residue o f / л ( а „ _ і ) / 7 2 at ι = 0 and this 
equals the iesidue of /"V)„_i at ? = oo) plus 1 + 2 + + (n — 1) 
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L e m m a 26 Let f,g 6 /г(х)[<9] bc moine and ρ g Ρ1 (к) Then iesp(fg) — ies f ) (/) + 
ies;,(fy) If ρ £ к and ƒ г* regular at the point ρ then iesp(f) = 0 Further more 
pei» (к) 
Proof: The proof of the hist two statements is cas\, wc will skip it Let ƒ = 
<9" + u„ i d " - 1 + + C7()c9° The1 t h u d statement is eas\ to pio\e if a„ ι is of the 
form (ι — p)"1 for some ρ € к and m g Ж. Now the statement follows because even 
((„-i € k(i) is a A. linear combination of such expiessions (x — p)m 
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Note that the relation iesp(fg) = iesp(/) + ісь (д) need not hold without the 
restriction that g is moruc (take for example ƒ = d, g = jr'd arid ρ = 0) 
Let t i , c
n
 G E Dehne B(e\, е
п
) as the (onstant term in the expression 
53, c, + 53j>, i!'(ei ~ ej)< where v' is defined in lemma 19 
Lemma 27 Let ƒ £ k((j))[6] and e\, ,c
n
 the list of generalized exponents of f 
Thrnh&,(f) = -B{r
u
 ,e„) 
Proof ρρ(α„_ι) = - 53, Κι + Σ ι > . " ' ( f i — fj) 1, cf lemma 19 The local residue 
is the constant term of o
n
_i This equals the constant term of pp(«
n
-1 ). which is 
-B(a, e
n
) 
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Lemma 28 Suppôt? f,L,R G Ä(x)[3] art moine, f = LR and f is régulai at the 
pomi ρ а к Then В /s singular at ρ if and only if iesp(R) is a negatine integer 
Proof: We inav assume ρ = 0 Let ν be the usual valuation on k((x)) Let η be the 
ordei of R and i>i, b
n
 € A [[x]] be a ba.sis of formal solutions of R suc h that the val 
nations u(b\) , u(bn) is the list ot generalized exponents of R Because ƒ is regular 
the list of generalized exponents of ƒ is 0,1 ,oidcr(/) — 1 The list of generalized 
exponents u(bi), , v(bn) of R is a subhst of this Hence B(u(bi), v(bn)) is an in 
t ege r>0 + l + +( r j - l ) If R is regular then B(v{bi), ,v(bn)) = 0+1+ + ( н - 1 ) 
Conversely, if B(u(bi), ,v(b
n
)) = 0 + 1+ + (n — 1) then (after a permutation) we 
have i>(fri) = / — 1, г = 1, ,η Fuithcrmoie ò, £ V(f) С fc((ar)) Hence b> lemma 13 
in chapter 2 it follows that R is regular 
So R is singular if and onlv if B(v(bi), ,v(b
n
)) > 0 + 1 + +(n-l) res0(/?) = 
1 + + (fi — 1) — B(v(b]), , u(b
n
)) hence this is a negative integer if and only if R 
is singulai 
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Let ƒ G k(x)[d] and R a right hand factor of Older d Let S be the set of sin 
gulanties of ƒ and the4 point oo Let Τ be the set of extra singularities of R So R 
is regular outside 5 [j Τ and hence the residue of ƒ? is 0 outside S [J Τ We want to 
find an upper bound for the number # T of extra singularities Since the sum of the 
tesidues of R is zero we have 
5 > e s p ( / ? ) ) = - £ > о я „ ( Д ) ) > # T 
7'6-s ;>er 
restii!) is determined b\ the list of generalized exponents of Я at ρ which is a subhst 
of the list of generalized exponents of ƒ at the point ρ So foi e\erv ρ we have finit eh 
mam possibilities for ies;,(/?) 
We search for a bound foi the mtegei \alues that 53pes(lesi>(-^')) c a n n a v e This 
is a ìathei difficult piobleni if λ is a complicated field To simphh the problem we 
will substitute values foi the paiameteis appearing m к to icduce the transcendence 
degiec of A, to 0 Then the piobleni is the following for each point ρ we ha\c lists of 
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generalized exponents of ƒ in Q[.r~l/n] for some n. Each sublist determines one of the 
residues that R can have in the point p. Every combination of the possible residues 
at all ρ G 5 must be added to see if the result happens to be an integer and we must 
find a bound that integer. This can requiie computing in algebraic field extensions 
over Q of an enormous degree. So we must further simplify the problem (note that 
this simplification can lead to a possibly higher bound, so the step we will make is 
not always the best thing to do). This simplification can be done in several ways. 
One way to eliminati1 these algebraic numbers is to replace each algebraic number by 
its image under the following (Q-lineai map. 
Φ : Q -> Q. 
Φ(«) is defined as the trace of a over the field extension Q С Q(o) divided by the 
degree of this extension (one should take into account the fact t h a t this may alter the 
v'(et — Cj)). Another way is to compute with floating point approximations. 
Now we need not compute in complicated constants fields anymore, but one prob­
lem remains, namclv we must check a laige number of different possibilities To ι educe 
this number we can bound each residue (which is a rational number after having ap­
plied Ф) separately, add all these rational numbers and take the largest integer which 
is < this sum. Similarly one can compute a bound for the image of the residue under 
Φ without checking all sublists of the list of generalized exponents. 
3.10 Factorization in other rings 
The Labahn-Beckermann algorithm can be used to factor in other rings as well. For 
example the commutative ring k(x)[y]. An clement ƒ in this img can be factored 
by computing an irreducible local factor / e к((х))[у] of ƒ and constructing an R 6 
к(х)[у] of minimal degiee such that / is a factor of R, in the same wav as in section 3.6. 
Another example is the ring of difference operators Α-(α·)[τ] where τ χ — (χ + 1) -т. 
The only place on Pl(k) where we can study the difference operators locally is χ = сю 
because all other places on P 1 (к) (a place on Pl(k) is a valuation on k(x)) are 
not invariant under r One can compute local factorizations and define exponential 
pai ts and generalized exponents for difference operators in a very similar way as 
for differential operators So we can apply the method from section 3.6 to the ring 
k(x)[r] as well. In the differential case the completeness of our algorithm in section 3.7 
depends on the fact that we can choose a suitable singularity to apply oui method 
from section 3.5 to. However, for the ring /с(ж)[т] we can not always choose a suitable 
singularity because χ = oc is the only point we can take. As a consequence, our 
factorization algorithm for /с(χ)[τ] is incomplete, even for factors of order 1. 
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Chapter 4 
An algorithm for computing 
invariants of differential 
Galois groups 
The topic of' this chaptei is an algoiithm for computing the invariants, of a given 
dogieo, for diffeio.ntial Galois groups of linear differential equations. This chapter 
is joint work with Jacques-Arthur Weil. It has been presented at the MEGA'96 
conference. An extended version of this text has been submitted for publication. 
4.1 Introduction 
Let С be a field of characteristic: 0 and denote С as the algebiaic closure of С Denote 
к = С (χ) with the derivation д = £• Lot 
11 
L(y)=Y/a1i/') = 0 c ; „ # 0 
1=0 
(wheio the a, aie polynomials in C[x}) denote a homogeneous linear differential equa-
tion. For such diifeiential equations there is a differential Galois theory analogous to 
that for polynomial equations. By adjoining the solutions V(L) С \' and all their 
derivatives to к we get a differential field (recall that the universal extension V' has no 
zero-divisors) extension к С К. Then the differential Galois group G of L is defined 
as the automorphism group of this differential field extension. G acts faithfully on 
the vector space V(L). and so G can be viewed as a subgroup of GL{V(L)). G is 
an algebraic group, which means that it is a Zariski-closed subset of GL(V(L)). The 
gioup G contains all the information about the differential relations satisfied by the 
solutions of L(y) = 0 over k. One way to obtain information on G is to compute 
invariants. An invaiiant is an element of a symmctiie power Sym'"{Y{L)) that is left 
fixed bv G. 
Once a basis ij\,..., ¡jn of I'(L) is fixed, an element of Sym"1 (\'(L)) can be viewed 
as a homogeneous polynomial Ρ of degree ш in η variables Y\,..., Y
n
 with coefficients 
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in С The value of this Ρ G C ß i , ,Vn] is Ρ(ι/ι, Un) If -Ρ is left invariant by 
G then its value is in к cf section 4 2 1 below for more details Given L and an 
integer m, the standard method foi computing invariants of degree m is to construct 
an operator denoted as L®" 7 (which is called the 7?? th symmetric power of L) whose 
solution space is the set of values of all homogeneous Ρ € C[Y\, ,Yn] of degree rn, 
and then to search the rational (ι e in к = C{J)) solutions of this equation Though 
there exists a good algorithm to compute rational solutions (cf [1]), the coefficients 
of £,©"' rapidly become diamaticallv big (see [60]) For ordcr(L) = 2 this approach 
works fairly well ([38]) But for laiger examples, the computation of these symmetric 
powers is often too complicated foi our computers To avoid this problem several 
authors have de\eloped good necessary conditions (see [50] and references therein) by 
studying the local solutions at singularities of the equation 
In a similar spirit the first mam ingiedieiit of this chapter is that , at a singularity 
ι = 0, L has a basis of formal solutions wheie each basis element has the form 
cxp ( ƒ ( /A) S Нсче e e C[i~ll'] foi some positive integer ι and s is an element of 
С'((r))[e,log(r)\ Bv posing an extra condition on s (namely that the valuation of s 
is 0, с f section 4 3) these e's are uniquely determined and are called the generalized 
erponevts of L at ; = 0 A study of these generalized exponents will provide the 
bounds needed foi computing the invariants 
The second main ingredient of this chapter is the so-called Tannakian correspon­
dence This will allow us to view an invariant either as a polynomial in the solutions 
whose coefficients arc- a \ectoi С of elements of С (which we will call a vector invari­
ant of degiec m), or as a differential polynomial whose coefficients are a vector F of 
rational functions (which we will call a dual first integral1 of degree m) 
From the first ingredient we den\e in section 4 4 1 a heuristic that computes 
a C-vec tor space that contains all vector invariants (plus perhaps some additional 
rubbish)- Using the heuristic we can compute candidates for the mvanants Then 
we need to check if these candidates are indeed invariants The mam goal of this 
chaptei is to be able to compute invaiiants even for cases where the1 computation of 
L ® m is too complicated for our computer So we need to have1 a method to check 
correctness of our candidate invariants without computing this symmetric power In 
sec tion 4 4 2 we show that, by using the dual approach (ι e compute1 first integrals), we 
can check at a leasonable computational с ost if a candidate piovided bv our heuristic 
is indeed an invariant Combining the heuristic with this checking criterion gives an 
algorithm for computing invariants 
The first advantage of this algorithm is that it avoids the main bottleneck oí the 
s tandard method (the computation of L®1") A second advantage is that , depending 
on the application it is more1 convenient to have the mvaiiant as a value, as a vec 
loi invariant, oi as a dual first integral, and oui checking algorithm provides these 
different forms (wheieas the standard method provides only the rational value4) 
We would like to thank Ehe Compoint, Manus van der Put and Felix Llmcr 
for stimulating conversations concerning the content of this chapter We also thank 
Ehe for swamping us with lots of complicated examples that helped us with the 
1
 This is because such diffen ritial polynomials are first integrals of the dual system rf [59, lfj] 
' i t is possible that the authors of [50] had such a heuristic m mind as well most of the ideas that 
»e use in the case of irregular singularities seem to be known to specialists though we never saw 
all of them written down completely 
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implementation 
4.2 Invariants of differential Galois groups 
In this section, wc îecall some basic facts about differential Galois gionps and their 
invariants The unfamihai readei < an consult [44, 33, 36, 9] foi a more detailed 
introduction to diffeiential Galois theory 
4 . 2 . 1 T h e c l a s s i c a l t h e o r y 
I s m g the universal extension (but also via other methods) one can show that for every 
lineai homogeneous differential equation L(y) = 0 theie exists a minimal extension 
к С К oí differential fields such that К contains a fundamental system of solutions 
of L Such a field К is called a Pu aid Vessiot extension of к This extension plays 
the role of a splitting field for L Using the fact that the field of constants С of A; is 
algebraically closed, one can show that this extension is unique up to isomorphism 
(see [44, 33] and references theiein) The group G of fc-autornorphisms of К that 
commute with the derivation is called the differential Galois gioup of L oven к 
One can establish a Galois coi respóndeme between the algebraic subgioups of G 
and the differential subfields of К ([44 9]) In particular, an element of К is in к 
if and only if it is left fixed by G The group acts naturally on all constructions on 
V(L) obtained from the1 standard tools of linear algebra (tensor products, symmetric 
poweis, direct sums, etc see [36, 9, 46]) and can be characterized as the stabilizer of 
a line in some construction (Chevalley, [53]) 
Defin i t ion 12 An element ν of Sym"l(V(L)) that is fixed by G is railed an invanant 
of G 
Ατι clement ν in Sym"l(V(L)) that is sent to a constant multiple of itself by any 
element of G is railed a semi-inv arrant of G, this means that the one dimensional 
vector space spanned by υ is invariant under G 
Suppose order(L) = η Having chosen a basis y¡, , ц
п
 of V(L), we may identify 
an invariant with a homogeneous polynomial m C[Y\, ,Y
n
] (whene Y-¡ ,Yn are 
variables on which G acts the same as on yy, yn, see [31] for definition and prop-
eities of symmetric powers) 4n invariant given in this presentation will be called a 
polynomial invariant The invariants of G form а С algebra 
Let Ρ be an invai rant of G, and ƒ = P(yi, y
n
) € К As Ρ is an invariant ƒ 
is fixe d by G The differential Galois с orrcspondence then implies that ƒ £ к, so ƒ 
is a lational function We will rail ƒ the naive of the invariant Ρ The expression 
of Ρ depends on the choice of the basis of V(L) but its value ƒ is independent of 
this choice For some apphc ations, one just nee>ds this value (for example to compute 
closed foim solutions of the equation, see [49, 58]) and there, 'to compute an invariant ' 
UK ans 'to compute its value 
The number of monomials of degiee m is ("|""'j" ) L®'n is the operator whose 
solution space is spanned b\ all monomials of degree τη rrr the y, The oidei of L ® " 1 
is < ( " t . -T 1 ) I f l s < Π ι ' - Ϊ 1 ) l f A n d 0 I l h l f t h c r e 1 S л n o n 7 n o P e ^ [ r i Ì n] 
homogeneous of degree1 m ha\ mg \alue 0 In this с ase it с an happen that the \alue of 
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»ι homogeneous pol>normal Ρ of degree m is in λ e\en though Ρ is not an invariant 
If o r d e r ( L © m ) = ("t/1'Г ') tben Ρ is imariaiit if and only if its \alue is in к See [48] 
foi the consti uction and propcities of £,©'" 
4.2.2 The invariants viewed as first integrals 
This section \vc recall some results from [59, 60 16] Let } ; denote the \ce tois 
(ЧпУ'г 'У]"~ I t n c v S l i t i s r v л п n dimensional hist oidei system 1 ' = A\ , where 
4 is tfie companion matrix of L The matrix U whose columns ate the Yj is a 
fundamental solution matt ix foi the system 1 ' — 45 
To simplify the writing, we denote by y,
 t the entries of L (ι ( y, j = y'~ ) The 
solution space \ д of Y' = 45 is G-isornorphie with \ (L) 
boi a fixed / let Y = (i/i _,, ,4nj) [ )e a solution of 1 ' — AY If we consider 
a monomial μ of degree in in the ijlJt then its clcnvative is a /c-lmear combination 
of monomials of degiee m in the y, _, As there are Λ* = ("^"' j - ') sudi monomials, 
the \ectois υ = (yj" y„_j jiy,"1, ' 2/,',",) °f a u s u c n monomials satisfy an Ν χ N 
s\stem which we denote bv Y' — Sm(A)Y It follows from the construction t h a t 
the solution space of the s\stem Y' = Sm(A)Y is G-isomorphic with 5ym'"(\ A), the 
m-th svmmetiu power of V\ 
Remark: Note that the matrix S m ( 4 ) is easy to construct from a computational 
point of Mew (its entries are entnes of Л multiplied by integers) and that it is sparse 
In fact to construct £,©'" means to build S'n(A) and then convert it to an equation 
bv a cyclic \cctor process It rs this conversion that makes the construction of L ® " 1 
costlv 
l o ha\e a fundamental solution matrix of Y' = S'"(A)i , we build the m th 
symmetric power mahn Syrn'"(U) the following way Let vt = ^2"=lCjij, j for ? = 
1 , η л\1іеіс Cj are a r b i t r a n constants (note that they aie the same for all v,) For 
/ ι anging from 1 to Λ с onstruc t the 7-th monomial μ, in the v, (for the lcxicogiaphic 
order with ÜI > > ι „) Then for s ranging from 1 to ΛΓ, St/rnní(U),
 s is found 
fiom μ, Ъ\ taking the coefficient of the s th monomial in the t, (for the lexicographic 
oidei with (¡ > > r„) 
L e m m a 29 The symmetric power matrix Syni"l(U) is is a fundamental solution 
matrn foi 1 ' = 5" '( .4)i and its columns ran be identified with a basts of Sy/nm(V/\) 
P r o o f Follows fiom the (onstiuction 
D 
R e m a r k : In the sequel, the notation Symm(U) denotes the symmetric power of a 
mati ix, whereas S"1 (4) denotes the differential s \s tem whose solution space is the 
s \mmetnc power of the solution space of Y' = AY this is not the same construction 
and this is win we must use a different notation 
\ s the solution spaee of ) ' = 5"'( 4 )1 ' is isoinoiphic with Sym'"(\ \), the s \s tem 
]'' = S'n( 4)1 has a non-zeio solution of which all entnes aie rational if and only if 
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G has an invaiiarit of degree m. This yields the following two ways of leprescnting 
the invariants: 
Definition 13 Let Y' = AY be a fast nrdei system (with A G M
n
(k)), and let U 
denote, a fundamental solution matrix. For m G N put Ν = (""¡"'"¡" ) · 
For any С eCN \ {0} we form the vector F := Symm{U)C G KN 
— N 
We say that С G С is a vector invariant and that F := Sym'"(U)C is a dual first 
integral if F G fcA . 
Remark: This correspondence may seem a little hit mhaculous. Howcvei, one can 
see from the construction that, as the elements of the Galois group commute with the 
derivation, they act the same on all rows of Sym'n(U). 
Any rational solution of Y' = S'" {A)Y is a dual first integral To connect this with 
the polynomial invariants, let Symm(U), denote the i-th row of Symm[U). As the 
entries of the fust row of Symm(U) are the monomials of degiee m in the solutions yt of 
L (with an integer coefficient), we see that Symm{U)\C is a homogeneous polynomial 
in the yt that takes a rational value. The next lemma (cf. e.g. [16, 9]) shows that the 
coi responding polynomial in the indeterminates Y, is an invariant of G. 
Lemma 30 A polynomial Ρ G C[Y\,..., Y„] is a polynomial invariant of degree in of 
G if and only if foi some n xn matm: V whose first row is formed by the indeterminates 
Y,, there exists С G C~N such that Ρ = Symm{V)
x
C and that F := Symm{U)C is a 
dual first integral (i.e. F £ kN). 
Proof: see [16] 
D 
It is equivalent to determine invariants, vector invariants, or dual first integrals 
fiom a theoretical point of view. However, it is not equivalent, from a computational 
point of view. We will design below a good heuristic for computing candidate vector 
invariants. From these vector invariants we will obtain the candidate dual first integral 
and then it will be simple to check if a candidate is indeed a dual first integral. 
One advantage of working with systems is that the construction of symmetric 
powers is easy to perform (and thus it is easy to check if some given vector is a 
solution of such a system). Another advantage is that the dual first integials are 
independent of the choice of basis of V(L) (whereas vector invariants depend on this 
choice). 
For any point гг() G P
l(С), the system has a local formal fundamental solution 
—/v 
matrix U. The system has a dual first integral F if and only if there exists С G С 
such that Sym"l(U)C = F. We will use this in section 4.4 to compute F 
4.3 Bounds on exponents using generalized expo­
nents 
When computing rational solutions of a differential operator L one first computes a 
lower bound for the integer exponents of L at each point X-Q G Ρ ' ( С ) . We would 
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like to compute rational solutions of symmetric powers (and other constructions) 
of differential operators. In the regular singular case [50] gives the bound for the 
integer exponents of L®"1 in terms of the exponents of L In the1 irregular singular 
case. however, we can not obtain a bound for the integer exponents of L®"1 from 
the exponents of L. The reason is that in this case there aie "too lew exponents". 
Moie precisely: in the irregular singular case there are. counted with multiplicity, less 
than ordcr(L) exponents. To handle this difficulty we will use the generalization of 
exponents from chapter 3. An alternative way to get a bound (a different bound than 
ouis) is found in lemma 3.3 in [46] using a different generalization of exponents in [7]. 
Foi convenience of notation we will now assume that the point of interest is the point 
.; = 0. Then L in C(x)[c)] is viewed as an element of the ring C((x))[(5] = C((x))[d] 
where 6 — xd. 
4.3.1 A few preliminaries 
In this section we list a few known facts about differential operators that we will use 
in later sections. 
Definition 14 The exponents of L are those éléments с G С for whicfi there ι·> a 
solution of L of the form 
j.'s where s € C((x))[log(x)] with v(s) = 0. 
For the definition of the valuation v(s) see chapter 3. 
The following is a well-known property of exponents. It is generalized in proposi-
tion 2. 
Lemma 31 An element e £ С is an exponent of L if and only if e is a root of NQ(L). 
Definitions and properties of Newton polygons and polynomials can be found in [35, 
54, 3] and chapter 2. Note: In the literatme, exponents are often also called indices, 
and the Newton polynomial No(L) is then called the indiani polynomial or wdicml 
equation 
Recall the definition in chapter 2 of Exp(e) for с £ С {(χ)) as 
Exp(p) = exp( / -fix) 
and the substitution map 
s
e
. ЩгТ)[б] -4 ЩхТ)Щ 
foi e G C((x)) as the C((x))-homomorphism that maps 6 to δ + с. 
Exp(e) is a solution of the operator δ — e. For rational numbers q we have 
Expfa) = x" G C({x)). 
Furtheunore 
Exp(e) e C((x)) *=> e e Ζ + χ • C[[x]\ 
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and 
Екр(е) € ЩТТ)^ с G U ( i z + 7'/r С С[[х*'г]]) сЩт)) 
Г 
Here С Γ[[τ1 / Γ]] denotes the smallest sub-ring of C((x)) that (ontains both С[[т1 / г]] 
and С Exp behaves like an exponential function 
Exp(e, + e
 2) = Exp(c!)Exp(c2) 
The substitution map has the following well known property Exp(e)?y is a solution 
of L if and onh if у is a solution of SC{L) 
4.3.2 Generalized exponents reviewed 
Using the substitution map one can rewrite the standard property of exponents 
(lemma 31) as follows 
Lemma 32 Let L G C((x))[<5] \ {0} An clement e G С is an exponent of L if and 
only if Q is a root of the Newton polynomial Лг0(5, (L)) 
With this lemma in mind, we can generalize the exponents by replacing the set С 
by л larger set of exponents 
E = \JC[X '/η 
Let L e С((т))[6}\{0} For an element e G E the number ν, (L) is deñned in chapter 3 
as the multiplicity of the root 0 in No(Se(L)) 
e ζ E is called a generalized exponent of L if v
e
(L) > 0 The number v
e
{L) is called 
the multiplicity of the generalized exponent e in the operator L 
Remark: In an older veision of chaptei 3 the generalized exponents were called 
canonical exponential parts This name is no longer used, it is now called generalized 
exponent The reason for choosing this name is to point out the use of this notion, 
which is to generalize methods that use exponents (for example [50]) to the irregular 
singular (ase alternative approaches are found in the literature (eg [15, 38]) The 
exponents are those generalized exponents that are in С 
Computing the generalized exponents (an be done using one of the several fac-
toii7ation algorithms It is a subproblem of computing formal solutions, so the gen­
eralized exponents can be computed using a part of the algorithm for computing 
formal solutions, с f [54, 3] Wc1 use "algorithm semi-regular parts" in chapter 2 
This algorithm is a modified version of Malgrange's factorization algorithm [35] It 
uses a different type of ramifications (obtained from [3]) to minimrze the algebrare 
extensrons 
The relation between generalized exponents and formal solutrons is the following 
(this is theorem 4 in chapter 3) 
Proposition 2 Let L G C((x))[ò] \ {0} An element e £ E іч a generalized exponent 
of L if and only if L has a solution of the form 
Exp(e)s where s G С ((x))[\og(x)] and ν (s) = 0 
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\ o t e Instead of using a \ c « t o n poh normal the gcnoiahzed exponents can be de­
fined from the formal solutions using this proposition \ diffeient generalization of 
(exponents b\ using formal solutions is found in [7] 
4.3.3 Minimal exponents 
As airead-^ mentioned, oui icason for using generalized exponents was to obtain in­
formation about the exponents of L®m without computing the operator L®'" Now 
a natural question anses G n c n the generah/ed exponents of L at the point χ = 0, 
ran we determine all (generalized) exponents of L®mr> One easily finds a counter­
example to this at the point r = 0 the operators <93 + χ and 3 1 + τ + 1 have the 
same generalized exponents (the generalized exponents arc m fact exponents in this 
example), but then second s\mmctri( poweis do not So instead of trying to find all 
geneiahzed exponents of the s>mmetnc powers of L лле will settle for a different goal 
namely to compute the minimal generalized exponents 
Def in i t ion 15 Let r be a positive integer Define the following partial ordering <
r 
on E 
f[ <
r
 e2 •<=> с ι — e2 e - 2 and с i — e 2 < 0 
r 
For a set S С E define m i n
r
( 5 ) os the set of minimal elements of S with respect to 
the ordering <
r 
For an element L G C((:r))[n] \ {0} define mm,(L) as i n i n
r
( 5 ) where S is the set of 
generalized exponents of L 
If L has an mtegei exponent e G Ζ then mm, (Ь)(~]-Ж contains 1 element This 
clement is < r So if we can compute m i n
r
 for s}mmetnc powers of L then we find 
lower bounds for the integer exponents of these s>mmetnc powers Foi this we use 
the following 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3 Let L\ and L2 be non-zero elements of C((x))[S] Let ι be the least 
common multiple of all ramification indices of the generalized exponents of L¡ and 
L2 For sets S\ S2 С E define the sum Si + S2 = {si + 4i\s\ G Si , s2 G S2} С E 
Then 
min, (Li(s)L¿) = m m r ( m m , (Li) + min, (L2)) 
The symmetric product of L\Ç)L2 is defined as the monic operator of minimal order 
such that ¡jig2 G V(L\®L2) for all y\ G V (Li) u2 G V (L2) Strrctly speakmg this 
is not a mathematically correct name we use this name because of the resernblarrce 
wrth the symmetric power construction L®m 
Corol lary 1 Let m be a positive integer and r the least common multiple of the 
ramification indices of L Denote for S С E the set m S as S + S + -H S (m 
times) Then 
mm
r
(L®m) = mm
r
(rn min,(L)) 
In particular 1} L®"1 has an integer exponent ( then m m
r
( m min, (L)) [") - Ζ contains 
1 element which is a lower bound for e This lower bound can be computed from r, m 
and m i n
r
( L ) 
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We postpone the proof of the proposition till after the proof of theorem 5 below. 
To prove this theorem we first need to introduce some notations. 
Remark: The fact that such a lower bound exists is not new (lemma 3.3 in [46]). 
However, the bound in our proposition is sharper. It gives precisely the smallest ex­
ponent of L®T" in - Z . So in case all ramification indices are 1 (i.e τ = 1) our bound 
foi the smallest integer exponent is sharp. 
Recall that V is the linear universal extension of C((x)) as in chapter 2, and 
V, = Exp(e) • (С C((r))[e])[log(x)] We have Ve¡ = Ve¿ if and only if e, ~ r2 and (cf. 
theorem 3 in chapter 2) 
v= 0 v; (4i) 
Now define 
E, = С[х~'/г] c £ 
and 
v,,= 0 v;. 
Foi e € Er define 
V;,r = Exp(e)-(C-C((x I / r)))[log(.r)]. 
If pj - e2 G \TL then Veii, = VC2,r so Vej- is also defined foi e G Е
г
/(]-Ж).
 С | Г is 
the direct sum of the V
e
, taken over all е
л
 G ET/ ~ for which e is congruent with Pi 
modulo - Z . Hence by the direct sum in equation (4.1) it follows that 
К , , = ® К ,
Г
 (4.2) 
where the sum is taken ovei all e G Ε, / ( - Ζ ) . 
Fiom theorem 3 in chapter 2 it follows that Y{L) С V»,
r
 if and only if the rami­
fication indices of every generalized exponent of L divide the mtegei r. Now V,
r
 is 
closed under differentiation, addition and multiplication. Hence if for operators L\ 
and L-i all ramification indices divide r, then the same holds for L\ (for a definition 
see lemma 33), for L]<DL¿ and fot LCLM(Li, L2). 
Theorem 5 Let L G C((x))[S] \ {0} be of order d and let r be a positive integer 
Suppose that the ramification indices of the generalized exponents divide the integer 
r. 
1 There exists a basis y\,..., </„ of V(L) which satisfies the following condition 
y, = Exp(e,)e, for some s, G (С СЦх1/' )))[log(x)], u(.sf) = 0 (4 3) 
where e\,. , e
n
 G E 
2 Suppose j/i,. ,y
n
 is a basis of the solution space V(L) which satisfies condi­
tion (4 3). Then 
min
r
(L) = min
r
({ei e
n
}). 
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Proof: Let, β G min,(L) . Since {ei,. . ., e„} is a subset of the set of all generalized 
exponents of L (then' are at most order(L) = d different generalized exponents) it 
follows that the number of elements in min,.({pi e,,}) can not be larger than the 
number of elements in m i n
r
( L ) . So we only need to prove that e G min
r
({ei e„}). 
Without loss of generality we may assume that e, — с G - Ζ for г < t and e, - с $ - Ζ 
for г > t. We need to show that t φ 0 and that there is one ? < t with e, — e < 0. 
Then the theorem is proven as follows: We may assume» that c,- — e G ^ Z is minimal, 
so e ; £ min
r
({r-!i ,.. . .<?„}). Because of the minimality of e we can not have r, — e < 0 
hence e = с.,. 
In the basis y\ ' , . . . , ¡y„' of formal solutions in section 2.8.2 each basis element, can 
be written in the form y¡' is a constant times Exp(e,')A¡' with s / G С((х))[с.
г
', log(x)] 
and Í/'(.S,') = 0. Furthermore (sec also the proof of theorem 4 in chapter 3) every 
generalized exponent, e,' of L occurs. This basis satisfies condition (4.3) because 
(7((3'))[c,',log(z)] С (С • C((xl/r)))[log(x)\. Furthermore the generalized exponent с 
of L occurs in this basis. So one of the? elements of this basis is of the form у — Exp(e).s 
(with ,s e (C-C({xl'r)))[log(x)] and v(s) = 0). Then у e V'
e
,
r
 and y G V(L). 
B(!causc of condition (4.3) (»ach yt is an element, of Í , . , , , · . Sinc(ï the yt form a basis 
of V(L) it follows that μ is a C-linear combination of y\,..., y
n
. Because of the direct 
sum in equation ( 1.2) it follows t h a t у is a linear combination of y\,..., y¡, since с
г
 for 
i > t is not equal to e modulo - Z and so y,- is in a different component than V
er
 for 
/ > t. Dividing by Exp(e) it follows that, .s e V0.r = (C • C((xi/r)))[log{x)} is a linear-
combination of the Exp(e,· — t)s, G V
n
.r for i < t. Hence the valuation of at least, one 
of the Exp(fj, — e).Sj is < ν (я) = 0. The valuation of the .s, is 0 and the valuation of 
Exp((?, — e) G C((x[/r)) is e, — a. So for at least one г < t. we have c, — e < 0 and so 
the theorem follows. 
D 
Remark: Without, the condition s, G (С • C{(xl/r)))[\og{x)] the. statement need not 
hold. Take for example L = δ2 — ì<$ and r = 1. Then min r (L) = {0, | } . Now take 
С] = с? = 0, s ι = 1 and s> = 1 + χΛΙ2. Then s? does not satisfy condition (4.3) and 
m i n
r
( L ) φ т і п
г
( { е
ь
е 2 } ) = {0}. 
R e m a r k : The existence result, i) is also found in [15] (in a different terminology, 
though). 
P r o o f of propos i t ion 3: Let, yt = Exp(e,).s1 : i = 1 , . . . .order (Li ) be a basis of V ( L t ) 
and у/ = Е х р ( е / ) я / , j = 1 , . . . , order(L)) be a basis of V{L-i) that both satisfy 
condition (4.3). Then the products у
х
у}' span T
/ ( L i © L 2 ) . Let, S be a set of pairs (i.j) 
such that {y,yj'\(i..j) G 5} is a basis for T / ( L i © L 2 ) . Now у,у/ = Exp(e, + e/)s, .s/ 
and s,Sj' G (С • C((x'/'')))[log(a:)] with {.ч
г
.ч/) = 0. Hence by theorem 5 it follows 
that, m i n
r
( L i © L 2 ) = mmr({e¡ + c.j'\(i,j) G S}). 
Now {<\ + Cj'K'i, j ) G 5} is a subset of the set Г of all e, + e.}'. So for each e G 
min,.({с, + e / | ( ' ¿ , j ) ^ ^ l ) th ( ! r e must be precisely one с' G m i n
r
( T ) such that, e' <
r
 c. 
Furthermore Τ is a subset of the set of all generalized exponents of L\<QL2- Hence 
for each e.' G min,.(T) there must be precisely one e G ni in, .(L |©L 2 ) = min r ({e , + 
f'/IO'.j) G S}) such that с <
r
 ρ'. Then it follows that min,(T) equals m i n
r
( L i © L 2 ) . 
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Lemma 33 Let L G C'((x))[<5] he non-zero and let r he the least common multiple of 
the ramification indices of L. Let L(1 ' he the monic differential operator defined by 
V(L^) = {^\yeV(L)}. 
ƒƒ() £min r(L) then 
min r(L (1)) = {r. + v{e)- l|e e min r(L)}. 
If 0 £ ininr(L) then 
min r(L (1)) = {m) \J{e + v(r) - l\e e min r(¿) \ {()}} 
where m G Ж, m > — 1, or 
min,(L ( 1 )) = {с. + v(e) - l\e G min,.{L) \ {0}}. 
Not(î that order(L) - order(L(1') is the dimension of the kernel of j¿ on V(L). So 
order(L(1)) = ordcr(L) - 1 if 1 € V(L) and order(L(1)) = order(L) otherwise. 
Proof: If y = Exp(e).s where s e (C-C((x^'')))pog(i)] with »;(.s)_ = 0 and e φ 0 then 
the derivative y' is of the form Exp(e + v(e) — l)i for some f e (C • C((.x1'/,')))[log(a;)] 
with v(t) = 0. Now the first statement follows by applying theorem 5. 
For the second statement we note that v
a
(L) > 0 means that there is a formal 
solution y G (C-C((.ï1/'')))[log(a:)] of L with ν (y) = 0 . The valuation of the derivative 
y' is oo or is an integer > —1. Now distinguish the two cases: v(y') G min,.(L'^) 
(then: v(y') is an integer m > —1) or v(y') g miii,.(L'1)) (then the other case holds). 
D 
In the case 0 G mmT(L) one can get a slightly stronger statement about min r (L^') 
by noting that - 1 € min, (L'1 ') if and only if v^(L) > 1. We will not use this small 
improvement of the lemma. 
As in chapter 3, define! v' : E -¥ Q as follows: v'(c) = v(e) for all e e E \ {0} 
and '</(()) = 0. It follows from the lemma that for each e £ min r(L' ' ' ) there is an 
<•:' G minr(L) such that e — (с.' + ν'(e') — 1) is a non-negative integer. 
Denote L'1' as the monic operator of which the solution space consists of the i-th 
derivatives of the elements of V(L). By repeated application of the lemma it follows 
that for each e G min
r
(L*'') there is an c' G niin,(L) such that e — (e' + i • v'{e') — ï) 
is a non-negative integer. 
Corollary 2 Let L be a non-zero differential operator in C((x))[rf] and let r be the 
least common multiple of the ramification indices of the. generalized exponents of L. 
Let іщ,..., rn
n
_i be non-negative integers and M the symmetric product of the op­
erators (L^)®"1·. Let B,: = {c + i- v'{e) - i}\e G inin
r
(L)} and В = m0 • B0 + • • • + 
m
n
_i • B
n
-\. Suppose M has a non-zero solution y in (C • C({x1/r)))[log(x)]. Then 
В f] -Ж contains an element < v(y). 
This provides a lower bound for the valuation of solutions in (C • С ((x1 /'')))[\og(x)] 
of M. It can be computed from mo, . . . , m„_ ι, r and min
r
(L). 
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To computo tho bound wo need to compute tho set of sums m 0 • Bo + · • + w „ _ i 
B,,-i and to take the smallest element which is in -Ж This moans computing in 
a splitting field: it is not sufficient to take onlv one generalized exponent in each 
cemjugacy class of generalized exponents. One can try to avoid splitting fields for 
computing this bound by various tricks (for example floating point computations) 
but wo will not go into this 
P r o c e d u r e g loba l-bounds 
Input: L G C(x')[9] and non-negative integers m 0 , · • ,'?Vi-i 
Output- A rational function Q G C{x) and an integer N such that every rational 
solution у G С (χ) of M = ( L ( ° ) ) © m n © - - - © ( L ( , l - 1 ) ) ® m " - 1 can be written as the 
product of Q and a polynomial in χ of degree < Λ'. 
I D e n o t e n = order(L) and L = a„dn + • • · + «ο<9ϋ After multiplication on the left 
bv an element of C(x) wo may assume that a, G С [τ] with gcd(ao. . . . a„) = 1. 
2. Factor a„ in C[x]. 
3. Q : = 1. 
4. For each irreducible factor ρ e С [χ] of α„ do 
(a) Let a G С be. a root of p. 
(b) Let /„ be the C-automorphism of C(x)[d] given by l
a
(x) = χ + a and 
/„(9) = 9, as in chapter 3. This transformation moves the point χ = a to 
the1 point χ = 0. Compute l
n
(L). 
(c) Compute the generalized exponents of l
n
(L) at the point χ = Ü. 
(d) Let г be the least common multiple of tho ramification indices of the gener­
alized exponents and compute the m i n
r
 of tho set of generalized exponents. 
(e) Compute the set В in corollary 2. 
(f) If В P| - Ζ is empty then stop the algorithm and return the following out­
put: Q = 0 and TV = 0. 
(g) Let b
n
 G Ж be the smallest element of В f] -Ж, rounded above to an integer, 
(h) Replace Q by Q • p'1" . 
5. Let І
ж
 be а С automorphism of C(.£-)[9] given by lyo(x) = 1/x and loo(d) = 
—x
2d. This transformation moves the point infinity to the point χ = 0. Com­
pute ІооЩ. 
G. Compute the generalized exponents of 1
Ж
(Ь). 
7. Let r be the least common multiple of the ramification indices of the generalized 
exponents and compute the m i n
r
 of the set of generalized exponents 
8. Compute1 the set В in corollary 2. 
9. If ß Π " ^ ' s empty then stop the algorithm and return the following output : 
Q = 0 and Л' = 0 
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lü Let h,*, e Ζ be the smallest element of В f] jX, rounded above to an integer 
11 Add 2 (0 w 0 + 1 mi + + (n - 1) mn L) to b^ 
12 Let Л be — Ь
ж
 plus the \aluation of Q at infinity (this valuation is the degree 
of the denominator of Q minus the degree oí the numeratoi of Q) 
13 O u t p u t : Q and N 
Remark: Note that even if Q = N = 0 there mav still be an mvatiant (whose value 
is /ею), see the Hurvvitz example in the next section foi an illustration 
The fact that the algonthm works follows horn the following observations 
• Foi a € С the map l
n
 С (τ) —> C{i) given b> l
n
(x) = χ + a is an automor­
phism of C(x) as a differential field because -^ = „ '' . Hence by defining 
1
ІУ
(д) = д this l
n
 is extended to an automoiphism oí C(i)[c9] However / ^ 
given by /OO(T) = \/1 is not an automorphism of C ( Î ) as a differential held, 
2
 j ^ One can check that bv defining lx{d) — —r2d we obtain an 
• 
• 
• 
automorphism of C(j)[d] 
By the valuation of ƒ e C(x) at / = a for a G Р ІС) we mean the valuation 
of l
a
(f) 6 C{{i)) Let « 6 Ρ'(C) = r i J { o c } Then ƒ € C ( J - ) IS a rational 
solution of a differential operatoi M if and onlv if ln(f) 1S> d iational solution of 
ltt{M) So computing a lower bound for the valuation of rational solutions of M 
at χ = a is the same as computing a lower bound for the valuation of rational 
solutions of /
α
(Λ7) at r = 0 
Computing the function Q 6 C(x) and the numbei A' is equivalent with com­
puting a lower bound b
a
 foi the valuations of rational solutions of M at all 
a ë Pl (C) (assuming that bn is non-zeio for only finitely many rv) 
If L is tegular at a point ; = η where η £ С then M need not be regular at 
Í = α However, all local solutions of L at J = a are anal)t ic Products, sums 
and derivatives of analytic functions are analytic hence4 all local solutions of M 
at χ = a are analytic In paiticular, 0 is a lower bound for the valuation of 
the solutions at χ = a Hence we only need to compute a bound b
a
 at the 
singularities of L and the point oo 
Because algebraic conjugation ovei С is an automorphism of the differential 
field C{x), it follows that if a i , c o € С are conjugate ovei С then the two 
bounds b0l,ba2 G Ζ will be the same Hence we need to take only one α in 
every con]ugacy class of the singularities of L In other words We need to 
compute the bound for only one root of each factor of a
n
 in C[x] Furthermore 
the function Q e C(x) will be an element of C(x) 
Note that for all a € Pi (C) the шар l
a
 on C(/)[£>] commutes with taking 
svmmetnc pioducts and LCLM s (least common left multiples) because the map 
/„ on C{x) commutes with multiplication and addition However l
a
 does not 
commute with derivation if α = сю So /
α
 only commutes with the construction 
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¿ и I / ' " on С{х)[д] if α 6 С Th( solution spate o f / ^ ( L " ' ) equals a-2 times the 
solution space of ( ^ ( L ) ) ' 1 ' So the \aluations are 2 higher than in lemma 33 
For the point χ = oo theie is a lemma similar to lemma 33 with the following 
different es с + ? ' ( Ρ ) - 1 is replaced Ъ\ e + t '(e) + 1 and τη > 1 is replaced bv 
m > 1 We need a different corollary 2 specifically foi the point χ = oo, ι e foi 
operators L e C((-j:))[3] instead of L ζ С((х))[д] The onl> diffeience will be 
that c + i ( / (e)-/ needs to be replaced by c + i v'(e) + i The algorithm computes 
the bound gi\ en b\ corollaiv 2 and then adds 2 (Огло + l ni\+ + ( n —1) ?н
п
_і) 
to corr(4t foi this difference 
T h e PSL-i e x a m p l e The following example was adapted fiom N Katz by Ehe 
Compoint ([16]) Let Ò = ι j -
r
 and 
L = o(ò- \)(ó - \)(S +\)(ò- i)(Ä -¿)(ñ+ i)(ô + jj) - r(ò +l-)(S- i ) 
\ \ ( want to ( omputc the invariants of degiee 2 and 3 The generalized exponents 
(which are m fact exponents) of L at r = 0 aie - 3 / 8 , - 1 / 4 - 1 / 8 , 0 , 1 / 8 1/4,1/2 and 
5/8 So the laimhcation index r is 1 Since all exponents aie different modulo -X 
the set min, (L) equals the set of exponents Now the smallest ('lenient in ( - Z ) f)(2 
nnn r (L) ) is 0 The smallest element of (jX)f)(.*> inm r (L)) is - 1 
The generah/ed exponents oí lx(L) aie - 1 / 3 , 1 / 3 and all conjugates of 7 1 / ( ' + 2 / 3 
The ramification index г is 6 Now —1/3 <
r
 1/3 and all the other generalized ex 
poncnts aie different modulo 7 Ζ Hence mm, (/^(L)) contains 7 elements, all genei 
ah/ed exponents except 1/3 Now the smallest element in (-X)f)(2 min
r
(/ 0 O (L))) 
is - 2 / 3 Rounded above to an mtegei this is 0 The smallest element in (¿2)(~ | (3 
min r (Z^(L))) is - 1 
So "proceduie global-bounds" gives the following output foi the second symmetnc 
powei of L Q = 1 and Λ' = 0 This means that the values oí all l m a n a n t s of 
degiee 2 aie constants For the third symmetnc power the output is Q = 1/1 and 
λ = 2, which means that the \alues of the invariants of degree 3 must be of the foim 
7 (cor0 + < ¡x] + f 2 ' " ) f o i some constants с о, с ι C9 
4.4 The algorithm for computing invariants 
4.4.1 Computing candidate invariants 
In order to work with the solution space 1 (L) we will choose a point г о G P] (C) and 
compute the foimal solutions at that point Régulai points have the advantage that 
computing the foimal solutions is easier, but nregulai points ha\e other ad\antages 
that will be mentioned latei So we will not assume that (o is a regular point For 
comenience of notation we will assume that the point a(J is 0, if choosing a different 
point would be more fa\oiable than we can move that point to 0 h\ the map / , 0 
Denote b\ 4 the companion matiix of L So the equation L(y) = 0 corresponds 
to the mati ix differential equation 4} = } ' whcie } = (¡j, y' / / " _ 1 ) ) 
Suppose y,, I < ι < л = oider(L), is a basis of formal solutions satisfying con­
dition (4 3) Then a monomial m these y, s (ι с a pioduct Y\{tji)'"") is again of the 
foim (4 3), wheie the1 geneiahzed exponent equals Σττη,ρ, 
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L e m m a 34 Let y, be a basis of local ¡οιmal solutions satisfying (ondition (4 3) and 
let r be the least common multiple of the ramification indices An entry of a ue( 
toi invariant can only be non zero if the yeruralized exponent of the corresponding 
monomial is in ^Ж 
Proof: Let N = ("^"'", ) <md let L be a formal fundamental matrix of \ ' = 4i 
such that the first low is τ,/ι, y„ 10 the entries of U aie the 0, , (11 — l )- lh 
derivatives of y-\ , y
n
 Let Ρ be a polynomial mvaiîarit Let С bc the corresponding 
лее tor imar iant Then Sym"l(U)C e С (τ)*1 С (V0 , ) л Note that each column of 
St/m"l(U) is an element of (\
c г
) л where e is the generalized exponent of the hrst 
(•lenient (which is a monomial m the ¿/¡) of this column Using the fact that the 
columns of Syrn'"(U) aie hnearh independent and the direct sum (4 2) on page 77 
it follows from Syrn"l(U)C € (V'o , ) л that С can onl\ ha\e a non-zero enti\ for those 
columns which aie 111 (V() , ) л , і г foi those monomials whose generalized exponent is 
111 γ-Ί. 
D 
Heurist ic for c o m p u t i n g invariants: 
A lgor i thm cand idate vector invariants. 
Input an operator L, an integer m a point to, and a numbei ν 
O u t p u t a \ector space of e andidate i m a n a n l s of degree m and then corresponding 
candidate values, gi\en as a parameliized candidate \cctor imai iant and candidate 
value 
• If i{¡ φ 0 then apply íecursion on l¿a{L) as follows replace L and /0 bv /C o(L) 
and 0, apply this algorithm and then apply the inverse of / , 0 on the candidate1 
\alues of the invariants 
• Lse the procedure global-bounds to find the bounds Qi, Ny íor íational solutions 
of the 7/?-th symmetrie power oí L 
• Compute a basis of foimal solution у at 1 = 0 haMiig propeil> (4 3) m theorem 5 
Let 7 be the least common multiple of the ramineation indices Let У denote 
the ventor of all monomials of elegiee rn 111 the у
г
 Each of these monomials ha.s 
a geneiahzed exponent in C[x [^r] 
• Take a vector С of unknown constants and set to /ero every entiy corresponding 
to a monomial with a generalized exponent that is not an element of -TL 
• Compute ρ, = ^УС mod 1 л " + " + 1 
• Build a lineai s\stem on С b\ equating to zeio слеп term with degree highei 
than Χι and all terms involving a log or a non-integei power of χ 
• O u t p u t : the solution of this svstem (this is a \ector space consisting of can­
didate \ectoi imariaiits) and the сorrcsponding (\ector spate- of) rational fune 
turns fi = piQi 
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This algorithm is ( ailed a heuristic because the candidate invariants that it pro­
duces need not be invariants. The choice of the number ν is discussed in the strategies 
below. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4 Devote by Wi<ln „ the vector space of candidate vector invarianti 
produced by the above heuristic Denote WjJ<m¡aa = Ç\v И ¿
іІПіІ/ Then: 
1 Foi all y G N. any vectoi iiimniant о] degree τη is in ІГ/,
іГ
„.„. 
2. There exists vç> 6 N such that \ ь,т,сс = WL m,v
a
· 
Proof: Fiorii section 4.3, we got that the value of any invariant of degree τι ι is the 
pioduct oí Q] by a polynomial of degree at most ΛΓι ; thus, the above lemma proves 
i). Increasing ν adds more conditions on С so ТГ^ „
м + і С W¿ i 7 ,M . As И
7/,,,,,,^ is 
finite dimensional, this implies ii). 
G 
Remark: order(L®" 1 ) < ("*"'," ') if and only if the solutions of L satisfy a homoge­
neous polynomial relation of degiee in. In this case the value of a non-zero invariant 
can be zeio, but it can also happen that І ' / ,
Ш П С
 contains elements (candidato vector 
invariants) that are not vector invariants. Note that since- we do not compute £,©'" 
we have4 no easy way of checking if this problem case order(L®'") < (""[j™,- ) occurs. 
R e m a r k : Bv reasoning as in section l.c of [46]. an application of Ciamer's formulas 
shows tha t uQ is bounded by Л7(1 + (Лг - \)d + Ndi) (where Лг = ( " " ^ " Ί " 1 ) , d is 
the maximum degree of the aL. and d\ bounds the degiees of the numerator and do-
iiomraatoi of Qi). Thus, the above heuristic could be turned into an algorithm (but 
then the problem case order(L®'") < ("^,"', ') in the previous remark would need 
to be addiessed as well, for example by applying a transformation on L). However, 
this bound is big and so it is better to use the checking procedure that is given in 
section 4.4.2. 
T h e PSL¿ e x a m p l e (cont inued): Let L be the 8-th order operator in the PSL3 
example of section 4.3. We had lound the bounds for rational solutions of L®1 and 
L®'*: applyirrg the heuristic with т.ц = 0 and ν = 10, we get the following (candidate) 
invariants: 
3 5 2
 ν ,
r
 3249799168 ., 36064 
P¿
 - 3 2 8 0 5 Г о Ь Ь " 215233605 ^ 4 ~ Й б Г ' ' " * ' Ь 
20240 , , , . 12397 . 
6061 364ϋ 
and F» (ι/) = г о 
15167488
 л
. , . , . 35500589056 , 
F i
 - 4 Ö 5 — < · ΐ 7 Ϊ 8 Ϊ
β
Ϊ 2 + 12301875 C l 7 Í l - 3 -
659456 , , , ,
 τ
, 36929536 
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743206912 „ ,. ,, 106172416
 лг Λ
. , 
- ^ 2 2 7 5 - Г , 7 > 8 Ь Ь + 32G7 С"™*' 
3479057727488 , . . . , . 46450432
 3 
" 81192375 Г 1 7 І ' Ь Ь +
 3 3 7 5 f,71 β 
12176702046208 , 424689664 , 
+
 66430125 С 1 7 І 8 ^ Г +
 1 8 2 2 5 cl7UY,-
+ (17Υ72Υ> 
, „ , _ 4 1, 9144576 17832200896512 ,Ν 
and ^з(у) = r 1 7 - ( l + - a ñ a s " ^ + 3826625 χ ) 
where <··|),ί·|7 denote ai bit гагу constants. Note that L®2 and L®' have order 36 and 
120 íespectively. L®2 can be computed in several davs on a big computer and L®3 is 
out of reach of computéis, whereas the above computation only takes a few minutes. 
D 
If one already has some information about the group then sometimes the heuris-
tic ;il algorithm is sufficient to compute the invariants. Because if we know how many 
lmeailv independent invariants of degree m exist, one can simply use the heuristic 
bv just increasing the value of v. If at л certain point the space of candidate vec­
tor invariants has the correct dimension then it is certain (even in the problem case 
order(L®'") < (""[""'¡~')) that all invariants have been determined because the invari-
ants form a subspace of the candidate invariants. In practise, it turns out that the 
required number υ is much smallei than the theoretical bound. 
The Hurwitz example: The following operator has Galois group (7ю8 ([50]). Let 
0 = -f and 
_ , 7 J - 4
 2 2592x
2
 - 2963x· + 560 -40805 + 57024J; 
" x(x - 1) + 2 5 2 ι 2 ( τ - 1 ) 2 ' + 24696a:2(i - l ) 2 ' 
The ring of invariants is generated by invariants of degree 4,6,14,21. The heuristic 
with m = 4,xo = oo,/-' = Ю yields (in 0.75 seconds) a one-dimensional space gen­
erated by Ρ = 1728 Υ, Υ2
Λ
 + Υ/ Υ
Λ
 - 1728 Υ2 ΥΛ
3
 together with the value 0. The 
fact that the space of invariants of degree 4 has dimension exactly 1 proves that Ρ 
is indeed an invariant. Similarly, the heuristic yields the other invariants quicklv (see 
also [60]): for the invariant of degiee 21, we need to compute 37 monomials at, infinity 
(using a regular point it would have been 253 monomials). 
D 
If we choose a small number ν (even ν = 0), the output of the above heuristic may 
also contain vectors that are not invariants, but it still is a good pre-conditioning to 
the algorithm Invai tanti in the following section. 
4.4.2 F i n d i n g a n d p r o v i n g w h i c h c a n d i d a t e s are i n v a r i a n t s 
Let the monomial μ be a pioduct of y'1' to the- power ?«,, / = 0,. . . , η — 1. If y is a 
solution of L then μ is a solution of the symmetric product of the operators (L ( ' , )®" ' , . 
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By appi}ing procedine global-bounds on μ we mean applying the piocedure global-
bounds on these numbers 7Πο,.. . , w„_i 
A l g o r i t h m Invariants: 
Input : L, rn, ./'о (optional, v) 
O u t p u t : the space of invariants in vector and dual forms 
• Like in a lgonthm candidate vector invariants, if .r0 φ 0 then we apply the 
tiansfoimation /
r o
 and use lecuision. 
• Now we may assume .¿o = 0. Compute a basis of foimal solutions of L at the 
point ,r = 0 having pioperty (4..'5) in theoiein 5. Construct U. the fundamental 
solution matrix of Υ' = ΛΥ from this. 
• Obtain F\ = f and я vector С from the algorithm candidate vector invariants. 
Note that ƒ and С contain parameters. 
• for ? from 2 to N do: 
- Let μ, be the t-th monomial of degree m in ι/, ,</,.·•; 
Obtain Q, and Λ', from procedure global bounds applied to L and μ,. 
- Let p, : = -À-Syin(U),C mod J;N,+1 and F, .= pt Q,. 
- equate all terms involving logarithms or fractional powers of χ to 0 (this 
gives a set of linear equations in the parameters. If the equations arc 
non-trivial we use them to reduce the number of parameters). 
• This returns a rational vector F parametrized bv the entries of C. 
The lelation F' — S"l(A)F = 0 yields a system of linear equations in the pa­
rameters. Solve this system. 
• O u t p u t : a basis of solutions С of this system and the corresponding dual first 
integrals F € C(.r)^ 
T h e o r e m 6 The output of this algorithm гя ciactly the space, of laminanti of degree 
m and the space of corresponding dual first integrals-
Proof: T h a t any vector im-anant is an element of the vector space produced by the 
algorithm follows from the1 fact that this was true for our heuristic, and from the fact 
that we only added necessaiv linear conditions in this algorithm. Hence also every 
dual first integral F is an element of the vector space produced by the algorithm. 
Conversely, as the F produced by the algorithm are rational vectors satisfying F' = 
Sm(A)F, thev are first integrals. So the corresponding С arc indeed vector invariants. 
D 
The advantage1 of choosing a singular point .r() is that the number of monomials 
that need to be considered in the heuristic is often smaller, and so in ''algorithm 
invariants"' we need to evaluate fewer columns of Sym'n(U). However, taking a point 
in which a ramification occurs can be disadvantageous, because computing modulo 
'
л
 in C[[¿1/ ' ']] involves moie coefficients in С than computing modulo . с л m C[[x]]. 
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T h e PS Li e x a m p l e (cont inued) : In the PSL^ example of section 4 3, if wo would 
take a icgular point TQ then the heuristic would need to evaluate 36 monomials foi 
the invariants of degree 2, and 120 monomials foi degree 3 Howevei, when taking 
the smgulaiity Xo = 0, onlv ΰ monomials of degree 2 have an integer exponent (the 
algorithm onlv consideis monomials with an exponent in - 2 , and ? = 1 in this ex­
ample) And onh 15 monomials of degree 3 have an integer exponent So when using 
the singular point /() = 0 the computation foi both the heuristic and the algoiithm 
is much quicker than, say, with the regular point x 0 = 1 
Taking a point in which the generalized exponents require algebraic extensions с an 
have both advantages and disadvantages The disadvantage is obvious Computing 
the formal solutions and evaluating monomials will be moie costlv The advantage is 
that mam monomials need not be considered Suppose foi example that or dei (L) = 3 
and that at the point /() = 0 we have 3 geneiahzed exponents <?i c_> (3 which aie 
algebiaic over C((x)) of degree 3 From cyc¡ + < >( > + r |P t G - 2 and ί ι , ο , η € Ζ 
it follows that < \ — < > — < ·, So only 1 monomial needs to be considered This 
monomial is a power of y\ij¿y\ where ?yi, 7/2,1/1 is a basis having property (4 3) 111 
theorem 5 If such a monomial is ш C{x) then y¡4>V3 is a radical of this clement 
Hence in this example L has a non-trivial invariant if and only if c/iyjc/t is a lachcal 
solution of the third svininetiic power of L In general computing radical solutions 
is a computationally costlv pmblem this pioblem rs smrrlar to computing hist order 
factors But in this example it is not so costlv because wc can use the fact that the 
íadical solution (if it exists) is equal to У\У>Уі So foi order 3 what would appeal to 
be the woist case (the e, aie algebiaic of degiee 3) is in fact a iclatively easy case 
Taking a highci value of ν in the heuristic can decrease the dimension of the 
candidates This can speed up the more costly "algoiithm Invariants" 
The algorithm is not yet completely implemented Currently only an experimental 
version of the1 implementation is available by e-mail lequest When the implementa­
tion is leady it will be made available at the authors ' WWW addresses 3 
applications of this algoiithm are the computation of first integrals ([59]), the 
computation of differential relations satisfied by the solutions ([16]), the- computation 
of algebiaic and Liouvilhan solutions ([49, 58, 60]) and, more geneially, to obtain 
more knowledge on the Galois group 
Jhttp //www-math sci kun nl/math/compalg/diffop/ 
http //medicis polytechnique fr/gage/ueil html 
and 
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Chapter 5 
Rational Solutions of the 
Mixed Differential Equation 
and its Application to 
Factorization of Differential 
Operators 
The topic oí this chapter is a fast method to compute the rational solutions of a 
certain differential equation that will be called the mixed differential equation This 
can be applied to speed up the factorization of completely leducible linear differential 
opeiatois with rational functions coefficients 
5.1 Introduction 
\ differential equation 
V i " ) - r o n _ l V , , , - 1 ) + +aiU'+aoy = 0 
(oiresponds to a differential operator of order η 
f = dn+a„_ldn ' + + a0d° 
acting on t/ Here the1 coefficients at aie elements of the differential field k(x) and 
д is the differentiation d/dj The field к is the field of constants It is assumed to 
ha\e charactenstic 0 к is the1 algebraic closuie of к The differential opeiator f is an 
element of the non commutative ring /r(:r)[d] This is an example of an Ote iing [40] 
The equation di = id + 1 holds in this iing We denote the solution space of ƒ as 
\ (ƒ) It is а к vectoi space of dimension order(/) One \va\ to dehne 1 (ƒ) without 
ambiguity is as a subset of the umunsal extension, с f [24] 
A factorization ƒ = LR where L R e k(r)[d] is useful for computing solutions of 
ƒ because the1 solutions \ (ƒ?) of the light hand factor R aie solutions of ƒ as well 
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Gi\eii L and R we can ask the following question How ran one compute (if it exists) 
an operator R> 6 k(x)[d) such that I (ƒ) = V (77) 0 (П>)'? In section 5 3 1 it is 
shown how this question can be icduced to the mixed equation (5 1) with г = 1 
Such an operator Ro could also he computed b\ one of the factorization algorithms 
for diffeiential operatois, с f [6, 13, 42] and chapter 3 However, these factorization 
algonthms can be quite costly so we want to have an alternatne method 
The mixed equation (called gemischte Gleichung in [39]) is the1 following Let L 
and R be in k(x)[d] We will assume that L and R arc momc (ι e the coefficient ш 
k(x) of the highest power of д is 1) Let с € /г(т)[9] with ordei(r) < order(L) In the 
applications с is either 1 (cf section 5 3 1) oí 0 (cf section 5 3 2) Compute· the set 
of all r e к( )[д] such that theie exists an l € к(х)[д] with 
Ri +IL = ( (5 1) 
Wc call this the mixed equation A.n eqursaient equation is 
RUcm(Ri,L) = ( (5 2) 
Hcic RRem stands for the remainder after a right-hand diusion Note that it is 
suffic lent to compute the following set of solutions 
{/ € £(.r)[<9]|ordcr(r) < окіеі(L) and RRern(.Rr L) = r} (5 3) 
because the other solutions ι of order > order(L) aie obtained from these by adding 
elements of к (i)[d]L 
The set (5 3) of solutions of the mixed equation in the case с = 0 is called Sv{R, L) 
in [47] The operators 7 m this set map solutions of L to solutions of R The set 
£v(f,f) is called the aqenrmg of ƒ Singer gives a vciy interesting application of 
computing this eigenring namely the following If £ p ( / ƒ) contairrs a non-constant 
element г then he shows how one can use r to compute a non trmal factor m к (χ) [0] 
of ƒ ш an efficient wa\ cf section 3 1 m [47] We will give an example of this in 
section 5 3 2 If ƒ is completely reducible then either £p( ƒ, ƒ ) с ontains a non-constant 
element (and so ƒ can be factored) or £χ>(/, ƒ) is the set of constants and then ƒ is 
irreducible This will be the main application of the mrxed equation 
Acknowledgments: I would like to thank J A Weil and S Ρ Tsarev foi use­
ful discussions about these topics It should also be noted that Τ A Weil has ideas 
(which have not \et been wntten down) for similar results about factoring completely 
reducible opeiatois as well Both approaches ha\c their own advantages The advan­
tage of his approach is it can be applied to other pioblems as well The advantage of 
the approach in this chaptei is that the algorithm is short and, even though the bound 
we give in proposition 5 is vcr\ technical, easier to implement \ proper comparison 
between the two methods can be given when both methods are implemented 
Outline of this chapter: The part of this chapter that is new is section 5 4 
Sections 5 2 and 5 3 are not new see also [39 47] These sections are intended as an 
introduction for section 5 4 and to gi\e applications Section 5 4 1 can be \iewed as 
an introduction for section 5 4 2 because the lesult of section 5 4 1 is re-done more 
geneially in section 5 4 2 The algorithm m section 4 for solving the mixed equatron 
consrsts of two parts 
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1. For each singularity ρ € Ρ ' {к) compute a bound for the valuation at ρ of the 
coefficients in k(x) of /·. 
2. Solve lineai equations over к (a different approach is given in section 5.4 as 
well). 
Computei algebra systems ah eddy have code for solving lineai equations, so the only 
thing that needs to be implemented for solving the mixed equation is the bound in 
section 4.2. 
An implementation of the algorithm (currently only the computation oi£-p(f,f) 
is implemented, but it is not much work to adapt this code for the case' of a more 
general mixed equation) is available fioin 
h t t p ://www-math.sci.kun.nl/math/compalg/diffop/ 
5.2 Preliminaries 
This section lists a few facts about differential operatois Foi a moie complete intro-
duction see [47]. In section Ö.4.2 the reader is assumed to be familiar with section 3 
m chapter 3. 
The greatest common right divisor R = GCRD(/i, /2) of two operatois f\ and fi 
is defined as the monic opeiator R with maximal order such that Л is a right-hand 
factor of both fi and f2- V{R) = V(f\)C\v(h)- By the Euclidean algorithm (cf. 
[40]) one can find two operators <?i and g2 such that 
R = Hifi +9>f-2 
and order(gi) < order (ƒ2). If R = 1 then the pair g\,g-¿ is uniquely determined. 
This can be shown as follows: If there were two different pairs then the difference 
h\Ji2 of these pairs would satisfy the equation h\fi + h>f¿ = 0 and order(/iL) < 
oider(/2). Then V{f2) С (/ц/і) implying /,(K(/ 2)) С (/ц). However, ƒ, is 
injective on V{f¿) because V(/i) Г Ш Ь ) = V{R) = 0. So order(/i,) = dim(V(/ii)) 
> dim(/i(l/(/2))) = dim(V(/¿)) = order(/2) which is a contiadiction. 
A valuation on a ring R is a map ν . R —> Z|J{oo} (other additive groups than 
Ж, such as Q, aie allowed as well) such that <;(()) = 00, u(fg) = v(f) + v(g) for all 
f,g e /?\{0}. Furthermore «(ƒ + g) > uan(v(f),v(g)) and v(f +g) = mm(v(f), u(g)) 
if v(f) φ v{g)- One can define different valuations on the ring of local (i.e. power 
series coefficients) differential operatois, cf. section 2 in chapter 2. The valuation of 
a powei series α € A:((a;)) \ {0} is defined as the smallest η for which the coefficient of 
1" in a is non-zero. The valuation of a non-zero iational function a € k(x) \ {0} at a 
point ρ € Ρ1 (к) = k\J{oo} is defined as follows: If ρ = oc then the valuation of a at 
ρ is the degree of the denominator minus the degiee of the numerator. If ρ ζ к then 
the valuation of α at ρ is defined as the integer η for which b = a/(x - p)n has no 
pole at ρ and b{p) φ 0. Suppose that B
v
 for ρ e Ρ1 {к) are given integers for which 
Bp φ 0 for only finitely many ρ and that N > 0 where Ν = Σ Bp. Then the set of all 
о in k(x) for which the valuation of a at ρ is > — Bp is а к vector space of dimension 
TV + 1. The elements of this vector space arc of the form n/D where D € k{x) can 
be deteimined from the Bp and where ri e k[x] is a polynomial of degree < N 
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In section 3.1 in [47] Singer gives three methods for computing £χ>(/, ƒ) . We will 
describe here the fiist method because we can draw two useful conclusions from this 
method (this method is computationally very costly, however. That is why we give an 
alternative method in section 5.4). Let η = oider(L) and m = order(Ä). Write r = 
/0<3° + . . . + r „ _ i 9 " _ 1 where the ;•, aie indetemanates . Write с = с$да + . . + c , l _ i ö ' l _ T . 
Now RRem(/?r . L) is a k{x) linear combination of the r, and the derivatives of the 
?·,. The highest derivative of r, that appears in RRem(7?r, L) is τ"1 . This r / " only 
appears in the coefficient of 9 ' in RRem(i?r, L) and the coefficient of г
г
 m that 
expression is 1 (recall that R is monic) So equation (5.2) is equivalent with the 
following set of differential equations 
{r,(m) + .. = r , | 0 O < n - l } 
where the dots stand lor fc(a;)-iinear expressions in r"1 , j G {0,. . . , η - 1}, rn' G 
{О,..., τη — 1}. If с φ 0 then this system is not homogeneous. To make it homoge­
neous we add one extra variable z, one equation z' = 0, and replace the ct by zct. 
We can conveit this system to a svstem of first order equations by intioducing new 
mdeterminatcs rt¡J for the j - t h deiivative of r, and adding the equations r, J + 1 = r' . 
This way we obtain a system of equations of the form 
Ay = y' (5.4) 
where Л is a inn + 1 bv nm + 1 matrix (if с = 0 then nm instead of nm + 1 because 
then ζ is not needed) over /r(r) and у is a vector consisting of the r ; j and z. Such 
л matr ix differential equation can be reduced to a single equation of order nm + 1 
(lesp. nm if г = 0) by a cyclic vector computation and t a n then be solved, sec [1] for 
computing rational solutions of a differential operator. We note the following. 
R e m a r k 1. If ρ G к is a regular point for L, В and the r, have no pole at ρ then 
the matrix A has no pole at the point p. If the vectoi у would have a pole of order 
t at the point ρ then the pole or dei of y' would be t + 1, but the pole order of Ay 
is < t. This contradicts Ay = y' so у (and hence the r, as well) ha\'e no pole at the 
point p. 
R e m a r k 2. Every basis of the solutions у of equation 5.4 over k(x) is a basis of 
solutions у over fc(a;) as well. Hence, for the mixed equation, to compute a basis for 
the solutions r e к(х)[д] it suffices to compute a basis for the solutions г G к(х)[д]. 
5.3 Applications of the mixed equation 
5.3.1 Computing a complement of V(B) 
Let ƒ = LR where f,L,R e к(х)[д] are monic and suppose there exists a different 
factorization ƒ = L2R2 in k(x)[d] such that \'{f) = V(R) φ V{R2). We assume 
that the operators f,L,R,L¿ and R> are monic The greatest common right divisor 
GCRD(7?, R>) of R and Ro must be 1 because R and R> have no common non-zero 
solutions Then, by the Euclidean algorithm, it follows that 
rR + T2R2 = 1 
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for some ι, r·? € k( ι )[д] which are uniquely determined under the condition order(? ) < 
oider(ñj) (note that order (ƒ?,>) = order(L)) 
The map rR + ?_>./? > = 1 is the identity and the map r,R, acts like the zero map 
on \ (Rj) С \ (ƒ) Hence the map rR acts like the projection of \ (ƒ) to \ (Ri) So 
rR acts like the identity on V(R2) Now R maps V(f) onto V(L), the kernel is V (R) 
Hence R is a bijection from V(R2) to V (L) So ? is the ìnveise bi]cction from Y(L) 
to \ (R2) Hence Rr acts like the ldentiU on V(L), then RT - I maps \ (L) to 0 so 
L must bc> a right-hand fattoi of RT — I In other words 
Rr+lL=l (r)5) 
loi some / G A(/)[d] R> can be constiucted from r using the equation 1 (/?_>) = 
; (K(L)) as follows Write ζ = ι (y) We can wnte the derivatives of ζ as vectors over 
k(x) on the basis tj,y', i / " - 1 ' (the higher order derivatives of y can be simplified 
using the lelation L(ij) = 0) Here η = order (L) The η th d e m a t n e of ζ must be 
Τ (τ) linearly dependent on the lower oidcr dcmatives z,z', ¿("- ' l Computing 
this linear dependence gives R> 
So (omputinq the set of monic operators R¿ with V(f) = \ (R) 0 V(J?¿) is 
equivalent with solving the mixed equation (5 1) for с = 1 These monic ƒ?> are in 1-1 
correspondence to the solutions r in (5 3) of this mixed equation Because of іешаік 
2 in section 5 2 the existence of such an R¿ G /T(Í)[C5] is equivalent with the existence 
of such an R, G к(і)[д] 
5.3.2 Singer's Factorization method 
In this section we describe a factorization method of Singer (cf section 3 1 m [47]) 
and show in an example how to combine Singer's method with the method nom 
sec tion 5 4 Note that our ƒ and r are с ailed L and R in [47] In the previous section 
a factorization ƒ = LR was given and the goal was to compute different factorizations 
In tins section only ƒ G /c(x)[c9] is gnen and we want to factor ƒ using the solutions 
of the following mixed equation 
fr+lf = Q (5 6) 
This equation is a special case of (5 1) The set of solutions (5 3) is called £p(/ ƒ) 
Suppose the dimension of f-p(f, f) l s greater than 1 Then we can take an clement 
7 G k(i)[0] in Sp(f,f) which is not a constant Now / is a Α,-lmear map from V(f) 
to V (ƒ) We can compute a basis of V(f) by computing formal solutions oí f at a 
point (this is easiest at a regular point) Then compute the matrix of the maf) r in 
this basis and compute an eigenvalue и e к Then GCRD(/,r — a) G fc(i)[c5] is л 
non-trivial factor of ƒ Note that the only algebrare extension over к that was used 
to compute a right hand factor is the eigenvalue о 
Corollary 3 If ƒ G к(х)[д] has an irreducible right-hand factor in k(x)[d] of order 
d then ƒ Ляс an irreducible riqht hand factor of order d m /(f)[ô] for some algebraic 
extension I of к of degree < order(/)/d 
Proof: Let у be the LCLM of all irreducible right-hand factors of ƒ of order d Now 
the statement follows by applymg Smger's factorization method to g 
α 
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Example: Ghen is the following differential operatoi 
Χ .ί"
1
 Χ·' Xя 
which is the LCLAI of two irreducible opeiators in (Q(j')[ö]. The problem is to find 
a right-hand factor of ƒ. In section 5.4 we will compute Evil if)· the solutions г 
of order < oi'der(J) of equation (5.6). It lias dimension 2. Then wc can choose a 
non-constant solution: 
,· = -.T5ö:i - хлд2 + 2χλΰ + xO. 
Now we need a basis foi V'(/). We compute a basis b¡,.... I>4 € ί?((.τ - 1)) of formal 
solutions at the point χ = I These b, aie uniquely determined by requiring that b, 
is (.τ — l ) ' " 1 mod (x — 1)л The operator r acts on this basis as 
/ 0 3 - 2 - 6 \ 
1 3 - 2 0 
-3/2 1/2 2 - 3 
V 13/6 -5/3 1/3 7 / 
The eigenvalues of this matrix are 3 + \/2 and 3 — \/2. From the eigenvalue 3 + \/2 
wc obtain the following right-hand factor of ƒ 
GCRD(/.r - 3 - 72) = 0'2 + —0 - Λ· 
χ x* 
The other eigenvalue 3 — \/2 gives the conjugate over Q of this factor. 
Note that аіт(£т>(/, f)) > 1 implies that ƒ is reducible but not that ƒ is com-
pletely reducible. For example if ƒ = (d + l/x)d then r = xd € £χ>(/, ƒ) (giving the 
right-hand factor d) but ƒ is not the LCLM of irreducible operators. 
5.4 Solving the mixed equation 
Write 
о г ( І і т ( / . ) - 1 
г = 2_. r'd' 
1 = 0 
and suppose r is a solution of the mixed equation (5.2) or equation (5.1) which is 
equivalent. In section 5.2 we have seen that the r, can not have a pole at a point 
ρ € к if fí, L and с have no pole at ρ In section 5.4.1 (lemma 35) and section 5.4.2 
(proposition 5 and the comments after proposition 5) we show how to compute a 
bound for the valuation of each r, in the remaining places (i.e. the point oo and the 
points in к where 7?, L or с has a pole). Then we can write 
with n, G k[x] of degree < Лг, and D, G k(x) where .V, and D, are computed from the 
bounds. So given the bounds, we only need to determine the polynomials n,. This 
< an be done in several different ways: 
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• Approach 1. Write the nt as a polynomials in χ of degree N, with undeter­
mined coefficients. Then substitute r in the mixed equation (5.2) and find lineai 
equations for these undetermined coefficients. Solving these equations gives the 
solutions of the mixed equation. 
• Approach 2. 
Let L\ be an operatoi such that T'(Li) = c{\'(L)). If с = 0 then put L\ = 1, 
if г = 1 then L\ = L. In the lemaining cases L¡ can be obtained as follows· 
wiite ζ = c(y) where ц is a solution of L. Denote η = oider(L) Using L(y) = 
О л с write the derivatives of ζ as k(x) linear expressions in </, ι/',. · · , î / ' l _ l ' 
Computing a /г(т)-1іпеаі dependence· between z,z',. . , z ( , ! ) gives L
x 
Compute a basis for Y{L) and a basis z b .,zm foi Y{LiR) (foi example a 
basis of formal solutions at a regular point). Let у 6 V{L). Then Rr(y) = 
c(y) G V(L[) so r(y) € V(LiR). Assume that all the Dl are equal to one 
polynomial D (if they are not polynomials we can take1 the numerator, and if 
they are not equal we с an replace the D, bv the least common multiple) Then 
^(ii) = ^Y/nldi(y)eV(L,n) 
so 
Σ п
іУ
м
 = C.Dz, +... + C
m
Dz
m
. (5.7) 
Here the n, and C, are polynomials in χ with a bounded degree (the degree of 
the C, is 0). The ?/'' and Dz, aie power series in χ — ρ (if we computed the 
formal solutions at a iegular point p) For each basis element у of V(L) we 
obtain an equation of this form. The problem of computing all polynomials ii, 
and С
г
 satisfying the given conditions on then degrees, such that equation (5.7) 
holds up to a given accuracy o G N (i.e. modulo (x—p)") is handled efficiently bv 
the Beckermann-Labahn algorithm, cf. [17, 5]. A good guess for the accuracy a 
that is required to obtain solutions of the mixed equation to take « such that the 
number of linear conditions ovei к is at least the number of unknown coefficients 
of the n, and С
г
. If we took the accuracy a too small then we find too many 
solutions, i ν we find a basis b\,. .. , b¡ such that the solutions ot the mixed 
equation form a subspace of the vector space spanned by / ; i , . . , b¡ Then we 
can pick out the conect solutions from this vector space as follows. Substi tute 
r = С[Ь[ + .. .rtbt, where the c, aie variables, in the mixed equation (5 2) and 
solve lineai equations to find the right c ' i , . . . . C/. 
• Approach 3. One can compute the n¡ from the formal solutions r, G к((т — ρ)) 
of the mixed equation where ρ is a regular point, in a way that is similar to 
the way that the rational solutions of a diffeiential operator are obtained fiom 
the formal solutions in [1]. This wav we have1 to solve linear equations over к in 
order(L) оиІег(Д) vanables. 
5.4.1 The local bound problem, regular singular case 
Define δ = хд. The ring k(x)[d] is a sub-ring of the ring k((x))[d] = k((x))[ô]. In 
section 2.2 we have defined a valuation 
v0 • ΗΗ)[δ] -> Z\J{œ) 
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as follows: Foi non-zero ƒ = ^Z fi,jJ'°J t n e valuation vo(f) is the smallest ι for 
which ƒ, j φ 0 for some j Foi this ƒ we can dehne the Newton polynomial for slope 
0 (as in section 2 3 4) using a variable Τ as follows 
No(f) = Y,f,
a{f)JT
J
ek{T]. 
ι 
The substitution map 
S
r
=T+l • k[T] -> k[T] 
is a fc homoinoii)liism defined Ь Г н Т + /. 
We recall a few facts about the Newton polynomial N0 
• degree(/V(i(ƒ)) = o rdc i ( / ) if and only if ƒ is icgulai singular. 
• The roots of Л'о(/) in A. aie called the exponents of ƒ. 
• For all L,R in &((ж))[г5] we have 
N0(L · R) = ST=T+iolR)(N0{L)) • N0(R) 
Note that wc assumed that L and R are monic in k(x)\d]. So if the order is > 0 they 
are not monic when considered as elements of fc((.r))[rf]. 
The local bound problem is the following. Given /?, L and с in k((x))[S] with 
oi dei (с) < oider(L) compute a lower bound for v0(r) (or a lower bound for each 
coefficient ot r in k((x)) sepaiately) for all solutions r G k((c))[ò~] of the mixed equa-
tion (5.1), i.e foi all r 6 k((x))[S] with onlei(r) < ordci(L) for whi<h there exists an 
/ e к{{т)Щ such that Rr + IL = с 
L e m m a 35 (Bound foi t'o('') in the regular singular case). Let R,r,l,L and t be in 
к{{х))Щ with Rr + IL = r, ordcr(c) < oidei(L), order(r) < order (L), R Φ 0, L φ 0 
and r φ 0. Assume that L is regular singular Then 
с φ 0 and vo(r) > г>о(с) — VQ(R) 
οι 
Scd(ST=T+t0lT)(KiAR)),N0(L)) φ 1 (Ó.8) 
Proof: If vo(r) > i>u{c) - VQ{R) then u0(c) must be finite and so с φ 0. Now assume 
M ' ' ) < vo(c) - vo(R)- Then oo(Rr) < VQ(C) = v0{Rr + IL) This is only possible if 
the lowest powei of .r in Rr and IL cancel, in other words 
No{Rr) + N0(IL) = 0 
T h e assumption that L is iegular singular means 
degree(7V0(L)) = order(L). 
Apply the multiplication foi inula for the Newton polynomials 
0 = NQ{Rr) + Xn{lL) 
= 5
т
= т + 1 п ( , ) ( Л о ( і ? ) ) Ai,(r) + S T = 7 - + l u ( ¿ ) (Ao( / ) ) -7V„(L) . 
В(чause degree(yV
n
(r)) < order(L) = degiee(A'0(L)) equation J 8 follows. 
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Note that equation 5 8 can hold foi only finitely many integers Vo(i) So the 
minimum of these mtegeis (and the integer г>»{с) - VQ(R) if r φ 0) is a lowei bound 
loi vo(r) The bound can be computed fiom u0(() v0(fí), Nt)(L) and Л'()(77) 
5.4.2 The local bound problem, general case 
We can generalize the valuation v0 and the Newton polynomial iVo to /,((/))[e5] as 
follows If ƒ 6 Щ г ) ) [ о ] _thcn ƒ is an element of k({rl/n))[S] foi some η £ N Write 
f = Σ, Ύ' fi where ƒ, £ к [δ] and where the sum is taken o u r ι £ -Ж. If ƒ / 0 then 
(»()(ƒ) is denned as the smallest ι for which f, φ 0 and the Newton poh noinial A*o(/) 
is deñned as this f, (with à replaced bv the \anable T) 
First let us ree all a few definitions and notations from sec tion 3 3 We have deñned 
a set E = U к [ r ~ ' / n ] and a partially deñned valuation υ h o m the universal extension 
\ to the set E This υ is deñned on the sit \ » С \ which is the set of all non-zero 
¡j £ \ tha t can be written in the form Exp(c)s for some t £ E and s G l 0 Here 
Vо = MR)[log(r)] 
The map 
Exp E -> V, 
is deñned as E\p(e) = e x p ( | ^dx) We ha \c u(Exp(e)) = с For r £ / • (( ' ) ) the1 
substitution map 
sc ЖЙ)[д] -> Щх))[д] 
is defined as the /c((i))-hornomoiphism gi\en bv Sc(ò) = ò + с For с £ E and 
f £ k((j))[S] \ {0} we have defined the multiplicity и, (ƒ) of the geneiah/ed exponent 
с in ƒ as the multiplieltv of the root 0 in No(Se(f)) Note ve{f) is not the same 
as the multiphcitv of the exponential part / / ,(ƒ) The exponential parts aie the 
geneiahzcd exponents modulo a certain equivalence, hence their multiplicity fic(f) is 
> the multiplicity ve{f) of the generalized exponent The1 sum of v,{f) taken over 
all с £ Ε κ the numbci of elements of the list of generalized exponents which equals 
order (ƒ) 
The generalized exponents aie a generalization of the classical notion of exponents 
The exponents oí an operator f are those geneiahzed exponents which are m к An 
opciator is regular smgulai if and only if all generalized exponents are expejnents, ι с 
if they are elements of к 
Our appioach for the geneial (ι e not necessanlv regular singular) e ase is quite 
tee lime al To explain the idea we will first ι eformulate the pievious section into the 
terminology of exponents instead of Newton poh normals Then we can generalize by 
ìeplacing the exponents by generalized exponents If 
Πι + IL = с and с = 0 
and e is an exponent of L then с is an exponent of Bi as well If v
e
{r) < v( (L) then 
(the proof follows later in the more general case) ? o[r) + с is an exponent of R This 
must happen for at least one exponent c- of L because if L is regular singular then 
the number of exponents с (counting with multiphcitv) is greater than the order of 
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? Bv comparing the exponents of R and L, and taking the smallest possible integer 
different e, we obtain a bound for Vo(r) If с φ 0 we have to consider the possibility 
i ( i ( f i ' ) > 'o(<") ¿ s W'H 
If L is not régulai singulai (L is irregular singular) then the number of exponents 
f is not necessanh laigei than order(r) Then theie need not be an exponent e with 
//,(7) < ve(L) This problem can be fixed bv using generalized exponents instead 
ol exponents Lsing generalized exponents we always have an e with vc(i) < ve(L) 
because order(r) < order(L) Then we can take a solution y g V» of L with u(y) = e 
By substituting y in the mixed equation (5 1) we get the equation Hr(y) = c(y) 
The idea is now to relate the multiplicity of a generalized exponent to a property 
d((jl of elements of Vt Using this propeitv we can study the relation between the 
valuation of ƒ f(y) and tj We apply this two times on the equation Пт (y) = r(y) 
hist to find a 1 elation between the valuations of П, П(і(у)) and r(y) (note that i? 
and R(r(y)) — c(y) aie known, so this relation gives information on the valuation of 
1 (y)) and then to find a relation between the valuations of r, r(y) and t/ to obtain 
information on the valuation oí r 
Defini t ion 16 For a non zero element y G Ko define degl(?y) as folloni·, Write y as 
ij = 53 ( (i,j c ' log( r ) ' where the sum is taken ouei j G (Ν and ? € γΈ. foi some η € ÍN 
Then clcgl(y) is the maximal j for which al(v) j φ 0 
Enei y element IJ G \ » is of the form Exp(e).z for some e ζ E and z e V
 () Then 
dcgl(v) is defined as clegl(z) 
L e m m a 36 Let с e/г, f = ò — e + s with s g Ä,((; )) with v(s) > 0 and y e V0 \ {0} 
If с φ v(y) then 
"(ƒ('ƒ)) = v(y) and degl(/((/)) = degl(y) 
If ( = 1 (¿у) and dcgl(?y) > 0 then 
b(fm = o(y) and degl(/(v)) = dcgl(y) - 1 
and if с = v(y) and degl(</) = 0 then 
v(f(y)) > "(</) 
Since the proof of the lemma is easy we skip it Note that f(y) = 0 is only possible 
in the case e = Ü(T/) and degl(ty) = 0 
L e m m a 37 Let ƒ e /r((c))[ó] \ {()}, у e Г „ \ {()} and d = degl(y) Let e = t (</) e <Q 
andd' = v
e
(f) Ifd'<dth<n 
"(ƒ( ' ;)) = »п(Я + «(ν) and <le6l(/(!/)) = d - d' 
/ƒ ci' > Í/ then 
"(Я?/)) ><<>(ƒ) + Φ / ) 
Note tliat ƒ(?/) = 0 is onlv possible in the cast1 d' > d 
Proof: Fa< tor (c f sc с tion 5 m chaptei 2) f as f = L (à - e\ + s^ ) (d - cn + s„ ) 
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where )'(•>,) > 0, ri ,f„ e к are the exponents of ƒ and L has no regular singulai 
fat toi (ι e L has no slope 0 ш the Newton pohgon) Then v()(f) = VQ(L) Denote 
ζ - (ò - fi + 6ι) (c5 - f η + s„)(y) e V0 Now either υ(ζ) e Q or ζ = 0 d' is the 
numhei of г for which et = ч{у) 
Assume ζ φ 0 Write L = L0S
U
 + + L,„<V" Now u(L,) > v(L
n
) for ? > 0 
(because L has no slope 0) and v(d'(z)) > v(z) so u(Ltd'(z)) > i>(Lc¡ ζ) H e m e 
v(L(z)) = v(LQ z) and degl(L(z)) = degl(L 0 z) Now f{y) = L(z) so v(f(y)) = 
?;(L„ z) = v(L0) + υ(ζ) = иаЩ + υ (ζ) = v0(f) + u((ò - (Ί + s, ) (ó - r„ + s„ )((/)) 
and dcgl( /(y)) = dcgl(L„ *) = degl(z) = degl((ó - e, + s,) (ó - e„ + s„)(f/)) Now 
the lemma follows bv repeated use of the previous lemma 
D 
L e m m a 38 Let ƒ G k((i))[ò] Then ƒ has a solution y in \\ with degl(y) = d and 
v(y) = с if and only if v
c
{f) > d 
Note the following consequence of the lemma If thcic exists a solution у with u(y) = с 
and degl(ty) > 0 then theie exists a solution ζ with v(z) = с and degl(z) = degl(y) - 1 
This ran easily be shown in a different way as well, take ζ = ι/ — 5iOK(iy) wheie 5iü g 
is the ш а р that replaces log(r) by log(/) + 1, с f section 9 in chaptei 2 
Proof: Let у e \* with degl(¿/) = d, v(y) = e and ƒ (ι/) = 0 Wiite г = Lxp(— e)y, so 
v(z) = 0 and ζ e Ь \ {0} We have V{f) = Exp(e) V{S
e
(f)) So St(f){z) = 0 and 
hente by lemma 37 it follows that vo(S< (ƒ)) > dcgl(z) = d Since v, (ƒ) = / < O ( S C ( / ) ) 
one paît of the lemma follows 
Now suppose v( (ƒ) > d We must p io \e that ƒ has a solution in \ » \\ith \aluation 
ρ and degl d Let ñ G À-((j))[e,ó] be the light-hand factoi of Sc{f) of maximal 
order which is semi-iegulai (cf section 3 2 in chaptei 3) ovei fc((x))[rj] Now щ{В) = 
vv(SAf)) = М Я > d 
It is sufficient to pro\c that R has a solution у with \aluation U and degl d because 
then Exp(e)(/ is a solution of ƒ with the1 desìi ed piopert\ Section 8 1 in chaptei 2 
gives a recuisive algoiithm tor computing a basis of solutions of R This algorithm 
makes repeated use of integration s, = f ^di In this integration piocess (we take 
the constant t enu in the integral equal to 0) we have t ( s , ) = υ[α,) Fui thermore 
degl(s t) = degl(«() if ν (α,) φ 0 and degl(s,) = degl(a,) + 1 if υ(α,) = 0 Using these 
relations and induction with respect to the ordei of R it follows that the algorithm 
m section 8 1 of chaptei 2 pioduces a solution y with valuation e and degl(y) = j foi 
ел e n exponent e of R and e\en integer j with 0 < j < v
c
{R) 
D 
L e m m a 39 Let ƒ e к{(х))Щ he of order η and e 6 E Let ι' = 0 if с = 0 mid 
с' = a(r) otheiwise (so v' € Q and v' < 0) Let d = i>0(S({f)) Then d is an 
mteqti divided by the ramification uidei of e The (oefficient of δ1 in ƒ has valuation 
> d+ {n - i)u' 
The proof of the lemma is cas\, we skip it The ι (unification indes of t is defined as 
the smallest positive mtegei η such that e £ A , ( ( J ' / " ) ) 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 5 (Bound for VO{SK(T))). Let Rr + IL — с where R,r,l,L,c in k((x))[S] 
with R φ 0, L φ 0, r φ 0, ordor(f) < order(L) and ordcr(r) < ordcr(L). 
Suppose f £ Ë with vc(L) > ve(r). Let y G V, be a solution of L with v(y) = e 
and dcgl(y) = vL(L)-l. Let M = oo if c(y) = 0 and M = v(c(y)) -c GQ ifc{y) Φ 0. 
Then 
c(y) φ 0 and v0(Sc(r)) = M - va(S,(R)) 
or vo(S
e
(r)) + t' is a generalized exponent of R. 
Note: It is not a priori known which e satisfies v
c
{L) > v
e
(r). Also note that v
e
(L) > 
v
e
{r) implies that f
e
(L) > 0 in other words: e is a generalized exponent of L. 
In the two applications in section 5.3 wc have с = 0 or с = 1. If с = 0 then M = oc 
so then the first case in the proposition can not occur. If с = 1 then M = 0. So in 
both applications the proposition can be used without computing a solution y with 
the desired properties dcg\(y) = v
e
(L) — 1 and v(y) = e. 
Proof: 
Rr(y) = (Rr + lL)(y) = c(y). 
Denote1 ζ = Exp(— e)y and w = S
e
(r)(z). Then v(z) = 0 and degl(z) = degl(y) = 
f
e
(L) - 1 > u
r
(r) = //„(5
e
(r)). Now S,(R)S
e
(r) + S
e
{l)S
c
.{L) = 5,(c) and ζ is a 
solution of S,,(L) so 
SP(R)M = Se(R)(St(r)(z)) = Se(r){=) (5.9) 
Now S
c
(c)(z) = Ex\)(-r)c.(y) so 
v(S
e
(R)(v!)) = v(c(y))-e = M. 
By lemma 37 and degl(z) > f
u
(S,,(r)) it follows that 
,'(w) = v(S
c
(r)(z)) = v„(S
r
(r)) + v(z) = v0(Se(r)). (5.10) 
According to lemma 37 and equation 5.9 there are two possibilities (if M = сю 
then the first case can not occur) 
v(S
e
(R)[w))=v0(Se(n))+v(w) 
or /л,(ц) (Sf.(/?)) > degl(u') which implies that v(w) is a generalized exponent of 5
Г
( Д ) . 
The latter case implies that v(w) + e is a generalized exponent of R. So v0(S,.(r)) = 
v(w) = v(S,(R)(w)) - u0(Se{R)) = M - i¡a(Se(R)) or v0{S,(r)) + с = v(w) + e is a 
generalized exponent of R. 
D 
Note that both cases imply a lower bound for v0(Sc(r)). Since we do not know which 
of these two cases holds (unless M = oo then the first case; can not occur) we have 
to take the minimum of these two bounds to obtain a lower bound for v0(S,,(r)). In 
the case where v»(S
e
(r)) + e is a generalized exponent of R we obtain a lower bound 
for ?.'o(5(.(r)) by taking the minimal m € г я г Ч , Ж for which m + с is a generalized 
exponent, of R. (recall that ram(c) is the ramification index of e). Then by lemma 39 
we obtain a lower bound for the valuation of the coefficients of r. 
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The order of an operator equals the sum of the v
v
 taken over all г £ E Since 
οι dei (L) > order(r) we must have 
v
r
{L)>v,{r) (5 11) 
for at least one с £ E. Note, howevei. that we do not know for which e equation 5.11 
holds. So to obtain a lower bound for the valuations of the coefficients of /· we must 
take the minimum of these lower bounds for all generalized exponents с of L. 
E x a m p l e , c o n t i n u e d from sect ion 5.3.2: Now we will use the bound to com­
pute the rational solutions r of the mixed equation in the example of section 5.3.2. 
We can write 
< = τ?+•• + %*• 
The only singularities of ƒ are τ = 0 and .r = oo. The point r = 0 is an inegulai 
singularity so we must compute the list of generalized exponents: 
1 1 1 1 
η , 2 — a , « Η — , 2 — α Η — 
s. χ .r .r 
Hei e « is a root of the polynomial 1 — AZ + 2Zl (note that it is not necessary to 
compute all generalized exponents, it suffices to compute them up to conjugation) 
Now the smallest possible difference between generalized exponents which is an integer 
divided by the lamification index is 0. So we have va(S
e
(r)) > 0 for some с m the list 
of geneializcd exponents. Then by lemma 39 it follows that the coefficient of δ1 m r 
(heie r localized at the point χ = 0, in <5 notation instead of д notation, с f. section 
3.1 in chapter 3) has valuation > ? — 3 Now we should conveit this bound for the 
δ notation to a bound in д notation. The result is that r, = nJD, has valuation 
> ι - 3 + ι at the point .r = 0. So we can take Di = χ
Λ
~
2ί
 (D, is not a polynomial 
if ι > 2, however. In these cases the notion of the degree of D, is problematic. But 
then we can simply interpret dcgree(L>t) as —1 times the valuation of Dt at the point 
infinity). 
Now we want a lower bound for the valuation of r, at infinity (i e. an upper bound 
foi degree(7i,) — degree(_D¡)) The operator ƒ is regular singular at infinity and the' 
Newton polynomial is T4 - 5T2 + 2Γ = T(T - 2 ) ( T 2 + 2T - 1). Then by lemma 35 
it follows t h a t vo(loo{i')) > ~2- Here /oo(r) is r localized at infinity, cf section 3.4 
in chapter 3. We have to convert this to a bound for the valuation of r, at iiifin-
itv. The lesult is that the valuation of rt at infinity is > —2 — 2? This means 
degree(n,) — degrec(D,) < 2 + 2г. Hence degree(n,) < 2 + 2г + degree(í),) = 5. So we 
can write r with 4 • (5 + 1) undetermined coefficients. Twenty-four mdeteiminates is 
not verv much so appioach 1 m section 5.4, solving linear equations, will be efficient 
enough to be able to handle this example. These linear equations are obtained from 
R R e m ( / r , ƒ) = 0. By solving these linear equations we can find the following basis 
of solutions: 1 and - . r ^ ô 1 - .т4<92 + 2х3д + хд 
E x a m p l e : 
с al 6 т
 Q3 8.7-2+5 2 2х 1 
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Tins operatoi is completeh reducible Using the Implementation m diffop one can 
compute in a few seconds the following basis of the cigennng b\ = 4x + (x2 — 2)0 + 
6і{х2 + 1)02 + (х2 + 1)1д3 b2 = rd + (x2 + l)d2 b3 = r-d+I{J2+ 1)д2,Ьл = 1 We 
choose a Q(t) linear combination of b\ bo b¡ (the constant term см has no influence 
on the resulting factorizations) fot which the endomorphism that is obtained has 
eigenvalues that depend on t Then, b> apphing Singer s factorization algorithm, we 
obtain a nght-hand factor that depends on r Aftei simplification tins results in the 
following right hand factors 
ii,, = d2+. /'~\
я
э+ 2 ; + ; + ; *h
e r e
 S ^ - ^ - ^ G P ^ 
( τ - + 1)(/ +/) 2 ( r - + 1)(; + f) 
These R
s
 , aie irreducible Every /r\ , must have the same type otherwise ƒ could 
not have mfiniteh marn different factorizations (cf [56] or [39]) Since the set of all 
и reducible tight-hand factors can be parametrized by Px (k) cf [5G], and any non-
constant morphism from a conic s2 = -3f2 - 4 to P] (k) is surjc4ttvc, it follows that 
{R
s ( | s 2 = -St2 - 1. f e Pl(k)} 1S the set of all irreducible right-hand factois of ƒ 
As one can see none of the ƒ?,
 ( is defined over Q, so ƒ is irreducible in Q(x)[d], even 
though it has infinitely many different factorizations in Q{x)\d] 
Proposition 6 Let f — LR with f,L,R momc elements of k((x))[S] Let s £ Q, 
s > 0 and i\ be the tmhiation defined in section 2 2 Then the coprirne index (defined 
ai section 2 2) with respect to v
s
 of this factorization is finite 
Proof: If the copi ime index is > t then there exists an a > ί and operators Lt, Rt 
such that 
• σ
α+ι+\(LtRt) = a,t+t+i(LR). in other words vs(LiRt - LR) > vs(LR) + a + t 
• a
u
(Li) = o~
a
(L) and a
a
(Rt) = cra(R) In othei words 
v
s
{L - L,) > üs(L) + a and us(R - Rt) > v„{R) + a (5 12) 
• an+i{Li) φ anVy{L) or au + i{R,) φ aa+]{R) In other 
v
s
{L-L,) < v,(L) +0 + 1 or v
s
(R - Rt) <v,{R)+a + l (5 13) 
We will assume that f,L,R,Lt,Rt are monic, the definition of the coprirne index in 
section 2 2 is less technical for this case 
Denote/, = L , - L a n d r , = R,-R ThenL,R, = (L+/,)(7?+?,) = LR+l,R+Lit + 
I ti, Now u4(/,?,) > vs(LR) + 2n > v,(LR)+a + t áiidvs(L,R,-LR) > us{LR)+a + t 
Hence ltR + Li, (which is LtRi — LR minus ltrt) has valuation > vb{LR) + a + t as 
well 
Assume1 t > 1 Fiom equation (5 13) and from c,(//ñ + Lr,) > v^LR) + a + t 
it follows that l/R, or Li, has valuation smaller than the \aluation of the sum l,R + 
Lr, Fiom this it follows that vs{i,R) = i\(Lrt), and this equals vs(LR) + a by 
equations (5 12) and (5 13) 
If a is suffk tenth latge (take t sufficienth laige) then from the assumptions that 
L L,,R,Ri are moine and equation (5 12) it follows that order(L) = order(L,) and 
ordei(R) = oidei(i?,) So oider(/,) < oider(L), oidei(rf) < оніег(Л) 
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Let с = l/R + Lr ι Peitorm a right division of с b\ R and let q he the quotient 
rhen ? ^{q) > u^(r)+ci > t^(LR) +a + t + Ci fot some constant ci depending, only on 
R and oider(L) Hence b
s
(q) > t
s
(lt) for sufficienth large t After subtracting q h o m 
/f and L, (note that this does not affect u
s
(lt) and v
s
{Lt) because vs(q) > vs(l/)) we 
may assume that oider(c) < order(Ä) Then proposition 5 says that (the effect of Se 
on the valuations is bounded by some constants o , ((,,<· 7 that can be computed from 
L R and s) one of the following holds 
• '
;n(?/) > M — C2 for some constant ci Note that M > u0(t) + r3 where < ¡ is 
some constant so VQ{I¡) > щ{с) + <A wheie <4 is some constant Or 
•
 v
o(Tt) + c·) + f 1 S a generalized exponent of L for some generalized exponent e 
of ƒ?, where <·•-, is a lational number between some constants CQ and tj 
(the names L and R are ie\cised in pioposition 5) 
If t goes to inhniU, then so do a, hence i \ (? / ) , And hence b0{rt) So if t is 
sufficiently large then the second саье can not occur, and so the first case must hold 
The first case says that і>и{<) — vo(rt) is bounded from above Then ?\(r) — i\(rt) is 
bounded fiom above But v
s
(rt) — t\(R) +a hence ъ 6(г) is bounded fiom abo\c b> 
a plus some constant Furthermore v^(() = t\(lfR + Li t) > i
s
{LR) + a + t hence t 
is bounded from above, which finishes the pi oof 
D 
Suppose ƒ = LR where f,L,R aie monic elements of the commutative ring 
k((x))[y] For each ·> g Q a valuation i\ on к {{t))[i/\ is defined in sen tion 2 2, and 
corresponding to t,4 a notion of the coprirne index Using the same arguments as 
111 the pioof above, one sees that the coprirne index of ƒ = LR is finite if and only 
if there exists a number N such that us(ltR + Lrt) — us(i 1) < N foi all non-zero 
/( it with degree(//) < degree(L) and degree(7,) < degiec(ñ) If L, R are copi ime, 
ie if gcd(L,.ñ) = 1, then such V exists bv the extended Euclidean algorithm If 
gcd(L, R) φ 1 one easily finds ¡t,rt, f E N foi which us(ltR + Lr¡) — υ4(τ/) is not 
bounded fiom above Hence, for a factorization ƒ — LR m k((x))[t/] the coprirne 
index (with tespect to ь
д
) is finite if and onlj if L R are coprirne 
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Samenvatting 
\oor lineane diffeientiaaheigehjkmgen bestaat er een Galoisthconc analoog, aan die 
л ooi polvnoomvergclijkmgen De Galoisgroep \ooi pohnoomvergehjkingcn kan ge­
bruikt woidcn om de stiuctuui \an de oplossingen te bestuderen en om te beslissen 
of ei e\acte (uitgedrukt in geneste woiteluitdrukkingen) oplossingen bestaan De 
Galoisgroep λ an diffcrentiaalveigeli]kingen heeft soortgelijke toepassingen 
Orn de Galoisgioep en eventuele exacte oplossingen te berekenen zijn een aantal 
algoritmische hulpmiddelen nodig Een van die hulpmiddelen vooi polvnooinverge­
lijkingen is het fa(torisatie-algontmc \oor polynomen Precies hetzelfde geldt ook 
•voor lineaire diffeientiaalveigehjkmgen, algoritmen voor het ontbinden van chfferen-
tiaalopeiatoien spelen oen belangrijke ιοί in het berekenen van exatte oplossingen en 
de Galoisgioep Het hoofddoel van dit proefschrift is nu het vinden van efficiente 
methoden voor tiet ontbinden van diffetentiaaloperatoren 
Er zijn al algoiitiiien bekend \ooi de ontbinding van diffcrentiaalopeiatoien In 
theorie werken deze algoritmen altijd Echter, in de piaktijk kan een berekening mis­
lukken als een algontme meei tijd of geheugen gebruikt dan er bcschikbaai is Het 
mislukken van /o'n berekening is \aak het gevolg \an het feit dat er bepaalde construc­
ties gebruikt worden die een explosieve с oefficientengroei tot gevolg kunnen hebben 
λ oorbeelden van zulke constructies zijn sphjthchamen en Grobnerbasis berekeningen 
^ il men een algontme hebben dat minder vaak mislukt, dan moeten dit soort con­
structies dus \ ei meden worden De moeilijkheid van het vinden van een goed algo­
ritme is dus dat men werkt met een handicap de bedoeling is het vinden van een 
algoritme, maar een aantal constructies die dit eenvoudig zouden maken mag men 
uit efficientie-o\ ei wegingen niet gebruiken Deze handicap heeft men niet als men 
alleen wil aantonen dat een gegeven probleem berekenbaar is, dat is dus niet het­
zelfde probleem als het vinden van een goed algoritme Het belangrijkste resultaat 
m dit proefschrift is dus met zomaai een algoritme voor de ontbinding van differen­
tiaaloperatoren, maar een algoritme dat geen gebruik maakt van sphjthc hamen of 
Giobnerbasis-berekenmgen Gezien vanuit de vorige methoden, die gebaseerd zijn op 
Beke's algontme, lag het met vooi cle hand dat zo'n algoritme mogelijk was 
\ooi ontbinding van pol> nomen in Q[x] beschouwt men gewoonlijk eerst locale 
ontbindingen, dat wil zeggen ontbindingen over Fp of de p-adische getallen Voor 
differentiaaloperatoren \olgcn we dezelfde strategie Daarom worden in hoofdstuk 2 
eigenschappen van locale differentiaaloperatoren bestudeerd Het doel hieivan is de 
toepassing in hoofdstuk 3 de ontbinding van globale (dat wil zeggen met rationale 
coëfficiënten) diffeientiaalopeiatoien Een aantal bekende feiten ovei locale diffe-
ïentiaalopeiatoren worden in hoofdstuk 2 op een andeie manier herschreven Een 
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voorbeeld daaivan zijn de zogenaamde '•exponential parts". In zekere zin zijn deze 
al bekend in de vorm van "normalized eigenvalues" en '"characteristic classes" m Ron 
Sommeling's proefschrift. Ei zijn echter subtiele velschillen In de definitie van de 
diaiacteristic classes wordt gebruik gemaakt van de Jordan-Holder stelling, impliciet 
wordt dus gebruik gemaakt van een ontbinding. Echter, in plaats van ontbindingen 
te gebruiken om chaiacteiistic classes uit te tekenen, willen we juist precies het omge-
keeide, namelijk een dei gelijk begrip gebruiken om locale diffeientiaaloperatoren te 
kunnen ontbinden. Daarom woidt in paragraaf 2.6 een alternatieve aanpak gegeven; 
et woidt, een definitie van exponential parts gegeven die berekend kan woiden zonder 
dat een volledig factorisatie-algoritme (zie paragiaaf 2.7) nodig is. Deze aanpak is 
wat technisch, maar wel praktisch voor de doeleinden in dit proefschrift. 
In hoofdstuk 3 gaat het om het ontbinden van differentiaaloperatoren met rationale 
functies als coëfficiënten. We kunnen een diffeientiaaloperator ƒ eeist locaal ontbinden 
en locale rechtsfactoien r vinden. Een van de resultaten in hoofdstuk 3 is dat het 
mogelijk is om, gegeven r, een operator R van minimale orde te vinden zodanig dat r 
(ччі ïechtsfactor van R is. Dan is R een rechtsfactor van ƒ. Echter, men heeft goede 
kans dat R gelijk aan ƒ is. De kunst is dus het vinden van een locale icchtsfactor van 
ƒ, die tevens rechtsfactor is van een niet-trivialc globale factor van ƒ. Men kan dit ook 
als volgt formuleren: gezocht, wordt een deelruimte van een nict-triviale G-invariante 
deehuimtc van de oplossingsruimte van ƒ, waar G de differentiaal-Galoisgroep is. 
In deze formulering is de methode in hoofdstuk 3 het eenvoudigst te begrijpen; de 
"exponential paits" geven op een natuurlijke wijze een directe-som splitsing van de 
oplossingsruimte van ƒ. Dit helpt bij het vinden van een deelruimte met de gewenste 
eigenschappen. Het verband met oplossingsruimten wordt echter alleen gebruikt om 
het algoritme uit te leggen, het algoritme zelf tekent met locale factoren in plaats 
van met oplossingen. Dit is equivalent vanwege het, verband tussen rechtsfactoren en 
deelruimten van de oplossingen. 
Hoofdstuk 4 is gezainelijk werk met Jacques-Arthur Weil. Dit hoofdstuk gaat over 
het beiekenen van invarianten van de differentiaal-Galoisgroep. Locale berekeningen 
ge( ombincerd met het idee om gebiuik te maken van zogenaamde '"dual first integrals" 
vormen hier de basis van een efficiënte methode om de invarianten te betekenen. 
In hoofdstuk 5 gaat het om het berekenen van de ïationalc oplossingen van de 
zogenaamde "gemengde vergelijking''. Dit kan dan toegepast worden voor de ont-
binding van differentiaaloperatoren. Voor dit doel woidt gebruik gemaakt, van de 
"gegeneraliseerde exponenten" van differentiaaloperatoren, die geïntroduceerd zijn in 
hoofdstuk 3. De belangrijkste benodigde eigenschap is dat het aantal gegeneraliseerde 
exponenten, geteld met multipliciteiten, altijd gelijk is aan de orde van de operator. 
Voor de klassiek bekende exponenten geldt dit alleen in het regulier singuliere geval, 
vandaar dat voor het ïiiegulier singuliere geval een veralgemening nodig is. 
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Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift 
Factorization of Linear Differential Operators 
van Mark van Hoeij 
1. Let к be a field of characteristic 0. The differential operator 
Q 4 6X .3 8 i
2
 + 5 „η 2 ι -, 1 
χ
1
 + 1 (ζ 2 + l ) 2 ( i 2 + l ) 2 ( i 2 + l ) 2 
is reducible in fc(x)[<9] if and only if there exists an a G к for which 
yj—3 - a 2 G к. This contradicts corollary 4.2, part (2), in: 
Hendriks P.A., van der Put M., Galois action on solutions of a differential 
equation, J. Symb. Сотр., Vol 19, No. 6, p. 559-576, (1995). 
2. Let & be a field of characteristic 0. Let ci,c2,c3,C4 € k. Suppose there 
exist Χι, A'2, X\\, X4 G к, not all 0, such that 
X'{ + Xl + 3X32 + 3A^2 = 0. 
Then there exist Yl: У2, Y3, У4 G к, not all 0, such that 
У,
2
 + K2 + ЗУ32 + ЗУ4
2
 = ci Уі + с2У2 +c3Y3+ c4Y4 = 0. 
3. For any set S c R 2 with 9 elements at most 54 of the (3) = 84 triangles 
having vertices in S are acute. This bound is sharp. A triangle is called 
acute if the three vertices are not collinear and each of the three angles is 
strictly smaller than 90 degrees. 
For 10000 points the maximal ratio of acute triangles lies between 55.56% 
and 61.51%. 
4. Often you are more likely to find an efficient algorithm if you are not 
familiar with the already existing algorithms. 
5. A generalization of a mathematical theorem is not always an improvement. 
6. In computer algebra it is getting common to believe that computing in 
Q[x]/(x2 — 2) is different from computing in Q(y/2). 
7. With benchmarks one can obtain more accurate comparisons of efficiency 
between computer algebra algorithms than with complexity analysis. 
8. Helaas is 10'1 0 ' + 13 (=googolplex+13) geen priemgetal. Anders had 
ik hier een interessantere stelling kunnen formuleren. 
9. Het volgende geeft een algoritme om π te berekenen. Het aantal juiste 
decimalen wordt in elke lus ongeveer verdrievoudigd. 
p : = 3 
Blijf herhalen: ρ := ρ + sin(p). 
10. Zonder deadline is een artikel nooit op tijd klaar. 



